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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A programmer who starts nowadays a new programming job can choose between a lot 
of different programming languages. The most essential part is the choice of the pro­
gramming model or paradigm. Besides the old and still much used class of imperative 
programming languages he can now also choose for, amongst others, object-oriented or 
declarative languages. Each of these programming models is an attempt to develop a 
system that facilitates (a class of) the programming tasks better than the other ones. 
However, despite the amount of existing programming languages there are only a few 
ones which are actually much used. There can be many reasons why a programming 
language will not be accepted by the programming community. The following is a fairly 
minimal list of acceptance criteria for a good programming language: 
• a programming language should offer a high level of abstraction, and be generally 
applicable. 
• there should be efficient implementations of the language. 
• such implementations should be available on various platforms (preferably including 
parallel architectures). 
• the language and its implementation should offer good connections to other lan­
guages, to libraries and to hardware. 
This list is clearly far from being complete (we might add debugging facilities), neither 
is it the case that the accepted languages meet all these requirements. For example, it is 
interesting to notice that a much used language like С should be rejected since its level of 
abstraction is much less than offered by many other languages. It is clear that the weight 
of the requirements is different. Efficiency is necessary and thus the most important. 
Lazy functional languages offer a very high level of abstraction, and it has been shown 
that these languages can successfully be used for fast and elegant programming. However, 
until recently they didn't meet any of the other requirements. Only the last few years 
compilers have been constructed that begin to compete with compilers for other (and in 
particular imperative) languages. 
1 
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Contents of this thesis 
This thesis consists of a collection of publications contributing to the efficient imple­
mentation of lazy functional languages. They are shortly summarised at the end of this 
introduction. 
In the compilation of lazy functional languages two notions are of special importance: 
strictness and parallelism. Information of strictness and parallelism can be used to in­
crease the efficiency of a program considerably. We will consider aspects concerning the 
detection, the specification and the exploitation of such information: 
• An important goal of compilers for lazy functional languages is to derive strictness 
and parallelism automatically. This has been shown to be very difficult. In chapter 
3 and 4 of this thesis we will present a new method for detecting strictness, which 
appeared to be practical useful. 
• However, practice has shown that even good analysis techniques don't find enough 
information. This has led to the idea that the programmer must have the possibility 
to specify additional strictness or parallelism in his programs. In this thesis it will 
be shown how the programmer can increase the efficiency of functional programs by 
specifying strictness (chapter 5) or parallelism (chapter 7). 
• The basis of the research is formed by the implementation of CONCURRENT CLEAN, 
being one of the fastest implementations of a lazy functional language (see Hartel 
L· Langendoen [1993] for a comparison). An overview of this language and its 
implementation is also contained in this thesis (chapter 2). One of the strong points 
of the CONCURRENT CLEAN compiler is that it tries to exploit (both derived and 
specified) strictness information as much as possible. The compiler techniques for 
generating good sequential code are presented in detail in chapter 6. The important 
aspects of the parallel implementation can be found in chapters 2 and 7. 
In the remainder of this introduction we will first focus on the special properties of 
lazy functional languages. Thereafter we discuss strictness analysis techniques. In section 
1.3 we shortly introduce how the efficiency of a functional program can be increased by 
adding annotations. Section 1.4 discusses some important topics of the implementation 
of lazy functional languages. 
1.1. Lazy Functional Languages 
Lazy functional languages have some properties which make program development a lot 
more comfortable than in other languages. Functional languages belong to the class of 
declarative languages. A program written in a declarative language consist of a collection 
of declarations, and, more specifically, in the case of functional languages of function 
definitions. The value of such a program is just an application of a function to some input 
values. The power of this approach is that a program can be considered as a specification 
of the problem, instead of a prescription of how to solve it. The following three properties 
are essential for lazy functional languages: 
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• In a functional program an expression always has the same value. This property, 
referential transparency, is one of the consequences of the lack of side effects. It 
also means that a function will always produce the same output for the same input. 
Referential transparency offers also the possibility for safe parallel execution, since 
a computation cannot influence the outcome of another computation. 
• Another important concept is lazy evaluation. An expression is evaluated at the 
moment it is actually needed. This is an important programming tool. Laziness 
can be used to create possibly infinite data structures (of which only a finite part is 
consumed). Also, the programmer doesn't need to worry about evaluation orders. 
Possibly non-terminating expressions can be specified, and the program can still 
terminate. Not all functional programming languages contain lazy evaluation as 
a standard concept. However, even then the language often offers programming 
constructs with which a local form of lazy evaluation can be obtained. 
• Functions are first class citizens. Functions can be passed as arguments, or re­
turned as results, and generally be used as any other value. Functions which accept 
or deliver functions are called higher-order functions. A difference with impera­
tive languages like С or MODULA (where it is also possible to pass functions as 
arguments) ів that new functions can be defined by using partial applications or 
currying. 
An important consequence is that functional languages support a modular programming 
style very well, as is argued in Hughes [1989]. Lazy evaluation and higher-order functions 
can be used to 'glue' functions or programs together. This is important since modularity is 
one of the keys to successful software development. In addition, functional languages have 
a very clear semantics. It is rather easy to reason about programs, and to apply program 
transformations. Furthermore, the basic language features can lead to a very simple 
syntax, so that there is plenty of room for language features which make programming life 
more comfortable. Nowadays, the modern functional languages like MIRANDA1 (Turner 
[1985]) and HASKELL (Hudak et al. [1992]) all contain concepts like pattern matching, list 
comprehensions, guards and powerful typing systems. Such concepts can be included in 
other types of languages as well, but they will not fit as easily as in functional languages. 
However, one of the main reasons why functional languages are not generally used is 
their bad run-time behaviour. Precisely the three main properties of lazy functional lan­
guages are responsible for this. If a function definition contains only basic functions (like 
arithmetic operators), and no expressions in a lazy context or higher-order functions, code 
generation is comparable to code generation for a standard imperative language. Even 
better code might be generated, since the lack of side effects gives maximal knowledge of 
such a function. In general however, life is not so easy. Because of referential transparency 
there are no global variables, that is, global changes of the program state are impossible. 
As a consequence, such global information has to be moved around via arguments, which 
is expensive. Some algorithms have when written in a functional language an inherently 
worse complexity than when written in an imperative language. Lazy expressions, which 
might be needed in future, have to be stored in memory (until they are needed, or can 
Miranda is a trademark of Research Software Ltd. 
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safely be removed). Storing and interpreting this stored information later on is expensive, 
both with respect to pure computation time, as well as with respect to the memory be­
haviour. Higher-order functions lead to similar inefficiencies. Usually a representation of 
a higher-order function has to be stored in memory. There, it is just waiting to be applied 
to some other stored data. For a programmer it is nice that such memory management is 
done automatically (possibly even rather efficiently). However, in many cases it can cost 
much performance. 
1.2. Strictness Analysis 
The importance of strictness information has already been mentioned. In this section we 
will briefly discuss how such information can be obtained. Much research has been done for 
strictness analysers based on abstract interpretation. The analyser in the CONCURRENT 
CLEAN system is based on a new technique, called abstract reduction. 
A function F is strict in an argument if for every application of F that argument 
has to be reduced to head normal form in order to obtain a head normal form for that 
application. The intention is that strict arguments can safely be reduced. Equivalently, 
we can define a function to be strict if (with the obvious extension to functions with more 
arguments): 
f ± = 1 
where the symbol _L expresses non-termination or undefinedness. In general, strictness is 
an undecidable property. Any analysis technique will have to use some kind of approxi­
mations. The basis of most analysis techniques is rather syntactical: try to analyse what 
happens if a function gets _L as input. And indeed, for 'simple' functions it is often easy 
to see whether they are strict or not. Recursion, higher-order functions, polymorphism 
and general data types make the situation much more complex. 
Abstract Interpretation 
The standard technique for strictness analysis is based on abstract interpretation. Ab­
stract interpretation is a general semantics based method with which various program 
properties can be analysed (Cousot & Cousot [1977]). In the case of strictness analysis, 
one usually defines a non-standard (abstract) semantics of the language, using a finite 
domain of abstract values. Concrete functions are translated to functions in the abstract 
domain. Those abstract functions form a set of functions equations, having a solution 
in the abstract domain. Determining this solution requires a fixed point approximation. 
Consider the following simple example: 
f x y = x, ify = 3 
= f χ (y - 2), otherwise 
Such a function can be translated to the following abstract function: 
f 0 χ y = L (fc y 1) (| χ (f„ χ (fc y 1))) 
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where & and | are the standard boolean operators. Traditionally, the values 0 and 1 
represent non-termination, resp. possible termination. The & operation expresses that 
both arguments of a function are needed (for example of the arithmetic operators), | that 
one of them is needed (as is the case for the branches of the conditional). If for example 
i
a
 0 1 = 0, then the function is strict in its first argument. The abstract function can be 
considered as a recursive equation, which has a solution in the domain (D χ D) —• D, 
where D = ({0,1}, <) and 0 < 1. This solution can be determined by a fixed point 
analysis. Then, it is easy to derive that the function is strict in both its arguments. 
During the last years, many impressive theoretical results have been achieved (e.g. 
Mycroft [1981], Abramsky [1985], Burn et al. [1985], Wadler & Hughes [1987]). However, 
the practical results stayed behind because the method has some serious disadvantages. 
First, for advanced forms of strictness analysis the domain can become very complex, and 
so the fixed point analysis. Second, it is rather difficult to include pattern matching in 
an efficient way in the semantic equations. Finally, the fixed point analysis gives precise 
results, but the conversion to the abstract forms introduces approximations and can lose 
vital information. 
Abstract Reduction 
The method presented in this paper, called abstract reduction, uses an essentially other 
method. It uses also a distinction between abstract and concrete values. Abstract terms 
can be considered as representing a set of concrete terms. However, in the case of abstract 
reduction a more operational view is more fruitful. Abstract terms are just terms, and 
concrete terms are instances of an abstract term. The analysis is not based on solving 
equations in a non-standard semantics of the language, but on the analysis of the reduction 
semantics. So, it is a purely operational approach. In the domain of abstract values an 
abstract reduction relation —*
a
 is defined that mimics concrete reductions. Informally, 




 if there is for every instance t of t
a
 a reduction sequence to an 
instance t' of t'
a
. Abstract terms and abstract reductions can be very precise. For deriving 
abstract reductions the original functions are used. Most approximations are introduced 
during reductions. Consider the following easy example: 
head (a:b) = a 
f x =head(x:[]) 
Analysing the function f is done by the following reduction sequence (with the list deno­
tations replaced by constructor names in the abstract world): 
f J. —
 a head (Cons JL Nil) -*a ± 
In abstract interpretation frameworks it is not usual to include values like Cons 0 Nil, so 
that an approximation is needed. 
Abstract reduction sequences can be analysed to obtain new abstract reduction steps 
(reduction path analysis). The method is very general, and an implementation showed to 
give very good results (chapters 3 and 4). 
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Other forms of strictness 
There are some other forms of strictness which might be interesting for an implementation 
of lazy functional languages. For example, sometimes it is safe to evaluate an expression 
to normal form, instead of to head normal form. In general, it is interesting to know to 
what form the arguments of a function can safely be reduced, given the form to which the 
result of the function will be reduced. For example, the arguments of the append function 
can be reduced to normal form if the result of a call to append will be reduced to normal 
form. 
The use of such strictness information has been studied in the evaluation transformer 
model (Burn [1987]). Its main applications are in the area of parallel implementations. 
For example, a list of which all the elements have to be reduced to head normal form 
can be evaluated in parallel. For simple sequential execution not much speedups can be 
expected, as is shown in Finne & Burn [1993]. 
Derivation of such information can be done with similar techniques as for head normal 
form Btrictness analysers. In an abstract interpretation framework the abstract domains 
have to be extended in order to capture properties like 'all infinite lists' (needed to deter­
mine whether the spine of a list can fully be evaluated). Larger domains make fixed point 
analysis more expensive. In the abstract reduction framework no basic extensions are nec­
essary. It is possible to express the necessary properties within the existing framework. 
For example, 'all infinite lists' are represented by the (cyclic) graph inf: Cons Top inf. Of 
course, also in this case the analysis becomes more complex. But the explosion is not of 
exponential nature (or, at least it can be handled more easily). 
1.3. Efficient Functional Programming 
One of the arguments for the use of lazy functional languages is that it is rather easy to 
write elegant and compact programs. And indeed, practice has shown that this is true. 
By using all the power offered by lazy evaluation and higher-order functions, it is possible 
to develop compact programs. Functional programming is studied extensively in various 
textbooks (e.g. Bird к Wadler [1988], Plasmeijer к Eekelen [1993]). 
However, we are not only interested in elegant programs, but also in efficiency. We 
have already argued that lazy evaluation and higher-order functions lead to less efficient 
programs. We will illustrate this with a little example. Consider the following functions 
that all determine the sum of a list of numbers. 
sum list = foldr ( + ) 0 list 
where 
foldr f η [ ] = η 
foldr f η (a:x) = f η (foldr f η χ) 
sum [ ] = 0 
sum (a:x) = a + (sum x) 
sum I = sum' I 0 
where 
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sum' [ ] s = s 
sum' (a:x) s = sum' χ (s + a) 
The first variant is a well-known one-liner (in many functional languages, foldr is a pre­
defined function). The use of such higher-order functions is usually encouraged. The 
order of complexity of these alternatives is the same. However, the execution times can 
be rather different (dependent on the quality of the compiler). 
The naive use of a function like foldr can give very inefficient code. Since the precise 
contents of the function argument of foldr is not known there is some interpretation 
overhead. Another consequence is that it is not known whether this function is strict 
or not, such that the arguments of the right-hand side cannot be evaluated and have to 
be stored in memory. Of course, a very smart compiler might be able to translate this 
inefficient version to one of the other forms. The second form can easily be derived, but 
is still not optimal since its stack and register use is not optimal. A transformation to 
the last one requires additional knowledge of the function (i.e. it has to be commutative 
and transitive). For this definition a good compiler can generate code that is similar to 
the code obtained from a loop in an imperative form of the algorithm. 
The point of this is that the programmer has to be aware of efficiency issues. It will 
often be the case that a program can be optimised by some program transformations. 
Because of the clear semantics of lazy functional programming languages such program 
transformations can more easily be applied than in other types of languages. To some 
extent it is even possible to automatise this process (Darlington et al. [1989]). 
Another method, used in the CONCURRENT CLEAN context, is to give the programmer 
the possibility to supply the program with annotations. With such annotations additional 
strictness, or parallel execution can be specified. In this thesis we show that the efficiency 
of functional programs can substantially be improved by this technique. 
Partially strict data types 
For many programs strictness analysis will give good results, but not good enough for a 
really efficient compilation. There are two reasons. First, strictness analysers are simply 
not powerful enough to find all strictness information. Second, there are many parts of the 
program that are inherently non-strict. However, strictness analysers are very pessimistic, 
since they assume that functions might be called with non-terminating expressions. In 
practice however, it will very often be the case that the programmer can guarantee that a 
function will not be called with a non-terminating value, or that an expression can safely 
be evaluated since its value will be needed later anyway. In such cases it will often be safe 
to introduce additional strictness. 
A method for introducing new strictness is by using partially strict data types. By 
supplying a type with strictness annotations the programmer can specify how far an object 
of that type can be reduced if it appears in a strict context. Such a type can be a type 
specification of a function, but also a (possibly recursive) algebraic type definition. It 
should be noted that strictness in data types often fits in the intuitive view a programmer 
has of his program. Consider for example complex numbers. A complex number can be 
defined as a tuple of two real numbers (the real and imaginary part). An addition for 
complex numbers can be defined as follows: 
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complex = = (num, num) 
plusC (rl.il) (r2,i2) = (r i + r2, i l + ¡2) 
The code for plusC will be rather bad, since both additions are in a lazy context (they 
will be evaluated at the moment the values are actually needed). This will be the case 
for many operations involving complex numbers. However, it would not be strange to 
consider a complex number to be defined only if both the real and the imaginary part are 
defined (thus evaluated). This can be achieved by adding strictness annotations to the 
type of complex: 
complex = = (I num, ! num) 
However, this is not yet sufficient. The compiler cannot know that the intention is that 
plusC works on complex numbers, so the type of this function now has to be specified 
explicitly. As a consequence, the additions can safely be performed since they are in a 
strict context. Measurements have shown that substantial speedups can be obtained by 
using partially strict data types (chapter 5). A major advantage is that a programmer 
can gain efficiency just by adding a few strictness annotations. 
An additional advantage of partially strict data types is they can be used to define 
efficient interactions between the functional language and (for example) the operating 
system. For example, the type of a function (calling the operating system) that reads a 
character from a file can be specified as follows: 
readChar :: file — (I char, ! file) 
The compiler now knows that this functions returns evaluated values. The effect is that 
values can be passed in an efficient way. Partially strict data types have successfully been 
used in the definition of a sophisticated IO system for CONCURRENT CLEAN (Achten et 
al. [1993]). 
Specifying parallelism 
There are several reasons why one might want to specify parallelism in a functional lan-
guage. First, there are not yet compilers that can automatically derive efficient (coarse 
grain) parallelism (or at least, not for general problems). Furthermore, there is a clear 
need for other forms of parallelism than divide-and-conquer parallelism. So, there is a 
clear need, both of programmers and of compiler developers, for parallel language con-
structs. There are several ways to express parallelism. We consider annotations and 
skeletons. 
Annotations are special language constructs that indicate that an annotated expres-
sion has to be treated in a special way. This is a much used method in current parallel 
implementations (also language constructions like letpar can be considered as annota-
tions). The advantage is that the semantics of most annotations is rather simple. Code 
generation for annotated expressions is usually rather straightforward, and one can con-
centrate on other implementation issues. In CONCURRENT CLEAN parallelism can be 
expressed with two kinds of annotations (Eekelen et al. [1991b]). It has been shown that 
various forms of parallelism can be expressed. However, the efficiency of the obtained 
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parallelism can leave a lot to be desired. How this can be improved ів one of the topics 
of chapter 7. An example is the following: 
filter (a:x) = (a : filter ρ χ), ¡f ρ a 
= filter ρ χ, otherwise 
This function filters a list; only the elements satisfying the predicate ρ are let through. 
In a parallel execution, it is possible to consider such a function as a stream process, i.e. 
a process that continuously produces the elements of the output list. In general it will be 
very difficult to derive that a function can be implemented as a stream process. Specifying 
such behaviour might be done by annotating the type of the function as follows: 
filter :: [num] -• {P} [num] 
We will show that such stream processes can be implemented efficiently, and that they 
are needed for many kinds of parallel algorithms. 
Skeletons are higher-order functions expressing a specific form of parallelism (see, for 
example, Darlington et al. [1991]). A skeleton (or the kind of parallelism it represents) 
should be efficiently implementable on the target machine. Since skeletons can be treated 
as functions, they fit better in the functional programming world than annotations. On 
the other hand, the implementation of skeletons is more difficult. 
1.4. Implementing Lazy Functional Languages 
Since the design of the first lazy functional languages, it has been shown to be very difficult 
to build efficient implementations. In this section we will discuss some topics which are 
of importance for the implementation of lazy functional languages. 
Models of computation and their implementation 
There are several ways to describe the semantics of functional languages. Traditionally, λ-
calculus, combinatory logic and term rewriting are popular models. It is easy to translate 
the basics of functional programs to λ-terms or combinator expressions. Many people still 
consider functional languages as a kind of sugared λ-calculus. Indeed, such models are 
very well suited to understand or prove many theoretical properties. However, they are 
less useful as basis for an implementation. All these models are based on some form of 
rewriting semantics. The basic reduction model is very simple: redexes in an expression 
are contracted or rewritten until the normal form of that expression is obtained. The first 
implementations of functional languages were in fact implementations of such a model 
of computation (which in some sense served as a kind of intermediate language). These 
implementations had some serious drawbacks: 
• some implementations were based on string reduction. This has the disadvantage 
that expressions can be duplicated. To overcome duplication of work sharing has 
to be introduced. However, in the case of λ-calculus it is very difficult to prevent 
duplication of redexes. The proposed method in Lamping [1990] is such complicated 
that it is only of theoretical value. 
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• the reductions are very fine grained. That is, each reduction step represents just a 
little amount of work. Since a reduction step itself can be rather complicated (in 
terms of concrete machine instructions), it is difficult to get an efficient implemen­
tation. In the case of the combinator model this can partly be solved by introducing 
new combinatore that enlarge the reduction grain size (like Turner's combinatore 
(Turner [1979]). Even then the problem remains. 
• though a model can express the basic language semantics very well, it is often 
less ideal for the compilation of typical language features like pattern matching or 
arithmetic. Of course it is possible to simulate these features, but that would be 
very inefficient. The model has to be extended (e.g. the enriched λ-caJculus with 
patterns, see Peyton Jones [1987]). 
The implementation problems led to the idea that the current machine architectures, 
based on the von Neumann model, were not very well suited for the implementation 
of functional languages. For some time, several new machine models were proposed, 
that could serve as implementation vehicle. Examples are Norma and Skim (Scheevel 
[1986], Clark et oí. [1980]). Many of this new machines were based on fine grained parallel 
execution. However, also these approaches were not very satisfactory. The overhead of 
the parallelism and/or the fine grain computations was too large. Also, conventional 
machines became faster and faster, and it appeared easier to build an implementation on 
such a machine. 
Using graph rewriting 
One of the main reasons of the bad behaviour was the low computational complexity of 
the rewrite steps. This was solved with the introduction of super combinatore (Hughes 
[1982]). All function definitions in a functional program are lifted to the global level. The 
resulting functions can be considered as user defined combinatore. Compilation of such 
combinators to native machine code can give rather efficient code, and was firstly done 
for the G-machine (Johnsson [1984]). 
Most modern implementations of functional languages are based on extensions of this 
model. One of the essential points is that sharing is used. However, the model of compu-
tation used in such implementations has little resemblance with the ones described above. 
This makes reasoning about afunctional program (and its implementation) more difficult. 
A model which is much closer both to the language and the implementation is the term 
graph reimte model (Barendregt et al. [1987a]). 
Term graph rewrite models have successfully been used for describing properties of 
languages as well as for building efficient implementations. The language CONCURRENT 
CLEAN, described in chapter 2, is based on a functional term graph rewrite model, and 
can also be considered as a lazy functional language. 
Reduction strategies 
The basis of a reduction system is the rewriting process. The reduction strategy determines 
what redex is the next one going to be rewritten. A reduction strategy is said to be 
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normalising if the normal form will be found (if existing). It is well-known that for λ-
calculus normal order reduction is normalising. This is not the case for general term or 
graph rewriting systems. The strategy used in most modern functional languages is based 
on the functional strategy. Reduction is forced by pattern matching (or similarly, by case 
expressions): the actual argument has to be reduced to head normal form before it can 
be matched against the formal (non-variable) argument. The order in which patterns 
and alternatives are tried is language dependent. A typical property of such a strategy is 
transitivity of redexes, that is, the next redex to be rewritten is local with respect to the 
current redex if the rewrite gives no head normal form (Toyama et al. [1993]). Consider 
a general rewrite rule: 
Fpi...p„ — Ggi.. .g
m 
such that the right-hand side is not in head normal form. Given a redex matching this 
rule, the next redex will be in the new graph G gì . . . gm, which will finally become a redex 
too. As a consequence, it is not necessary to update the redex with the root of the right-
hand side, but it can be updated with the result of G. This is one of the reasons why tail 
recursion can safely be removed (i.e. the code of G can directly be called). In fact, this is 
a special case of the optimisations that arise from the use of strictness information. 
Graph rewriting and memory management 
Usually graphs are stored in memory. In its basic form, a graph rewrite step consists of 
replacing a graph with a new graph. The new graph has to be created, which means that 
some heap space has to be allocated and filled with some representation of that graph. On 
the other hand, heap space of nodes that are no longer connected to the program graph can 
(and have to) be reclaimed for future use. However, on most machines memory operations 
are rather expensive, and it would be much better to use the fast machine resources (like 
registers). It is thus important to optimise graph rewriting wherever possible. 
The first requirement is a smart dynamic memory management system, since the 
building of graphs cannot fully be excluded. Graphs should be represented as efficiently 
as possible to minimise heap usage and building time. In special this holds for curried 
applications. Such expressions can be stored by using a spine of application nodes, but 
this is rather expensive in terms of interpretation and memory usage. It seems better 
to use partial nodes (also called vector apply nodes), i.e. nodes which are partially filled. 
Furthermore, heap space which is no longer used has to be reclaimed by a garbage collec-
tor. Chapter 6 describes the method used in the CONCURRENT CLEAN implementation. 
This is discussed in more detail in Groningen et al. [1991]. 
Another way to optimise heap usage is to use destructive updates, that is, the reuse 
of graph nodes. One of the features of a functional language is that destructive updates 
are not allowed. This is a property of the language. However, on the implementation 
level destructive updates of graph nodes are possible if precise knowledge of the reduction 
steps is available. Consider the graph rewrite rule: 
r: Fp!...p„ -» Ggb-.gn 
For one simple rewrite step, the root node r will be overwritten with a new graph con-
structed by the right-hand side definition. If it is known from a node of the left-hand side 
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(i.e. a part of a pattern) that it is not needed anymore, it can safely be reused. This is 
the case if the reference count of such a node is exactly one and if it is not used in the 
right-hand side. There are various ways to perform such an update or reference count 
analysis. A promising method purely based on the graph rewriting semantics is based on 
uniqueness typing (Smetsers et al. [1993]). 
However, the best way is to avoid the building of nodes whenever possible. This is 
one of the main applications of strictness information. 
Using strictness information 
One of the most important sources for optimisations is strictness information. Strictness 
information can be used to change the standard reduction order (as forced by the func­
tional strategy): the call-by-need mechanism can locally be replaced by a call-by-value 
mechanism. Graphs which are known to be needed for the reduction don't need to be 
stored in memory, but can be reduced immediately. This is especially important for de­
termining so-called strict contexts in the right-hand side of a rewrite rule. Informally 
spoken, a node is in a strict context if it is locally needed. The root node of a right-hand 
side is always needed. For nodes in a strict context no intermediate graphs have to be 
built, and the code belonging to such nodes can directly be called. 
This can be further optimised by using type information. Usually, graphs are stored in 
memory. However, they can also be represented in stacks or, even better, in registers. This 
is especially the case for basic values, like integers. In this way, the passing of parameters 
and the returning of results can considerably be optimised. This has also been done in 
the CONCURRENT CLEAN compiler. 
Intermediate languages and abstract machines 
The gap between functional languages and machine languages is very large. Whereas for 
an imperative program it is to some extent possible to 'see' the corresponding assembly 
instructions through the statements, it is rather unclear what code belongs to a function 
definition written in a lazy functional language. Both for the programmer as for the 
language implementator this is a problem. The first one cannot easily reason about the 
exact run-time behaviour of his program, whereas the compiler writer has a difficult job 
in writing a good compiler. For some part this is solved by using graph rewriting as the 
model for the semantics, and as the model for the implementation. 
To facilitate the compilers writers job one usually uses intermediate languages. An 
intermediate language has preferably a simple structure, and can contain subtle combi­
nations of properties of the concrete machine architecture, the source language, and the 
intended implementation method. However, intermediate languages can exist on various 
levels. For example, λ-calculus can be considered as an intermediate language, but it has 
the before mentioned disadvantages. Also the language CONCURRENT CLEAN can be 
considered (and is in fact intended) as an intermediate language for the compilation of 
functional languages. 
Most intermediate languages are closer to the concrete machine architecture, and are 
therefore also called abstract machines. Such an abstract machine can, for example, sim­
ulate stacks or program counters. Recent years, many abstract machine models have been 
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proposed. We mention for example the G-machine (Johnsson [1984]) and TIM (Fairbairn 
& Wray [1987]). Nowadays, most abstract machines are extensions or variations of the 
G-machine. Also the ABC-machine (Koopman et al. [1990]), used for the implementation 
of CONCURRENT CLEAN, is similar to the G-machine. We note that what sometimes is 
called the efficiency of an abstract machine is a rather strange notion. An abstract ma­
chine can be suited or not for a good compiler, the efficiency depends on the compilation 
passes to and from the abstract machine. 
A rather new method is to use the imperative language С as intermediate language. 
The advantages are that good С compilers are widely available, and that the compiler 
can easily be ported to other machines. However, there are also some nasty drawbacks. 
First, a lot of tricks are needed to get efficient code. For example, it might be necessary 
to generate one huge С function, or to rely on some very compiler specific optimisation 
options (like global register allocation). Such techniques decrease the portability (as is 
also argued in Hartel к Langendoen [1993]), and can lead to problems if the functional 
language offers a modular structure. Another drawback is that С compilers can apply 
less optimisations (because of possible side effects) than functional language compilers. 
For some algorithms a CONCURRENT CLEAN program gives better code than the same 
program written in C. 
Parallel implementations 
Since the developments of the first functional languages, it has been argued that these 
languages are very well suited for parallel execution. For, the result of a computation will 
always be the same, and cannot be influenced by other computations. Furthermore, it 
should be possible to derive parallelism automatically. In principle, every subexpression 
which is needed can be executed in parallel. At compile time such needed expressions 
can be found by strictness analysis. At run-time it is often easy to find such needed 
expressions (for example, the arguments of an addition that has to be computed). 
As a consequence there have been a lot of proposals for the parallel implementation of 
functional languages. One of the main reasons was that it might be possible to improve the 
bad efficiency of implementations on sequential machines. Similarly to the developments 
for sequential machines, there has been much interest for the design of new hardware 
models (for example Mago (Mago [1979]), Alice (Darlington L· Reeve [1981])), mostly 
exploiting fine grain parallelism. Also in this case the results were disappointing. For 
the last years, parallel implementations are merely built and studied on existing parallel 
hardware. 
Most available parallel machines are either of the SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple 
Data) or MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) type. A functional program usually 
doesn't contain the structured and fine grain parallelism as required for a SIMD machine. 
MIMD machines are much more suited. However, such machines perform optimal if 
they have a few number of parallel tasks, and only a limited amount of communication 
overhead. Also this is difficult to realise for a functional program. The problem is usually 
not that a program doesn't contain parallelism, but that it is difficult to get a controllable 
amount of coarse grain parallelism. 
Deriving such coarse grain parallelism is a very tedious task. In the first place, strict-
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ness information is needed, which already can be difficult to find. In addition, the compiler 
must be able to predict the amount of work contained in a needed expression. Such a 
complexity analysis is even more complex than strictness analysis. We refer to Goldberg 
[1988] for an attempt. Nowadays, most researchers take a more practical point of view 
by defining language constructs with which parallelism can be specified. 
At the moment it is still unclear how a good parallel implementation of a functional 
language can be built. Both the language problems (how to derive parallelism automati­
cally, or how to specify parallelism in the language), and many implementation problems 
still have to be solved. A good survey of existing parallel implementations can be found 
in Langendoen [1993]. 
Also in CONCURRENT CLEAN parallelism can be specified by using annotations (see 
Eekelen et al. [1991b]). For the compilation a parallel version of the ABC-machine is used 
(Nöcker et al. [1991a]). Pilot implementations of a parallel CONCURRENT CLEAN system 
are running on Transputers and Macintosh's (the latter using a local area network). Some 
problems of parallel functional programming are discussed in chapter 7. 
1.5. Overview of the papers in this thesis 
The following chapters consist of a collection of papers each related to the topics discussed 
so far. In the next chapter we discuss the language CONCURRENT CLEAN. This chapter is 
intended as a kind of overview of the language and its implementation. All ideas presented 
in the chapters thereafter have been studied in the context of CONCURRENT CLEAN. 
The chapters 3 and 4 treat strictness analysis based on abstract reduction. First, in 
chapter 3 we treat the implementation aspects of such a strictness analyser. In particular, 
the implementation of the functional strategy and the graph rewriting aspects are of 
importance. The practical usefulness of the analyser is shown with some non-trivial 
examples and a performance overview. Chapter 4 is of more theoretical nature. In the 
context of orthogonal term rewriting systems a foundation for abstract reduction and 
reduction path analysis is given. To obtain a useful form of strictness the discussion has 
to be restricted to function constructor systems. It is also shortly indicated how the 
framework can be extended to lazy functional languages. 
In chapter 5 we introduce partially strict data types. It contains a motivation for the 
use of such types and an overview of the implementation aspects. Three examples show 
that partially strict data types can indeed be used to get more efficient code. 
Code generation is discussed in chapter 6. In particular, it is shown how strictness 
and type information can be used to generate very efficient code. The key idea is to use 
this information to determine efficient parameter passing conventions. On the concrete 
machine level this translates to the efficient use of machine stacks and registers. This 
chapter also presents some parts of the memory management, and the implementation of 
currying. 
The last chapter discusses the relation between functional programming and efficient 
forms of parallelism. In particular, two important topics of parallelism are analysed: 
divide-and-conquer parallelism and streams. Divide-and-conquer parallelism doesn't need 
to give good speedups, even if the algorithm has the required form. Streams, useful for 
any parallel implementation, can be used to improve such programs. The CONCURRENT 
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CLEAN compiler has been extended for streams. 
The following chapters of this thesis are self-contained papers, which have been (or will 
be) published as follows: 
E. Nöcker, S. Smetsers, M. van Eekelen and M. Plasmeijer [1991], 
Concurrent Clean, 
appeared in: Proc. of Parallel Architectures and Languages Europe (PARLE'91), 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands, LNCS 505, Springer Verlag, pp. 202-219. 
E. Nöcker [1993], 
Strictness Analysis using Abstract Reduction, 
appeared in: Proc. of Functional Programming Languages and Computer Architec-
tures (FPCA'93), Kopenhagen, Denmark, ACM Press, pp. 255-265. 
E. Nöcker [1993], 
Strictness Analysis by Abstract Reduction m Orthogonal Term Rewriting Systems, 
to appear (extended abstract submitted for publication). 
E. Nöcker, S. Smetsers [1993], 
Partially Strict Non-recursive Data Types, 
to appear in: Journal of Functional Programming, Volume 3(2). 
S. Smetsers, E. Nöcker, J. van Groningen and M. Plasmeijer [1991], 
Generating Efficient Code for Lazy Functional Languages, 
appeared in: Proc. of Functional Programming Languages and Computer Architec-
tures (FPCA'91), Cambridge, MA, LNCS 523, Springer Verlag, pp. 592-617. 
E. Nöcker [1993], 
Efficient Parallel Functional Programming - Some Case Studies - , 
to appear (submitted for publication). 
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Chapter 2 
Concurrent Clean 
Eric Nöcker, Sjaak Smetsers, Marko van Eekelen and Rinus 
Plasmeijer 
Concurrent Clean is an experimental, lazy, higher-order parallel functional programming lan-
guage based on term graph rewriting. An important difference with other languages is that in 
Clean graphs are manipulated and not terms. This can be used by the programmer to control 
communication and sharing of computation. Cyclic structures can be defined. Concurrent Clean 
furthermore allows to control the (parallel) order of evaluation to make efficient evaluation possi-
ble. With help of sequential annotations the default lazy evaluation can be locally changed into 
eager evaluation. The language enables the definition of partially strict data structures which 
make a whole new class of algorithms feasible in a functional language. A powerful and fast 
strictness analyser is incorporated in the system. The quality of the code generated by the Clean 
compiler has been greatly improved such that it is one of the best code generators for a lazy 
functional language. Two very powerful parallel annotations enable the programmer to define 
concurrent functional programs with arbitrary process topologies. Concurrent Clean is set up 
in such a way that the efficiency achieved for the sequential case can largely be maintained for 
a parallel implementation on loosely coupled parallel machine architectures. 
2.1. Introduction 
Historical context 
Concurrent Clean (Eekelen et al. [1990]) is an experimental, lazy, higher-order functional 
programming language based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a]). The 
first work on Clean started in 1984 in the Dutch Parallel Reduction Machine project 
(Barendregt et al. [1987c], Brus et al. [1987]) in which the feasibility of the realization 
of a parallel reduction machine was investigated. The Nijmegen research focussed on 
the fundamentals of graph reduction and its implementation on sequential and parallel 
architectures. The fundamental idea is that graph reduction should not be considered 
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as merely an optimisation in the implementation of functional languages, but that graph 
reduction is a fundamental basis for any implementation and that graph reduction it-
self must be investigated and optimised. In this context together with the University 
of East-Anglia a more general non-functional computational model, Generalized Graph 
Rewriting Systems (GGRS's) has been designed (Barendregt et al. [1987b]) of which the 
semantics and pragmatics currently are further investigated in the Esprit Basic Research 
Action "Semagraph". The Dactl-language used in the declarative UK-Flagship projects is 
based on GGRS's (Glauert et al. [1987]) as well as the jointly with the University of East-
Anglia (UEA) defined language Lean (Barendregt et al. [1987b], Barendregt et al. [1988]). 
Based on restricted GGRS's the functional graph rewriting language Clean (Brus et al. 
[1987]) was developed as an intermediate language for the compilation of functional lan-
guages. Implementations (compilers and interpreters) of Clean (Brus et al. [1987], Nöcker 
[1989], Smetsers [1989]) have been developed as well as a Miranda-to-Clean conversion 
program (Koopman L· Nöcker [1988]). Concurrent Clean is partly developed as a part of 
the Esprit TIP-M Tropics project. 
The language Concurrent Clean 
In this paper the language Concurrent Clean is presented that extends the sequential 
language Clean to a concurrent language suited for efficient code generation for both 
sequential and parallel machine architectures. Concurrent Clean has many features in 
common with other lazy, higher-order functional languages, euch as a Milner/Mycroft 
based polymorphic type system (including algebraic types, synonym types and abstract 
types). A key aspect of the language is that the object that is manipulated is a graph and 
not a term. Consequently, the programmer can explicitly control sharing of computation. 
For instance, cyclic data structures can be created. The most important aspect of Con-
current Clean discussed in this paper is the way in which the order of evaluation can be 
controlled. Lazy evaluation can be locally changed in eager evaluation. Eager evaluation 
has the advantage that it can be implemented considerably more efficiently than lazy 
evaluation. Even more speed-up can be achieved by changing sequential evaluation into 
parallel evaluation. 
Changing lazy into eager evaluation 
An important feature of the Concurrent Clean system is that strictness annotations are 
generated automatically by a strictness analyser. This analyser has been designed and 
implemented based on the concept of abstract reduction (Nöcker [1993c]). The strictness 
analyser is an efficient as well as powerful analyser that can deal with arbitrary data 
structures and higher-order functions. To change the default lazy reduction order into 
eager, also the programmer can put strictness annotations in the function definition them-
selves or in their type definition (Smetsere [1989]). Furthermore, considerable efficiency 
improvements can be realized by defining a special kind of data types: partially Btrict data 
types (Nöcker L· Smetsers [1993]) that enable composite data structures to be handled on 
the stack completely without any heap usage. 
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Changing sequential into parallel evaluation 
In Concurrent Clean, the programmer can control the parallel evaluation of the functional 
program with help of two annotations (Eekelen et al. [1991b]). The annotations enable 
the programmer to assign processes to parts of the graph in such a way that arbitrary, 
possibly cyclic, process topologies can be specified. 
With the same two annotations the programmer can specify that, when communication 
takes place, a value has to be communicated or that the expression to compute the value 
has to be shipped. Communication between processes takes place implicitly on demand 
via the concept of lazy copying (Eekelen et al. [1991b], Barendsen L· Smetsers [1992]). 
Concurrent Clean is designed for the evaluation on loosely coupled parallel machine 
architectures. As a special case multi-processing on a single processor can be expressed. 
Complicated parallel algorithms which can go far beyond divide-and-conquer like appli­
cations can be specified. The design of Concurrent Clean is such that the sequential 
optimisations mentioned above can still be applied in the parallel case. A local reserva­
tion/locking mechanism is required that introduces a neglectable overhead. 
In this paper an overview is given of the main features of the language Concurrent 
Clean (Section 2.2). In more detail it is explained how the (parallel) reduction order 
is controlled (Section 2.3). The sequential (Section 2.4) and parallel (Section 2.5) im­
plementation of Concurrent Clean is treated. Performance figures are given in Section 
2.6. 
2.2. Overview of the Language 
In this section we briefly introduce the flavour of Concurrent Clean by showing how some 
well-known functional programs are written down in this formalism. The first example 




Fac INT -·· INT ; 
FacO — 1 | 
Fac η — *l η (Fac (-1 n)) ; 
Start — INT ; 
Start -» Fac 20 ; 
A Clean program is composed of modules. Modules are hierarchical. The top-most module 
is the main module. In the main module a Start rule should be declared of which the 
left-hand-side consists of the symbol Start and the right-hand side corresponds with the 
initial expression to be computed. 
With the IMPORT statement all predefined functions (deltarules) and predefined types 
are imported. -I (integer decrement) and *l (integer multiplication) are such predefined 
functions defined on the basic type INT. 
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Rules starting with :: are either new type definitions or type specifications of rewrite 
rules. In the latter case, the type of the corresponding function is specified. In a Clean 
program all the rules for a certain function are called the alternatives for that function. 
It is required that all the alternatives are grouped together. The reader will have inferred 
that the rule alternatives of a function definition have a priority: they are applied in 
textual order. 
MODULE Map; 
|| Example of how to use higher order 
|| functions in Concurrent Clean 




Map (=>· χ y) [x] 
Mapf [ ] 








* l x x 
M 
[ ] 
[f a | Map f b] 
[INT] 
Map Square [42,43,44] 
In Clean comments can be specified via preceding the comment with ||. This has to be 
done on every line in which a comment is given. Square brackets are used for denoting 
lists: [ ] is an empty list, [a,b,c] a list containing the three elements a, b and c, and [a | f] 
denotes a list consisting of a list f prefixed with an element a. 
The example also shows that higher order functions can be used freely. There is no 
difference between the use of full and partial (curried) applications of functions. Types 
of higher order functions are specified using =• (prefix notation) which corresponds to—» 
(infix notation) in languages like Miranda. 
The following example is a solution for the Hamming problem: it computes an ordered 
list of all numbers of the form 2 n 3 m , with n,m > 0. Note that with the explicit nodeid x, 
defined in the right hand side, a cyclic graph is created that allows the use of computations 
already performed. 
MODULE Ham; 
FROM deltal IMPORT *l 
FROM Map IMPORT Map 
FROM Merge IMPORT Merge 
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Type System 
Concurrent Clean is a strongly typed language. It is, however, not required to declare the 
types of functions explicitly: types are deduced by the compiler from the information in 
the program. The (polymorphic) type scheme that is used for this purpose is based on a 
combination of the well-known Milner [1978] and Mycroft [1984] schemes. 
The predefined types in Concurrent Clean and examples of denotations and predefined 
functions are listed below: 
Basic types: INT, REAL, BOOL, CHAR, STRING, FILE 
Examples of denotations: 2, 0.31415E1, TRUE, 'a', "monkey" 
Predefined functions: +1, <R, NOT, =C, SLICE, FOpen 
List and tuple types: [Τ], (Τχ, ... , T n ) for types Τ and T, 
Denotations for lists and tuples: [1,2,3,4], [ ], [2 | [ ]], (1,'?',FALSE) 
Defining New Types 
There are three mechanisms to introduce new types: algebraic type definitions, synonym 
type definitions and abstract type definitions. 
Synonym types allow the user to define a new name for an already existing type. These 
types are specified by means of a type rule having exactly one alternative of which the 
right-hand side is a type instance. 
A type instance is either a type variable or an acyclic graph that has a root symbol 
that is a type symbol of which all the arguments are type instances. A type symbol is 
either a basic type symbol or a user-defined type symbol. 
An example of a synonym type definition: 
TYPE 
Stack χ -v [x] ; 
With the aid of algebraic types it is possible to introduce a new concrete data type based 
on free algebras. These types are specified by a type rule whereof each alternative has a 
right-hand side with a unique root symbol: the constructor. The constructor is said to 
be of that specific type. All the arguments of the constructor are type instances. 
Below examples of algebraic type definitions are given. The types Nat and List are 
defined. The constructors Zero and Succ are said to be of type Nat, Cons and Nil of type 
List x. 
TYPE 
Nat -» Zero | 
Nat -» Succ Nat ; 
List χ —• Cons χ (List x) | 
Listx -> Nil ; 
Abstract types offer the possibility of hiding the representation of a certain type. To 
distinguish an abstract type definition from an ordinary type definition a special kind of 
type block is provided called an ABSTYPE-block. 
Example of abstract type definition in Clean: 
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ABSTYPE 
Stack χ ; 
Abstract type definitions are only allowed in definition modules (see the section on mod­
ules). In the implementation module the abstract type should either be a synonym type 
or an algebraic type. The realisation of the type is invisible for the outside world. 
Typing Functions 
Each rewrite rule can be typed explicitly by the programmer. This type specification 
must immediately precede the corresponding rewrite rule. 
When typing partial functions one has to ensure that the function symbol itself can be 
used as a constructor by giving an appropriate algebraic type definition for it. An error 
is generated at run-time if this has not been indicated properly (note that in general it 
cannot be detected at compile-time whether a function is partial). First an example that 
leads to a run-time type error: 
RULE 
F INT - INT ; 
FO -• 0 ; 
Start -* INT ; 
Start — F 1 ; 
Although the Clean program is correctly typed, the function F applied in the start-rule 
cannot be matched and therefore F 1 will not yield the required type: INT. At run-time, 
an error is generated. 








Succ (Pred n) 
Pred Num 
Pred (Succ n) 
Start 
Start 
The graph Succ (Succ Zero) in the start rule will not match any rule. Still it is correct 
because the graph is indeed of the wanted type (i.e. Num). Notice that Succ and Pred 
are used both as functions and as constructors. As constructors they may appear in the 










Succ (Succ Zero) 
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Modules 
A Concurrent Clean program may be split in several modules that can be compiled sep-
arately. A Concurrent Clean program consists of definition modules and implementation 
modules. An implementation module contains type and rule definitions that can be ex-
ported to other modules via its definition module. The latter consists only of a set of 
type rules, possibly including strictness information, for exported types and for exported 
functions. Special definition modules, which are called system modules, indicate that 
the corresponding implementation module does not contain ordinary rewrite rules but 
(abstract) machine code instead. On demand the compiler will substitute the code of a 
function 'in-line' at the place where this function is called. 
Input and Output 
To achieve an efficient implementation of IO facilities in Concurrent Clean the type FILE 
has been predefined. Besides that, a number of basic operations on files can be imported 
from a predefined module called deltalO. This module contains functions to create files, to 
read characters or strings from files, to write characters or strings to files and to re-open 
write-files for reading. 
The efficiency of the IO functions is obtained by implementing FILE's not as (lazy) 
lists of characters but by using strict tuples. This allows the Concurrent Clean compiler 
to generate code for these IO functions wherein a fast call by value like mechanism of 
parameter passing and returning results is used. 
2.3. Controlling Reduction Order 
Graph Rewriting 
A Clean program basically consists of a number of graph rewrite rules which specify how 
a (program) graph has to be rewritten. The program graph, which initially consists of a 
single Start node, is rewritten according to these rules. The part of the graph that matches 
the pattern of a certain rewrite rule is called a redex. A rewrite of a redex consists of 
replacing the redex in the graph by an instance of the right-hand side of the corresponding 
rewrite rule. 
Reduction Strategies 
A reduction strategy repeatedly determines which redex is going to be reduced next. 
The strategy of Concurrent Clean is the so-called functional strategy. Reducing graphs 
according to this strategy resembles very much the way execution proceeds in many other 
lazy functional languages: if there are several rewrite rules for a particular function, 
the rules are tried in textual order; patterns are tested from left to right; evaluation of 
arguments is forced when it is tried to match an actual argument against a non-variable 
part in the pattern. 
In Concurrent Clean the functional strategy may locally be influenced by the use of 
annotations. When this strategy encounters an annotation it changes its default reduction 
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order which will influence the way a result is achieved. Changing the order is in particular 
important if one wants to optimise the time and space behaviour of the reduction process. 
Currently, two kinds of annotations are possible: 
• strict annotations to locally change lazy evaluation into eager evaluation; 
• process annotations to define interleaved evaluation on the same or parallel evalua­
tion on another processor. 
Sequential Annotations 
The sequential flow of control can be influenced by means of strict annotations. If a strict 
annotation is encountered, the evaluation of the indicated subgraph is forced. This forced 
evaluation will also follow the functional strategy yielding a root normal form. After the 
forced evaluation has delivered the root normal form, the reduction process continues 
with the ordinary reduction order following the functional strategy. So, annotations let 
the reduction strategy deviate from the default functional evaluation order making the 
evaluation order partially eager instead of lazy. 
We distinguish two kinds of strict annotations, namely global and local strict annota­
tions 
Global Strict Annotations 
The strict annotations in a type specification are called global because they change the 
reduction order for all applications of a particular function. Annotations in a type specifi­
cation of a certain function are allowed to be placed before the type specification of either 
an argument on the left-hand side or an argument of a tuple type appearing in a strict 
context. A tuple type is in a strict context if it has been supplied with a (valid) strict 
annotation itself or if it appears as the root node on the right-hand side of the type rule. 
Intuitively, such a strict annotation indicates that the corresponding argument is always 
reduced to root normal form before the corresponding rule is applied. 
Example of global strict annotation in type rules: 
I F I B O O L x x - χ ; 
IF TRUE then else - then | 
IF FALSE then else - else ; 
Strict annotations may also be used in tuple types appearing in a type synonym definitions. 
The meaning of these annotated synonym types can be explained with the aid of a simple 
program transformation with which all occurrences of these synonym types are replaced by 
their right-hand sides (of course, annotations included). These annotated type definitions 
are a special case of the more general partially strict data types which are treated later on 
in this section. 
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Local Strict Annotations 
Strict annotations in rewrite rules are called local. They change only the order of evalua­
tion for a specific function application. These annotations appear in the right-hand side 
of rewrite rules. 
Before the evaluation continues after applying a rewrite rule, all strict annotated 
nodes of the right-hand side of the applied rewrite rule are evaluated. Strict annotations 
in rewrite rules can be placed anywhere on the right-hand side. 
Example of strict annotations on the right-hand side: 
F χ y -» IF χ !y (! ++I y) ; 
In this particular application of IF it is clear that a common part of the then part and 
else part can safely be reduced. 
Partially Strict Data Types 
Partially strict data types (Nòcker к Smetsers [1993]) are obtained by supplying the type 
definitions or type specifications of functions with additional (global) strictness informa­
tion. In a type definition this strictness information specifies for each individual part of 
an instance of such a type whether this part should be evaluated or not (the so called 
evaluation context of that part). In a type specification of a function the strictness in­
formation determines the evaluation contexts of both the parameters and the result. The 
only partially strict data types that have been implemented in Concurrent Clean are the 
partially strict tuples (these types were already mentioned in the section on global strict 
annotations). An example of the use partially strict tuples is the following definition of a 
complex number: 
TYPE 
Complex - (IREAL.IREAL) ; 
RULE 
+C 'Complex 'Complex —• Complex 
+C (rl.il) (r2.¡2) — (+R ri r2,+R ¡1 ¡2) ; 
Parallel Annotations 
The parallel flow of control can be influenced by means of process annotations. Currently, 
only local process annotations can be specified in the right-hand side of rewrite rules. 
If a process annotation is encountered, the evaluation of the indicated subgraph is 
forced as with a strict annotation, following the functional strategy until a root normal 
form is reached. The important difference with strict annotations is that with process 
annotations new reduction processes are created that perform the evaluation. These 
new reduction processes can run interleaved or in parallel with the original reduction 
process. The original process continues with the evaluation in the ordinary reduction 
order independently. 
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Creating parallel processes 
The {P} annotation (P for parallel) creates a new graph, which is a copy of the annotated 
subgraph, on a remote processor together with a parallel reduction process (a reducer) 
which reduces this new graph to root normal form. 
Creating interleaved processes 
The {1} annotation (I for interleaved) creates a new internal process on the annotated 
subgraph. This new internal reducer reduces the corresponding subgraph interleaved 
with the other processes of this processor (so no copy is made). 
Communication Channels 
Communication takes place when the initial graph that is going to be reduced in parallel 
has to be sent to another processor or when the result of such a parallel reduction is 
needed by another reducer. 
Communication involves the copying of graphs. In Concurrent Clean the concept of 
lazy copying is used (Eekelen et al. [1991b], Barendsen L· Smetsers [1992]). When during 
the copying a subgraph is encountered that is already being reduced by another reduction 
process, this subgraph is not copied at that moment. The copying is deferred until the 
other reducer has finished the reduction of this graph. The fact that the copying was 
stopped temporarily is administered with the aid of a special arc, a so-called {commu­
nication) channel, that interconnects the new copy with the subgraph that is currently 
reduced. The continuation of the copying is triggered when the result of the graph to 
which a channel refers is needed. Besides creating channels implicitly via copying there is 
another way whereby channels come into existence: the initial subgraph of a new parallel 
reduction process is also connected to the original graph via a channel. Note that the 
above-mentioned method of process creation and communication implies that the only 
interconnections between graphs residing on different processors are channels. 
Divide and Conquer Parallelism 
In the following example it is shown how divide-and-conquer parallelism can be specified 
in Concurrent Clean: 
FibO -• 1 | 
F i b l — 1 | 
Fib η -• +1 left right, 
left: {P} Fib (-1 η 1), 
right: {P} Fib (-1 η 2) ; 
The {P} annotations specify that both calls of Fib can be evaluated in parallel. The root 
of the graph on which a process is started, is built on another processing element with 
copies of subgraphs as arguments. The father reducer is waiting for the results. A copy of 
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a result is made when a subgraph left or right is in root normal form. The picture below 
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Processor 3 -
Pavallel sieving 
The sieve of Eratosthenes is a classical algorithm for generating prime numbers. A pipeline 
of Sieve processes is created. Those Sieves hold the prime numbers in ascending order, 
one in each Sieve. Each Sieve accepts a stream of integers as its input. Those integers 
are not divisible by any of the foregoing primes in the pipeline. If an incoming integer 
is not divisible by the local prime as well, it is sent to the next Sieve. A newly created 
Sieve accepts the first incoming integer as its own prime and outputs this prime and the 
channel of the next Sieve to a printing process. After that it starts sieving. A process called 
Gen sends a stream of integers greater than one to the first Sieve. The combination of 
process annotations and communication via copying provide that the intended behaviour 
is achieved. Processes are connected to each other by channels through which data is 
communicated in a demand driven way. 
This can be represented in a picture as below (all arrows indicate flow of data on 
channels). Sievel holds 2 as its own prime, Sieve2 holds 3, Sieve3 holds 5, and so on. 
The printing process one by one receives the channel identifications from these sieves and 
collects the corresponding primes. Seen through the time this can be illustrated as follows 
(all arrows indicate flow of data on channels): 
I Print |<-
| Gen | Η Stevel | И Sieve2 | *\ Steve3 | • 
| Print Ц-
Gen 1 Η Sievel | Η Sieve2 | *\ Sieve3 | *• 
The Sieve program: 
Start -» Print s, 
s· {P} Sieve g, 
g: {P} Gen 2 
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Sieve [pr | stream] -• [pr | s], 
s: {P} Sieve f, 
f: {1} Filter stream pr ; 
Gen η —> [η | rest], 
rest: {1} Gen {!} ( + + I n) ; 
Filter [f | rj pr — IF (=1 (MOD f pr) 0) 
(Filter r pr) 
(NewFilter f r pr) ; 
NewFilter f r pr -» [f | rest], 
rest: {1} Filter r pr ; 
Arbitrary Process Structures 
It ів beyond the scope of this paper to treat the expressive power of Concurrent Clean 
very extensively. At this point we only want to claim that it is possible to specify any 
arbitrary process structure in a Concurrent Clean program. To illustrate this we give an 
example that shows how a cyclic process structure, i.e. a number of parallel reducers that 
are mutual dependent, can be created. It is extracted from quite a large program that 
implements Warshalls solution for the shortest path problem (Eekelen [1988]). 
First the intended reducer topology is given in a picture: 
Ц Process 1 К—I Process 2 r*~ 4 Process i "Ц- Ч Process Ν"Γ«-^ 
This reducer structure can directly be specified in the following way: 
Start -> last: CreateProcs NrOfProcs last 
CreateProcs 1 left -» Process 1 left | 
CreateProcs pid left —» CreateProcs (-1 pid) new, 
new: {P} Process pid left ; 
CreateProcs is responsible for the generation of all the parallel reducers. This process, 
which will finally become the first reducer, has initially a reference to itself in order to 
make it possible to expand it to a cycle of reducers. Each reducer is connected to the next 
one, i.e. the one with the next pid number, by means of a channel. During the creation 
of the processes this channel is passed as a parameter called left. 
2.4. Sequential Implementation 
Both sequential and parallel implementations of Concurrent Clean are based on the ab­
stract ABC machine. A Concurrent Clean program is compiled to code for this abstract 
machine. In this way the Concurrent Clean compilation is largely machine independent. 
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Testing the implementations and reasoning about them becomes much easier. There are 
two ways in which this code can be executed. First, the ABC code can be interpreted. 
Second, it can be compiled to code for some concrete machine. The abstract machine can 
be implemented on various machines relatively easy. In this section we will outline the 
basic aspects of the ABC machine. The ABC machine resembles advanced G-machine 
like architectures (Johnsson [1987], Peyton Jones к Salkild [1989]). The Concurrent 
Clean compiler exploits all possibilities of the machine. This is discussed in section 2.4.2. 
Lastly, we treat how the ABC machine can be implemented on a real machine. More 
detailed information on these aspects can be found in Smetsers [1989], Koopman et al. 
[1990], Groningen [1990]. 
The abstract ABC machine 
As mentioned before, the abstract ABC machine is similar to G-machine like architectures: 
it is a stack based graph reduction machine. The main parts of interest are the three stacks 
(Address, Basic value and Control stack) and the heap. 
The С stack is used for storing addresses. The other two stacks are used for evaluating 
or building expressions, and for passing arguments to functions or returning results from 
functions. The A stack contains references to nodes in the heap, whereas the В stack 
contains values of basic types, such as integers or reals. Thus, basic values can be repre­
sented in two ways: as node in the heap or as an item on the В stack. Note that a В stack 
item can occupy more entries, for example, a Real value needs two entries. Example: 





A stack В stack 
Graphs are stored in the heap. So, the heap contains a collection of nodes. Generally 
speaking, a node of a Clean graph consists of a symbol with a certain number of arguments. 
Representing nodes as variable sized object causes problems with updating: the new node 
does not need to fit in the old one. This can be solved by introducing indirection nodes, 
but this will slow down the access on the contents of a node. In the ABC machine we have 
chosen to split a node in a fixed and a variable sized part. The fixed size part contains 
a representation of the symbol (called the descriptor), a code pointer and a pointer to a 
variable sized part. 
|descriptor|code pointer|arguments! 
Ξ:...:Ξ 
The descriptor is a representation of a Clean symbol. Normally it is an index or pointer 
in a descriptor table. The descriptor is used for pattern matching and for printing. 
The code pointer points to code with which the node can be evaluated. During reduc­
tion this code pointer may change. For example, after entering the node for evaluation 
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a pointer to an error routine is stored. If the node is entered again (indicating a non-
terminating reduction) this code will be executed. If a node is updated with a head normal 
form value, the code pointer points to special code just containing a return instruction. 
In the variable sized part the arguments of the node are stored. This means that the ar­
guments always have to be fetched via an extra indirection. On the other hand, updating 
a node is simple: update the fixed part, and allocate space for the arguments. 
Except nodes containing a Clean symbol with the right number of arguments also 
other kinds of nodes are possible. For such nodes special things are done. 
For nodes containing a basic value, e.g. an integer, the descriptor does not represent 
the Clean symbol (that would be the integer value itself). Instead, all integers share the 
same descriptor (e.g. INT). The integer value itself is stored in the pointer part. For basic 
values that do not fit in the fixed part of a node (e.g. strings) a pointer to the value (for 
which space has to be allocated) is stored. Since basic nodes are always in normal form, 
they all contain the head normal form code pointer. 
In Concurrent Clean, symbols can be applied on too few arguments. Such a partial 
application can be represented as a spine of applications. In practice, a better way is to 
build partial nodes, i.e. nodes with a partially filled argument part. Such nodes are built 
as standard nodes, but with special descriptors. So, for each Clean symbol of arity n, 
n+1 descriptors are defined. Mostly, the ABC machine sees no difference between such 
partial nodes and standard nodes. However, if a partial node is applied to another node, 
a new node with a new number of arguments has to be created. 
The Concurrent Clean compiler 
The main task of the Concurrent Clean compiler is to generate efficient ABC code. The 
syntax of Concurrent Clean is rather simple: no complex transformations like lambda 
lifting or the conversion of ZF-expressions are necessary. Many standard optimisation 
techniques are implemented: tail recursion removal, avoiding unnecessary evaluation calls, 
and so on. In the following, we will emphasize only those parts of the compiler that differ 
from other well-known implementations. 
Conceptually, graph reduction is done in the heap: if a node has to be rewritten a new 
graph is built which will replace the original node. Unfortunately, this scheme will not 
give efficient code. The goal of the compiler is to generate code in which graph building 
is omitted as much as possible. For generating such efficient code type and strictness 
information is necessary. Type information can be fully derived by the type inference 
mechanism. Strictness information can be given by the programmer, or can be derived 
by a strictness analyser. 
In general, deriving strictness information is very difficult. However, some help from 
the programmer normally will lead to more information. Certainly annotating data types 
can lead to much more efficient code. 
Strictness Analysis 
The strictness analyser in the Concurrent Clean compiler is based on abstract reduction 
(Nöcker [1993c]). In abstract reduction a domain of sets of values is defined. Reduction 
in this domain means reduction of sets. Because this domain of sets is not finite, fixed 
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points techniques are not applicable. Problems due to recursive functions are solved with 
a technique called reduction path analysis. With this method also other kinds of strictness 
can be derived, for example, strictness properties for functions over lists, (however, such 
information is not used by the Concurrent Clean compiler). It appears that this analyser 
can find much information. The analysis itself is quite fast. Consider the functions: 
Append [ ] y — y I 
Append [a | г] y -» [a | Append r y] ; 
Foldr op r [ ] -+ r | 
Foldr op r [a | x] —• op a (Foldr op r x) ; 
Catenate I —» Foldr Append [ ] I ; 
With strictness analysis based on abstract interpretation for the function Catenate a fixed 
point in a rather complex domain has to be determined. With abstract reduction the 
right information is found quite easily (see Nöcker [1993c] for the analysis). 
Nodes in a strict context 
There are two ways in which the compiler uses strictness information. First, nodes in a 
strict context normally do not need to be built. Instead, a call to the code belonging to 
the function is generated: 
F χ — +1 a b, 
a: IF cond 3 b, 
b: IF cond a 4, 
cond: Ρ χ ; 
As can be seen easily, the node cond is in a strict context. In this case a direct call to Ρ 
can be generated. However, despite the fact that nodes a and b are in a strict context, 
nodes for them have to be build because they are on a cycle. 
Passing parameters and returning results 
The second way in which strictness and type information is used is in passing values as 
parameters or as results. Values are passed via the A and В stack. The type of the 
function determines how thie is done: 
F INT ! (! INT,! [CHAR]) -+ ( INT,! CHAR); 
The function F is a function requiring two arguments. The first one, is a non-strict integer. 
This value is passed via the A stack. The second argument is a strict tuple. Both elements 
of this tuple have to be reduced to head normal form before calling F. The integer has 
to be passed via the В stack, whereas the character list is passed via the A stack. For 
the result value similar things have to be done: a (strict) tuple is returned of which the 
first element, a non-strict integer, will be passed via the A stack, and the second, a strict 
character, will be returned via the В stack. 
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If a value is not in the state in which it is needed for a function call, a conversion has 
to be done. In the case of tuples, such a conversion (which is called a coercion) can be 
quite complex. 
Entry points 
The above calling convention is applicable only if nodes appear in a strict context. How-
ever, there are three other ways in which a function can be called. 
Firstly, a function application might have been appeared in a non-strict context. In 
this case a node has been built. If this node is evaluated, first a conversion (in fact a 
coercion) has to be done before the strict code can be executed: arguments have to be 
fetched from the heap. If necessary, they have to be evaluated or, in the case of strict 
tuples, unpacked. 
The second way in which a function can be called is if a partial application has been 
built. After that some applications have delivered the remaining arguments, a similar 
transformation has to be done. Lastly, also special things have to be done for exported 
functions. The exported type determines the calling convention outside the module. 
However, inside the module another calling convention can be more efficiently. This is the 
case if abstract types are exported (hiding the internal representation), or if the strictness 
analyser finds more information than is exported. For both cases an additional entry 
point is needed. This 'external-strict' entry does some conversione according to the extra 
strictness information and continues with the internal strict entry. 







convert strict args 




convert strict args 
strict-entry: 
For some functions (e.g. many predefined functions like +1 etc.) special things are done. 
A call (in a strict context) to an addition would be unnecessary expensive. Instead, the 
addition code itself will be substituted directly. This is done by .inline directives that are 
inserted in the strict code part. Such inline code is only searched for if the predefined 
function was imported from a SYSTEM module. Note that the compiler itself knows 
nothing about such functions. In this way new basic functions can easily be added. Even 
functions for which complex code has to be inserted can be expanded inline in this way. 
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Realisation on a concrete machine 
Basic Aspects 
There are two ways of implementing the ABC machine on sequential hardware: by means 
of an ABC code interpreter and by means of a code generator that compiles ABC-code 
into target machine code. The section gives a short description of the code generator 
for the MOTOROLA 680x0 processors. The interpreter is treated in the section on the 
current status of our research. 
Code generation for an M68k processor 
A straightforward way of generating concrete machine code is by means of macro expan-
sion: each ABC instruction is considered as a macro application that is substituted by 
a sequence of M68k instructions. However, the quality of the generated M68k code is 
mainly determined by the way the registers of this processor are utilised. Since the ABC 
machine does not contain abstract registers it will be evident that the resulting code is 
far from optimal. Therefore, the current ABC to M68k code generator uses a more intel-
ligent way of generating code than just performing macro expansion. An ABC program 
is subdivided into basic blocks (i.e. sequences of ABC instructions that do not contain 
any label definitions or jump instructions). The code generator considers each basic block 
as a specification of how the initial state of the ABC machine (which is determined by 
the contents of the stacks and the graph store) at the start of the basic block has be 
converted into the final state at the end of the block. Now the tasks of the code generator 
becomes to implement such state transitions as efficient as possible, in all likelihood, by 
using registers. Note that, in contrast with the macro expansion mechanism, the relation 
between original ABC code and generated M68k code may be difficult to detect. 
Besides using registers for computing intermediate results inside the basic blocks, 
registers are also used for parameter passing and returning results between basic blocks. 
As an example we give both the ABC code and M68k code generated for the factorial 
function that has been defined earlier: 
ABC-code: 
Faci: 
eql_b +0 0 
jmp.true lab 
jmp sFac 2 
lab: 
popb 1 

















sub #l ,d0 
jsr Faci 
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update.b 0 1 
pop_b 1 
muil mul -(a4),d0 
rtn rts 
The previous example clearly shows that the main task of the Concurrent Clean to ABC-
code compiler is to define some order of evaluation in which the B-stack is used if possible. 
It does not try to optimise the stack manipulations, for instance by avoiding redundant 
move operations. Such optimisations are done by the ABC to M68k code generator. 
2.5. Parallel Implementation 
Also the parallel implementation is based on the ABC machine. In this section we will 
present the parallel ABC machine, and its implementation aspects. 
The basic assumption we make for this parallel machine is that each processor has 
its own local memory. On each processor a number of sequential ABC machines can be 
running. For each new process, created by a {P} or {1} annotation, a new sequential 
ABC machine (a reducer) is started. Reducers have their own stacks. Reducers on the 
same processor share the heap of that processor. 
The reservation/locking mechanism 
Because several reducers on one processor can share subgraphs, some reservation mecha-
nism is necessary. In the parallel ABC machine this is done as follows. 
A reducer evaluates a node by executing the code pointed to by the code pointer of 
that node. The first this code does is changing the code field of the node. The new code 
pointer points to a piece of code with which other reducers that will try to evaluate this 





If a reducer executes this code sequence it puts itself (by the set.wait instruction) into 
the waiting list of the node it wanted to reduce. Thereafter, it suspends itself with the 
suspend instruction. 
After some time the node will be updated by the first reducer (note that nodes are 
updated only with head normal forms). Then also the reducers in the waiting list will be 
released. They all execute the return (rtn) instruction and continue as if they had reduced 
the node themselves. 
In first instance, it seems as if a waiting list will enlarge the fixed size part of all nodes: 
each node must have enough room to store a pointer to such a list. However, a node with 
a waiting list is under reduction and no information of this node is needed anymore. 
Therefore, in a concrete implementation other fields of the node can be misused. 
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Communication 
There are two moments at which a graph has to be shipped to another processor. First, 
with the {P} annotation a remote reducer has to be started. The graph this reducer has 
to evaluate has to be copied to the processor on which the reducer will be started. The 
second case occurs if a result of a reduction is needed on another processor. 
These forms of graph copying are basically the same. Copying a graph is not straight-
forward, since its structure has to be preserved. So, the copying algorithm has to take 
account of sharing and cycles. Also special action is needed if reserved nodes or nodes on 
which a reducer will be started (by an {1} or {P} annotation) risk to be copied. Reserved 
nodes can be recognised by the code pointer (or, alternatively, a flag might have been 
set). For nodes on which a reducer will be started a special node, called a Defer node, is 
inserted. In both cases simple copying of these nodes would mean duplication of work. 
Instead special nodes are created: channel nodes. Such a channel node is also created in 
the case of the {P} annotation: it points to the graph that will be reduced by the new 
remote reducer. So, a channel node can be considered as a node containing a pointer to 
a remote graph. It has a special code pointer: 
.channel-code: 




If such a node is evaluated a request will be sent to another processor (by the send.request 
instruction). Then the reducer will suspend itself. As soon as the requested graph is in 
head normal form it will be sent. The channel node will be updated with this graph. 
Note that a request is sent only once: the code pointer is set to the reserve code, so other 
reducers will be suspended immediately. If a channel node is reduced, it is needed. Thus 
a request is sent only if the channel node is needed. Lastly, we note that also channel 
nodes can be copied. The result will be a copy of the channel node. 
2.6. Results 
Current Status 
Currently, the Concurrent Clean to ABC compiler has fully been implemented on various 
machines. It includes all aspects mentioned earlier and it compiles quite quickly. On 
a SUN3/280 it compiles roughly 150 lines of Concurrent Clean code per second. This 
is without strictness analysis. With strictness analysis compilation time approximately 
doubles. 
For the ABC machine both a simulator and several code generators exist. The sim-
ulator is used for testing both sequential and parallel versions of the ABC machine. For 
the parallel part the simulator has some global knowledge of a real run time system of 
a parallel machine. In particular, it includes a parallel garbage collector, and a stack 
reallocation mechanism. 
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At this moment several versions of ал ABC code to machine code compiler are avail­
able. The best one generates code for the MC68020 type of processor, and has been 
implemented both on the Macintoshll as well as on a SUN3. Also for the Transputer 
a code generator exists. The last one is a preliminary version of a code generator for 
a parallel machine. In the future this code generator will be extended with the same 
optimisation techniques as the other ones. 
Sequential 
We compared the implementation of our system with implementations of Lml, Hope and 
С on the SUN3 (with a MC68020, 25Mhz processor). The Lml system is considered as 
a standard implementation of a lazy functional language (notice that we do not present 
figures for Miranda: most of the benchmarks below do not terminate within reasonable 
time). The Hope system is an example of a fast implementation of a strict functional 
language. The imperative languages are represented by C. We note that, if possible, 
С has been used in an imperative way (i.e. using iteration instead of recursion). The 
following implementations of these languages were used: 
Lml The Chalmers Lazy ML compiler, version 0.99.2, (90/08/20) (Augustsson & 
Johnsson [1989a]). 
Hope The Hope+ compiler, release 3.2.1, August 1989 (Burstall et al. [1980]). 
С The gnu С compiler, version 1.36 (which generally gives faster code than the 
standard С compiler). 
The following test programs were used: 
nfib the well known nfib program with argument 30. 
tak the Takeuchi function, called with (tak 24 16 8). 
sieve a program which generates the first 10000 primes, using quite an optimal 
version of the sieve of Eratosthenes (outputs only the last one). 
queens counts all solutions for the (10) queens problem. 
reverse a program which reverses a list of 3000 elements 3000 times. 
twice four times the twice on the increment function. 
revtwice four times the twice of the reverse of a list of 30 elements. 
rnfib again the nfib program, but now working on real numbers, with argument 26. 
fastfourier the fast fourier algorithm, on an array of 8K complex numbers. In the Con­
current Clean program a complex number is defined as a strict tuple of two 
reals. 






































































Table 2.1: Performance Overview (All times in seconds cpu time) 
The following notes have to be made: 
• The Lml versions of twice and revtwice resulted in run-time errors for these values 
(SF and OH stand for 'segmentation fault' and 'out of heap' respectively). 
• The reverse and twice programs make no sense in the С context. The sieve and fast 
fourier programs are iterative versions. The other ones are inherently recursive. 
• Computing the fast fourier with the other functional languages is impossible: they 
all would run out of heap space. 
• The times needed to generate an executable for the example programs vary widely. 
On an average, the Concurrent Clean implementation consumes about 3.5 seconds 
cpu time, the Lml system needs 6 seconds and the Hope system even 15 seconds. 
The first two columns of the table compare a standard compilation of Concurrent Clean 
programs with Lml. The default reduction strategy is lazy, but strictness information is 
added automatically by the strictness analyser. It is obvious that in all cases Concurrent 
Clean outruns Lml. 
The next two columns present a comparison between user annotated Clean and Hope. 
User annotations are inserted at some places that are not indicated by the strictness 
analyser. Some of these annotations can be found automatically by a clever analysis (but 
not by strictness analysis), as is the case for the sieve and the queens programs. The 
annotations for the fast fourier (in the type definition of the complex number) have to 
be added by the programmer. Again, Concurrent Clean produces in almost all the cases 
the fastest code although the differences are not that great anymore. The only case in 
which Hope is faster is the twice example. This is mainly because Hope uses a smart 
integer representation. This is indicated by the revtwice program, which also tests the 
implementation of higher order functions but avoids the use of integers. 
The recursive programs written in С appear to be slower than the ones written in 
Concurrent Clean. However, the iterative versions of the examples written in С are 
faster. But, in comparison with the past, the difference between execution times of on 
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the one hand the functional languages and on the other hand the imperative languages 
has significantly decreased. 
The last two rows of the table are measurements for real arithmetic. In fact, they 
show that of the functional languages only Concurrent Clean supports reals seriously. 
Finally, the last column gives execution times for Concurrent Clean programs for 
which no annotations were added, neither automatically by the strictness analyser, nor 
by the programmer himself. From these figures we can conclude that in general strictness 
annotations increase the efficiency. The largest gain is achieved in programs which largely 
manipulate objects of basic types as is the case with tak and fast fourier. 
Parallel 
Partly funded by the ESPRIT Parallel Computer Action and the Dutch Neural Network 
Project, recently a beginning has been made with the implementation of Concurrent Clean 
on a Transputer system composed of 64 Transputers. Currently, this implementation 
supports only multi-processing on a single Transputer. Therefore, it is not yet possible to 
present performance figures of executions on a real parallel machine. However, with the 
PABC simulator a number of preliminary observations have been made. 
The main results concern the kinds of parallelism which are possible, and how the 
parallel annotations influence this. 
The process annotations are very powerful: it appears that many kinds of parallelism 
can be created. Also, it appears that the optimisations of the sequential code can be used 
in the parallel programs. The main problem in here is to assure that the grain size of the 
tasks is big enough. 
The main disadvantage is that often very many reducers are needed to achieve a 
certain behaviour (for instance, each channel requires a reducer serving it). Also, the 
process annotations have to be used very carefully. Sometimes they have to be combined 
with local strictness annotation to provide that processes are created at the moment they 
are wanted. Some programs tend to behave sequential or create too many reducers if 
annotations are used wrongly. 
2.7. Future work 
The efficiency of the sequential code can be further improved by adding a special so-
called "application depended strictness analysis" to the system. Such an analysis tries to 
determine whether eager evaluation of arguments for a certain application is safe because 
for this specific application it is known that these arguments will be evaluated (inspite 
of the fact that the applied function is not known to be strict in these argumente for the 
general case). Program transformations will be investigated that yield larger basic blocks 
of ABC code such that an optimal use of the new code generator is made. 
We hope to demonstrate in the near future that real speed-ups can be achieved on 
a parallel architecture such as a Transputer system (Kesseler [1990]). At UEA already 
some promising results have been obtained with a previous version of our Clean system 
(McBurney к Sleep [1990]). 
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Furthermore, the presented annotations will be extended in order to enable the fine 
tuning of load balancing on a parallel machine. 
On a higher level of abstraction new annotations are investigated to make parallel 
functional programming more user friendly (Eekelen &c Plasmeijer [1990]). 
2.8. Conclusions 
The language Concurrent Clean is a lazy, higher-order functional graph rewriting language 
with as special feature that the sequential and parallel reduction order can be controlled 
in a general way. In Concurrent Clean arbitrary, dynamically changing process topolo­
gies can be specified. Parallel evaluation and communication can be controlled by the 
programmer. 
There are several optimisations incorporated in the compiler such that, after a reason­
able compilation time, very efficient execution is obtained for the sequentially evaluated 
parts of the code. The differences in speed between functional programs written in Con­
current Clean and programs imperatively written in a language like С are now becoming 
acceptable. Most optimisations axe still applicable when code is generated for parallel 
environments. 
The expressive power of the concurrency primitives available in Concurrent Clean 
makes it possible that a new class of parallel algorithms can be expressed adequately in 
a functional language. 
Simulations have shown that the speed obtained for sequential machines can be inher­
ited for parallel architectures such that efficient, parallel functional programming will be 
possible. 
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Chapter 3 
Strictness Analysis by Abstract 
Reduction 
Eric Nocker 
In thie paper we present a new and general strictness analysis technique for lazy functional 
languages. In contrast to many other methods, this method is practically usable. This is 
shown with results of a real implementation. The key idea is the use of an abstract domain 
of which the elements represent various kinds of sets of concrete values. Reduction as well as 
pattern matching in the abstract domain mimics reduction and pattern matching in the concrete 
domain in a very natural way. With this abstract domain various kinds of strictness analysis 
are possible. In particular, higher order functions and general data types (tuples and liste, but 
also user defined data types) fit perfectly well in this mechanism. In contrast to methods based 
on abstract interpretation, the abstract domain is infinite. Recursive functions are handled by 
a technique called reduction path analysis. Complicated and expensive fixed point derivation 
techniques are not needed. The implementation in the Concurrent Clean system shows that the 
analyser is very fast and that it finds much strictness information. 
3.1. Introduction 
During the last decade much research has been done in the area of analysing techniques 
for the compilation of lazy functional languages. Much of this research concerns strictness 
analysis. However, despite of the amount of theoretical results, the practical results of 
strictness analysis techniques were rather disappointing. Most effort has been spent on 
methods based on abstract interpretation. Based on a finite abstract domain a nonstan-
dard semantics of the language is defined. One of the earliest examples is the work of 
Mycroft (Mycroft [1981]). He defines an abstract domain consisting of only two elements, 
representing resp. all nonterminating expressions and all possible expressions. Strictness 
analysis is applied to first order, flat functions. More complicated examples are strictness 
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analysis for higher order functions (e.g. Abramsky [1985], Burn et al. [1985]), and for 
nonflat domains (e.g. Wadler & Hughes [1987]). These techniques reveal the main disad-
vantage of such methods. For higher order functions or more complex forms of strictness 
analysis, the abstract domains grow and can become very complicated. The fixed point 
analysis, needed for deriving correct results, is of exponential nature, and prohibits usable 
implementations. In this paper we will present a new strictness analysis method. The 
interesting point is that this method is implementable, as will be shown with concrete 
results of a real implementation. As a consequence, the emphasis of this paper will be 
on the presentation of those practical results. Of the theoretical background we will only 
give a short overview. The details can be found in Nöcker [1992], and will be published 
in a separate paper. 
The main points of our method are the following: 
• We use infinite domains. A program, with function and constructor definitions, 
defines an abstract domain. The elemente of this abstract domain are graphs, built 
from a set of abstract symbols that is directly derived from the set of concrete sym-
bols. Abstract graphs can represent various sources of nontermination, for instance 
the value that represents all infinite lists. Such values can be constructed within the 
domain itself: no new domain definition is required. This means that it is possible 
to derive various kinds of strictness information within one and the same system. 
• The reduction in the abstract domain is directly related to the corresponding re-
ductions in the concrete domain: abstract reduction. We define a general (and 
undecidable) form of abstract reduction. Several approximations of this general 
form are possible. 
• An abstract reduction sequence does not need to terminate. However, there are 
several methods to cut off infinite reduction sequences. We will present a tech-
nique called reduction path analysis. By analysing reduction sequences, it is often 
possible to derive quite precise information. In other cases, results will have to be 
approximated. 
We note that both abstract reduction and reduction path analysis are approximation 
techniques. However, they can be made very precise. This can be achieved, for example, 
by clever implementations, or by giving the analyser more time and memory to run in. 
A strictness analyser based on abstract reduction has been implemented as part of 
the Concurrent Clean system (Plasmeijer et al. [1991]). It did turn out that abstract 
reduction combined with reduction path analysis is well to implement. Furthermore, the 
results of the strictness analysis are very good. This holds both for the obtained results 
as for the time and memory behaviour of the strictness analyser. 
The Language 
We will assume we have a very simple lazy functional language. Each function has one 
or more alternatives which are distinguished by patterns on the left-hand side of the 
definition. Function and constructor symbols start with uppercase characters, this in 
contrast to variables. Constructor symbols are symbols for which no function definition 
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exists. In this paper we will assume that function symbols cannot occur in patterns (so-
called function-constructor systems). Furthermore, we assume some standard predefined 
types, such as INT and BOOL and their operators. Two examples are: 
Map f (Cons χ xs) = Cons (f x) (Map f xs) 
Map f Nil =N¡1 
Fib 0 = 1 
Fibl = 1 
Fib π = + (Fib (- η 1)) (Fib (- η 2)) 
The reduction strategy used is the so-called functional strategy (Plasmeijer & Eekelen 
[1993], Toyama et al. [1991]). Basically, the evaluation order is determined by a normal 
order strategy. It deviates at points where pattern matching is needed: before matching, 
a value has to be evaluated to head normal form. Patterns in a function definition are 
matched from left to right, and from top to bottom. Similar strategies are used in many 
lazy functional languages. 
Strictness Properties 
It is a well-known fact that strictness information is important for efficient implementa­
tions of lazy functional languages. Of course, it goes beyond the scope of this paper to 
treat how strictness information can be used. What is important is that an implementa­
tion might need several forms of strictness information. The simplest form is head normal 
form strictness. A function is said to be strict in an argument if for any application of 
that function it is safe to evaluate that argument to head normal form before doing the 
application itself. That is, a function F of arity η is strict in its ith argument iff: 
F i i , . . .,Xi-i,±,xi+i,...,xn = -L 
for all possible terms Xjj^ti, and with ± representing nontermination or undefinedness. 
This kind of strictness defines when an argument can be evaluated to head normal form 
safely. However, there are also other ways to deviate from the standard reduction order. 
Consider, for instance, the functions: 
Head (Cons a b ) = a 
Length (Cons a b) = + + (Length b) 
Length Nil = 0 
The function Head is strict in its argument, but also in the (sub)argument a: whenever 
Head is called with a term that reduces to a Cons node, it is safe to evaluate the head 
of that Cons node, before applying Head (this might not seem to be a very useful kind 
of strictness information, however, for other datatypes, like tuples, it might be). Another 
kind of strictness is shown by the Length function: it is always safe to evaluate the spine of 
the list argument (which means: all Cons nodes can safely be evaluated, but none of the 
arguments), before applying Length. This last kind of strictness is called spine strictness. 
Such list evaluations are well-known (Burn [1987]). 
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Cons Bot Top 
(Cons Bot Τορ,Νϋ) 
¡nf: Cons Top ¡nf 
topmem: (Cons Top topmem,Nil) 
botmem: (Cons Top botmem, Cons Bot topmem) 
Table 3.1: Examples of abstract 
{Cons 1 g | g e Ç} и 
{Cons 1 g 1 g 6 Ç] и 
all infinite lists 
all lists 
all lists with at least 
Ш 
{N¡1,1} 
one 1 element 
graphs and corresponding concrete sets 
To derive such strictness information it is important that it is possible to represent 
properties (or sets) like "all infinite lists". In the following, we will show that in the 
abstract reduction framework various kinds of strictness analysis are possible. 
3.2. Principles of Abstract Reduction 
In this section we will outline the fundamentals of abstract reduction. In Nocker [1992] 
abstract reduction is applied in orthogonal term rewriting systems. Our language is 
certainly no orthogonal term rewriting system. To some extent however, it has similar 
properties. In fact, we can consider the reduction strategy as a mean to force a kind 
of orthogonality. Anyway, we strongly believe that the results of Nocker [1992] can be 
extended to functional languages. 
The goal of abstract reduction is to mimic concrete reduction as precise as possible. 
That is, abstractions or approximations are delayed as much as possible. Consider for 
instance the function definition: 
F χ у = Cons χ у 
If we assume that, as usual, the abstract value Bot corresponds to all nonterminating 
expressions, and Top to all possible expressions, then we would like that the following 
abstract reduction step is possible: 
F # Bot Top -•„ Cons* Bot Top 
This decision leads to an infinite domain of abstract values, since the domain must include 
all possible abstract results. The abstract reduction system must be able to handle all 
these elements properly. We note that in many systems the new value of the above 
example would have been approximated. 
In the remainder of this section we first describe the construction of the abstract 
domain. Thereafter, we will give a precise relationship between reduction in the concrete 
and abstract domain. 
The Abstract Domain 
Let S be the set of symbols associated to a particular set of functions and constructors, 
and S± = SU {!}. Let G be the set of graphs over S±. Then, the set of abstract symbols 
<S* is defined as follows: 
S* ={F* | F e 5} U {Bot, Top, Union} 
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For each symbol in S an equivalent symbol in «S* exists. For convenience however, we 
will omit the # 's if they are of no importance. The symbols Bot, Top and Union are 
new and will have a special meaning. The symbols Bot and Top have arity zero, whereas 
Union can be used with an arbitrary number of arguments (in fact, for each arity a special 
Union symbol can be defined). Elements of the abstract domain AG are graphs over S*. 
For convenience, we will use a shorthand notation for Unions: 
Union xu...,xn = (li, . . . ,X„) 
The further notation of graphs is straightforward, see table 3.1 for examples. Sharing is 
expressed by using node identifiers (the defining occurrence is followed by a colon). Values 
of the abstract domain AG correspond with sets of values in G- To some extent, a graph 
of AG can be considered as a denotation for a subset of G- This relationship is defined 
by the concrétisation function 7: AG —• 'Pi.G). We first define this function for tree-like 
graphs Ы AGt - V{Gt)): 
7i[Bot] 
7i[Top] 






] = {F ί ι , . . . , ί„ I 
. , ι
η
)] = Ui<,<„(7í[a;,]) 
í. e ъ[х,}, ι < i < η] и {1} 
Now, we define *y[g] = {h € G \ U{h) € 7i[£ (^ff)]}i where U(g) is the unraveling of a graph 
g. This domain is no complete lattice. We refer to Goubault & Hankin [1991] for a more 
detailed discussion of this domain. 
The intuitive meanings of Bot and Top are clear: they represent respectively all nonter-
minating expressions of G and all expressions of Q. The Union construct is more complex. 
To some extent, it is similar to the set union operation. However, values in AG are graphs, 
thus shared and cyclic structures are allowed (giving possibly cyclic set definitions). We 
prefer a more operational viewpoint. The Union construct can be used to create several 
special subsets of G- In the following we will see various examples of this. 
The ordering operator < over AG is defined as: <i < <2 <* 7[<i] Ç ilk]· The Union 
construct introduces equivalences in AG (fi Ξ ί 2 ϋ [ίι < Í2 Λ f2 < ίι]). Some important 
examples are: 
























(x) = χ 
In table 3.1 some examples of abstract values for lists are given, and their corresponding 
sets of the concrete domain. The last three values are similar to the values of Wadler's four 
point domain (Wadler [1987]). In these examples the possibility of sharing is essential. 
Concrete Reduction 
In order to define a relationship between abstract and concrete reductions, we first need a 
precise definition of what concrete reduction is. Since the abstract reduction mechanism is 
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based on a (graph or term) rewriting mechanism we will also assume a rewriting semantics 
for the concrete language. 
First, we define the concrete reduction relation -+ over Q. It is directly related to 
reduction in our simple language: t —*r s if t rewrites in one step to a. We extend this 
relation with so-called ±-reductions: 
C[t] —»j. C[±] if t has no head normal form w.r.t. —*r 
where C[t] denotes a context containing a term t. We write —»=—»,. U —>j. for the extended 
reduction relation. We note that it is important that this reduction relation is confluent, 
which is the case for our simple system. The transitive closure of —» will be written as 
— • + . 
Another important notion is neededness. A subterm s of t is needed if in every reduc-
tion sequence leading to a head normal form s or one of its residuals has been reduced. 
A reduction step is a needed reduction step if a needed redex is rewritten. The reduction 
relation —*n is defined as t —•„ s iff t —** s and at least one of the reductions is a needed 
one. We note that —•„ is normalising, i.e. it leads in a finite number of steps to a head 
normal form (if existing). If a term t has no head normal form then t —»n -L. 
Abstract Reduction 
The main point of abstract reduction is that it should mimic at least some needed reduc-
tions of the corresponding concrete reductions. We define a general abstract reduction 
relation —•„ over AG as follows (for abstract values ¿i and Í2): 
h -*„ t2&Vg€ 7[<ι]·3Λ € 7[<2] such that g -*„ h 
The background of the neededness conditions is to ensure safety of bot-introduction, a 
form of reduction path analysis, see section 3.3. In Nöcker [1992] it is shown that this 
reduction relation has some very nice properties. Consider for some examples of abstract 
reduction steps the following function: 
F (Cons a x) y = F χ y 
F Nil y = y 
Then, we might have the following abstract reduction steps: 
F Top Bot —»a Top 
F Top Bot - >
β
 (Bot, F Top Bot) 
F ¡nf Top —•„ F ¡nf Top 
F Top Bot -»о Bot 
F (Cons ( + 1 2) Nil) ( + 1 2) -»„ F (Cons 3 Nil) 3 
F (Cons ( + 1 2) Nil) 3 тЧ, F (Cons 3 Nil) 3 
The first reduction step is an example of an approximation. The following two can be 
derived by using the definition of the function. The fourth one requires a deeper analysis. 
Note the difference between the last two lines. The last reduction step is illegal, since it 
simulates no needed reductions. That is, nonneeded subterms can be reduced only if also 
some needed terms are rewritten. 
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Now, we can formulate the head normal form strictness test in the abstract world. A 
function F of arity η is strict in its ith argument iff (with the Bot argument on position 
i): 
F Top... Top Bot Top... Top -*
a
 Bot 
Another important consequence is that we have a notion of head normal form in 
the abstract world. An abstract value cannot reduce if it represents (amongst others) a 
concrete value that is in head normal form. Thus, an abstract value is in head normal 
form if: 
(i) it is Top or Bottom 
(ii) its root symbol is a constructor symbol, 
(iii) it is a Union, and one of its arguments is in head normal form 
3.3. Computing Abstract Reductions 
The general form of abstract reduction as defined in the previous section is far too general 
to be implemented. In this section we will discuss how we can approximate the general 
form. We will do this in two steps. We start by defining an abstract rewriting mechanism 
that is directly related to the concrete function definitions, and the applied reduction 
strategy (in some sense, this can be considered as a kind of symbolic computation). 
These abstract rewrites are abstract reductions. Thereafter, in section 3.3 and further, 
we treat reduction path analysis. By analysing abstract reduction sequences it is possible 
to derive new abstract reductions. 
Abstract Rewriting 
We will start our description by considering an abstract expression t = F * v\... υ
η
, where 
F is a function symbol. This term represents a set of values "/[t] in G, all starting with the 
same function symbol F. So, all (top-level) terms will rewrite according to this function 
F. The abstract rewrite step should simulate all those concrete rewrite steps. Although 
we know according to what function the value should rewrite, there are two problems: 
• different expressions in γ[ί] can rewrite according to different alternatives of F. 
• for different expressions in уЩ the functional strategy can force the reduction of 
different Bubexpressions. 
Now suppose we have a function definition for a function F consisting of к alternatives: 
F Ρι ι...ρι„ = rhsi 
F pjti...Pfcn= rhsjt 
We define a corresponding abstract rewrite rule for F*in AG as follows: 
F # Ρπ·..ρΐη = #[rhsi] 
F# P*i.--Pfcn=#[rhsfc] 
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where the function # just converts the function symbols of an expression to their abstract 
variants. Suppose the concrete values of t will rewrite according to the alternatives ¿ i . . . im 
only. Then we can define the abstract reduction step Reduce as follows: 
Reduce [F* νχ... v„] = (Rewrite^,... .Rewrite^) 
Reduce [(xx x„)j = (Reduce [χχ] Reduce [xn]) 
where Rewrite^ is the result of an abstract rewrite step according to alternative ij. How­
ever, since pattern matching might force new reductions, it is possible that subterms have 
to be rewritten first. For reaching a head normal form, reductions have to be done until 
that is the case. So, we define: 
ReduceHnf [t] = t, if t in head normal form 
= ReduceHnf (Reduce [t]), otherwise 
Rewriting (i.e. binding the variables of a left-hand side) can be done as usual, the only 
problem is the binding of the variables in the case that a Top or Union value is matched 
against a complex pattern. In the case of Top it is simple: then all variables in the pattern 
should be bound to Top. For Union values it becomes complex. If such a value matches 
in multiple ways, the variables should be bound in different ways. In fact, this case can 
be considered as a set of rewrites: for each possible match of the Union one rewrite should 
be performed. Consider the following example: 
F (Cons a b) = Tup a b 
then the value F Top would rewrite as follows: 
F Top —» Tup Top Top 
and the value F (Cons Top Bot, Cons Bot Top) would rewrite as follows: 
F (Cons Top Bot, Cons Bot Top) —» (Tup Top Bot, Tup Bot Top) 
The above rewrite of the Union argument can be seen as the Union of two rewrites 
since F (Cons Top Bot, Cons Bot Top) = (F (Cons Top Bot), F (Cons Bot Top)). If a term 
contains more Unions, the rewrite can become rather complex. Lastly, we notice that the 
result of the rewrite is Bot if no alternatives are applicable (since () = Bot). 
Pattern Matching and the Functional Strategy 
We have to construct a matching mechanism that decides what alternatives of the abstract 
rewrite rule might match. Intuitively, a value ν in AG matches a pattern ρ if the set of 
values in G which is represented by ρ is contained in the set of values in Q represented 
by v. Of course, we have to take account of values that have to be reduced before the 
matching. A match against a variable always succeeds. A matching algorithm for the 
abstract reduction should be safe, that is, if an abstract match yields false, then also all 
concrete matches should yield false: 
->Match
a
{v, #[p]) =*• V5 6 7[r].->Matc/i(y,p) 
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= True, ¡f ρ is a variable 
= True 
= False, if ρ is no variable 
= False 
= CombineMatches (Match„(v¿, p¿)) 
for all 1 < i < η 
= CombineUnionMatches (Matche(v„ p)) 
for all 1 < i < η 
CombineMatches (mi... mn) = False, if mj = False for some 1 < i < η 
CombineUnionMatches (mi... m„) = True, if m< = True for some 1 < i < η 
Table 3.2: A simple matching algorithm 
where Match and Match
a
 are the concrete and abstract matching algorithms. A safe 
abstract matching algorithm (of course, the safest is to choose all possible alternatives) is 
easy to define, see for example table 3.2. The definition silently assumes that values are 
reduced to head normal form if necessary. An alternative of a function definition for F * 
matches if all arguments match the corresponding patterns. This matching algorithm can 
be used for choosing the alternatives for the rewrites. However, it is rather inaccurate, 
since it does not take the peculiarities of the functional strategy into account. It takes no 
account of the order in which alternatives are tried, nor of the fact that matching doesn't 
need to terminate. This is illustrated by the following example: 
F Nil = Nil 
F χ = Cons χ Nil 
The value F Nil would rewrite as follows (since both alternatives match): 
F Nil — (Nil, Cons Nil Nil) 
And the value F Bot would rewrite as follows (since the second alternative matches): 
F Bot -• Cons Bot Nil 
Both rewrites are, though safe, too pessimistic. In the first case in the concrete world 
always the first alternative would have matched. In the second example the pattern 
matching would not succeed because the argument has no normal form (the result of F _L 
would be -L). This behaviour is the result of the functional strategy. In order to simulate 
this strategy more precisely, the matching mechanism has to be made smarter. We will 
start by redefining abstract matching in such a way that it returns more information. 
We observe that beside the usual two outcomes (Match or NoMatch) two other results 
are needed. The first, corresponding to the first example, will be the TotalMatch: a 
value matches a pattern totally. If matching an alternative yields a TotalMatch, then the 
following ones are of no importance. The second one corresponds to the second example 
and will be called a BotMatch. Also in this case the following alternatives don't need to 
be examined. The two possible results of the original Match
a




Matcha(C vi... vn, C" pi... p m ) 
Matcha(C vi... v„, С pi... p„) 
Matcha((vi v n ), p) 









 С' pi...p n ) 
Match/(Cv!...vn, С pi...p n ) 
Match/^vi vn>, p) 
CombineMatches (mi... m n ) 















TotalMatch, if ρ is a variable 
PartialMatch, if ρ is no variable 
BotMatch, if ρ is no variable 
NoMatch 
CombineMatches (Match/(v,, p,)) 
for all 1 < i < η 
CombineUnionMatches (Match/(v„ p)) 
forali 1 < i < η 
TotalMatch, if m, = TotalMatch for all i 
NoMatch, if m, = NoMatch for some i & 
nv, = TotalMatch, for all j < i 
BotMatch, if m, = BotMatch for some i & 
nv,= TotalMatch, for all j < i 
PartialMatch, otherwise 
TotalMatch, if m, = TotalMatch for all i 
NoMatch, 'rf m, = NoMatch for all i 
BotMatch, if m, = BotMatch for all i 
PartialMatch, otherwise 
Table 3.3: A matching algorithm for the functional strategy 
(because it is no TotalMatch), and NoMatch. With the functions CombineMatches and 
CombineUnionMatches matches of multiple patterns are combined. Also in this case, we 
can take into account that matching proceeds from left to right. For example, if a match 
results in a NoMatch then the result of the whole alternative will be NoMatch if all the 
previous matches resulted in a TotalMatch. The definitions of these functions are derived 
easily, see table 3.3. Consider, for example, the pattern: 
Cons Nil (Cons a b) 
then the following values would match as follows: 
Cons Top Top gives PartialMatch 
Cons Nil Nil gives NoMatch 
Cons Top Bot gives PartialMatch 
Cons Nil Bot gives BotMatch 
Also the results of the matches of the patterns in an alternative have to be combined in this 
way. We note the meaning of PartialMatch: it indicates that subsequent alternatives have 
to be examined. But, an alternative that yields PartialMatch doesn't need to result in a 
rewrite according to that alternative, since its match might also lead to a nontermination. 
The new match function is quite precise. However, it can still be made more accu­
rate. The algorithm becomes much more complex in these case. An example of loss of 
information is the following. Consider the function: 
F Nil (Cons a b) = ... 
F χ y = ... 
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Then F Top Bot gives a PartialMatch on the first alternative. So, both alternatives are 
chosen. However, it is obvious that in this case only the second one is needed: if this 
value would ever match the first argument pattern (Nil), then it would not terminate. 
Reduction Path Analysis 
Both matching and reduction might cause a nontermination. Matching might not termi­
nate if either the pattern or the value contains a cycle (see the definitions for the Match). 
We don't allow cycles in patterns, so they also will not arise in the abstract world. Cycles 
in values are possible. They are not dangerous as long as there are no cycles via Union's 
(then the matching will terminate because patterns are finite, and the only way of not 
entering the elements of a pattern is via a Union value). For example, Match
e
 (x: <x, 
x), p) will never terminate. This can be solved by requiring that none of the elements of 
a Union is a Union. This can be assured by applying the equivalences for Unions given 
earlier. Non terminating reductions will be more common. Fortunately, it is always safe 
to replace a term (or subterm) by Top in a reduction sequence (since t —*
a
 Top for any 
term t not in head normal form). An implementation might do this because of several 
reasons, for instance: 
• the depth of the recursion due to calls of the Reduce function exceeds some maxi­
mum. 
• the execution time of the reduction of a term exceeds some maximum. 
• the memory requirements of the the reduction of a term exceeds some maximum. 
Though reduction in general doesn't need to terminate, we can force termination by 
applying one or more of these strategies. However, it is not very accurate. That is, it 
terminates by approximating something with Top, but it throws away more information 
than is necessary. For example, consider the function: 
Fx = Fx 
then reduction would give (some reductions followed by an approximation): 
F Bot -»...-• F Bot -• Top 
What is the case? The nonterminating sequence of abstract reductions models a set of 
reduction sequences in the concrete domain which (also) do not terminate. So, one would 
expect that, if an abstract term reduces to a term in which itself appears on a needed 
position (and again and again... ), the corresponding concrete terms don't terminate 
either. This is expressed in the following proposition (bot-introduction): 
t —**
a
 C[i] Λ t is needed =>• t —>„ Bot 
This rule is also an abstract reduction step. For a proof of this proposition for the case 
of orthogonal term rewriting systems we refer to Nòcker [1992]. 
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Neededness 
The main problem in applying this method is to decide when a subterm of an abstract 
term is needed. Neededness in abstract terms is directly related to neededness in concrete 
terms: a subterm s of t 6 AG is needed if all corresponding subterms q of з in 7[<] are 
needed. The notion of corresponding subterms is rather difficult to define, and we will 
omit it here. 
Sometimes, it is easy to see whether a subterm of a term of AG is needed or not. 
If the term doesn't contain a Union, the needed subterm should be on a strict position. 
Strict positions in an expression can be identified by using strictness information from the 
functions that are used in that expression. This means that the order in which functions 
are analysed is of importance (for which we need some kind of dependency analysis). 
If the term contains a Union, the subterm should be needed in any part of the Union. 
So, we can define the predicate IsNeeded: 
IsNeeded [t.Top] = 
IsNeeded [t.Bot] = 
IsNeeded [t, t] 
IsNeeded [t,F# vi v„] = 





for a v, on a strict position 
IsNeeded [t,v<] 
for all 1 < t < η 
The intuitive meaning of this is as follows. A Union is normally created if multiple 
alternatives for a rewrite rule are chosen. In fact, each such alternative defines a reduction 
path. Therefore, such a term should be present in each path. For example (the integer 
operations are strict in their arguments): 
(+ Top t, -1 Top) t is needed 
(+ Top Top, -1 Top) t is not needed 
(t, -1 Top) t is needed 
(Cons t Bot, -1 Top) t is not needed 
Other Forms of Reduction Path Analysis 
There are two other interesting forms of the bot-introduction. The first one is a general­
isation of bot-introduction: 
i - н 0 C[t'] Λ /' < t Λ t' is needed =• t -»a Bot 
Because t' < t, t' can be replaced by t in C\\. This would give the earlier proposition. 




 C[t') Λ t' < t => t -•„ a: C[t' := a] 
That is, t' is replaced by a pointer to the root: a cycle is created (we note that for 
proving correctness of this rule, we have to extend the reduction relation —»„ in the 
concrete domain to reduction sequences of infinite length, see Nöcker [1992]) In section 
3.4, examples of these kinds of reduction path analysis will be given. 
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Of course, there are still other techniques imaginable. Any analysis that gives us safe 
abstract reduction steps can be considered as a kind of reduction path analysis. It is, for 
example, even possible to include other kinds of strictness analysis. 
A Decidable Less-equal 
For reduction path analysis a less-equal operator is required. A simple less-equal operator 
can easily be defined: 
Bot < t 
t < Top 
t < t 
F χι x„ < F уі,...,yn ¡f χ, < y, for all 1 < i < η 
t < (χι x„) if t < χ, for some 1 < i < η 
The main disadvantage of this operator is that it cannot handle cyclic graphs. Without 
precautions (e.g. marking) it even would not terminate. Cyclic structures are important 
for complex forme of strictness analysis, so the operator should be able to cope with them. 
We can improve its behaviour by adding assumptions. A new argument of < is a set of 
assumptions, containing pairs of values (i.e. graph pointers) under examination: 
<(t, t', P) if (t, f ) in Ρ 
<(t: Fxi...x,,,f: Fyi...y„, P) if <(x,, y„(t, t'):P) 
for all i 
<(t, f: (xi x„), P) if <(t, x,, (t, t'):P) 
for some i 
We will illustrate this less-equal with an easy example. Consider the following two graphs 
with root nodes a and x: 
a:Cons Top b x: Cons Top χ 
b:Cons Top b 
Both graphs represent all infinite lists. It is easy to verify that the algorithm finds that 
a < χ and χ < a (and also that inf < botmem < topmem). 
Implementing Reduction Path Analysis 
If an implementation of reduction path analysis would be directly based on the ideas 
presented above, the performance would be very bad. Each time a reduction has been 
done, trees of Union values would have to be traversed in order to find needed terms that 
can be replaced by Bot. Notice that it is also difficult to derive whether a term is needed 
in all possible paths. Therefore, we will describe a method with which reduction path 
analysis can be implemented relatively efficiently. 
As in a real reduction machine, also in abstract reduction root updates should be 
postponed as much as possible. If for a function call several alternatives are applicable, 
the reduction has to be split up in several paths. Each path is reduced separately. The 
building of the union of rewrites is postponed until all reduction paths have delivered a 
head normal form result. Consider the function: 
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F Nil y = G y 
F (Cons a χ) y = H χ y 
then F Top Bot would reduce as follows: 
F Top Bot -» (G Bot, H Top Bot) 
however, in an implementation this union should not be built immediately. First, G Bot 
and H Top Bot should be reduced. Assuming that they both reduce to Nil, we get: 
F Top Bot -»• (Nil.Nil) 
= Nil 
So, each reduction can be split up in several subreductions. Each reduction path keeps a 
list of terms which appeared in the reduction before. If a term has to be reduced that is 
contained in this list, it is a candidate for a replacement by Bot. Notice that this term is 
needed in this reduction path, but it doesn't need to be in other ones! Now the term is 
replaced by an indirection to corresponding term in the list. If the reduction of the term 
to which the indirection was made is completed, the resulting term has to be scanned 
for indirections to this term. If all paths contain this indirection, the indirection can be 
replaced by Bot, otherwise by pointers to the term (to which the indirection points). In 
order to minimise the search for indirections, terms to which an indirection has been made 
should be marked as such. 
3.4. Some Elaborated Examples and Practical Results 
This section contains a number of examples which illustrate the power and drawbacks of 
the presented techniques. We will start by giving some preconditions necessary for an 
implementation. Thereafter, the examples are discussed in increasing complexity. We 
conclude with a summary of the practical results and the performance figures of the 
strictness analyser for the examples. 
Approximations of Basic Values 
In principle it is possible to take into account all information that is present in a program. 
For basic values (like integers and booleans) however, this will not be very successful. 
Because the wide variety and amount of operations on these values the strictness analysis 
would become very slow if all possible computations would be performed. Therefore, it is 
generally easier to approximate all basic values by Top. 
Reduction Orders 
Generally, abstract terms are evaluated in normal order (or if forced by pattern matching). 
Sometimes, this is not the best way for finding strictness information. Define: 
Length (Cons a b) η = Length Ь ( + + η) 
Length Nil π = η 
Then: 
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Length Top Bot -* (Length Top (++ Bot), Bot) 
= Length Top (++ Bot) 
The function Length is strict in its second argument, but this will not be derived. However, 
if the underlined term would have been reduced, we can infer by reduction path analysis 
that the result is Bot. As a consequence, it is often better to reduce subterms eagerly. 
This is certainly the case for basic functions. 
Lists and Evaluation Transformers 
For lists some special kinds of strictness can be defined (Wadler [1987]). In the current 
implementation of Clean this would not be useful, because only simple strictness is used 
in the code generation. However, in implementations of functional languages that use 
evaluation transformers (Burn [1987]) various kinds of list strictness are used. We will 
give some examples since it is a good illustration for abstract reduction. 
In the evaluation transformer model four kinds of reduction contexts are defined: ¿Ό. 
which means no reduction, £\t which means reduction to head normal form, £2« which 
means reduction of the spine of a list, and lastly £3, which means вріпе reduction and 
reduction of the elements of the list to head normal form. Given an application which has 
to be reduced in a certain context £, the arguments of the application can be reduced in 
contexts which depend on the context £. Consider for example the append function: 
Append Nil y = y 
Append (Cons a b) y = Cons a (Append b y) 
If an application of Append has to be reduced in context £2 then both arguments of 
Append can be reduced in context £2- How can such behaviour be derived with our 
strictness analysis? 
Consider first the simple case of the head normal form context £\. Let F be a function 
of arity n, of which we are interested in the ith argument. This argument can be reduced 
in context £\ if F is strict in that argument. The argument can be reduced in context £2 
or £3 if respectively: 
F Top... Top inf Top ... Top —** Bot 
F Top... Top bot m em Top ... Top —** Bot 
where inf and botmem are the special abstract values introduced earlier. With the defini-
tions of inf and botmem also the other evaluation contexts can be handled. For example, 
we might want to derive how the arguments of a function can be reduced if the elements 
of the resulting list are all needed (thus context £3): 
F Top... Top Bot Top... Top —» botmem 
F Top... Top botmem Top... Top —»• botmem 
However, such a test, with as right-hand side a non Bot value, is difficult to perform: 
abstract reduction continues until a head normal form has been reached. The result of 
the reduction might still contain unevaluated terms, and might thus be incomparable with 
botmem. A general normal form reduction is possible, but then applications of bot-in-
troductionmight become dangerous. Another solution is to use functions that reduce the 
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spine, and the spine and elements of a list (call them resp. £2 and £3). Such functions 
that simulate the required context are easy to define. In the previous case we would have 
to check whether: 
£2 (F Top... Top Bot Top... Top) —«• Bot 
£3 (F Top... Top botmem Top... Top) -** Bot 
Ordinary strictness can be described easily: an argument is strict, or it is not. However, 
strictness information for evaluation transformers is more complicated. So, we adopt the 
following convention. If the result of a function is a list, the strictness information of an 
argument is denotated as [a,\,0,2,0.3], where a, defines how the argument can be reduced 
in the £, context. Otherwise, we simply indicate how the arguments can be evaluated. 
For example, the strictness properties of the Append and Length function are given as: 
Append [1,2.3] [0,2.3] 
Length 2 1 
Simple Functions 
Consider the following simple functions: 
Head (Cons a b) = a 
F χ = Head (Cons χ Nil) 
Then it is clear that Head and F are strict in their arguments: 
Head Bot -» Bot 
F Bot -» Head (Cons Bot Nil) 
- • B o t 
Most strictness analysers do not detect that F is strict! Information is thrown away, for 
example by replacing Cons Bot Nil by a value like botmem. Notice that Head is also strict 
in its subargument a, but not (derivable) in b: 
Head (Cons Bot Top) -• Bot 
Head (Cons Top Bot) —• Top 
Recursive Functions 
Consider the following recursive functions: 
F χ y = IF (= y 0) 
(F ( — x) ( + + У)) 
G χ = G (Cons 1 χ) 
We assume a standard rewrite rule for the conditional (of course, it is also possible to 
define F using pattern matching): 
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IF TRUE yz = y 
IF FALSE y ζ = ζ 
First we will derive strictness for the function F. The second argument (y) is easy, because 
it is used on a strict position at the right-hand side. The first argument is more difficult. 
It is used in both parts of the conditional, and once it is used in a recursive call to F. 
It seems that reduction path analysis will not help: each time F is called, the arguments 
will be different: 
F Bot Top -» IF (= Top Top) Bot (F ( — Bot) (++ Top)) 
— IF Top Bot (F ( — Bot) ( + + Top)) 
- (Bot, F ( — Bot) ( + + Top)) 
= F ( — Bot) ( + + Top) 
If we would now reduce the arguments of F first, we would get the starting term, so that 
we can conclude that the result is Bot. However, also if we continue reducing this result 
will be found, at least, if we use sharing in the implementation: 
F ( - - Bot) ( + + Top) - IF (= y: ( + + Top) Top) x: ( — Bot) (F ( — χ) ( + + y)) 
- IF (= Top Top) ( — Bot) (F ( — χ) ( + + Top)) 
- (χ: ( — Bot), F ( — χ) ( + + Top)) 
- (Bot. F ( — Bot) (++ Top)) 
= F ( — Bot) ( + + Top) 
this term we don't need to reduce, because it is equal to a term some reductions before. 
Thus: 
F Bot Top -» Bot 
So, the analysis derives that F is strict in its first argument. Standard strictness analysers 
find easily that F is strict in both arguments. Now let's look at the function G. It is strict 
in its first argument, because G will never terminate. The analysis goes: 
G Bot -+ G (Cons Top Bot) 
—• G (Cons Top (Cons Top Bot)) 
—• G (Cons Top (Cons Top (Cons Top Bot))) 
The reduction will not terminate. Also reduction path analysis will not help (terms 
become bigger). So, it seems as if no information can be derived. However, let's try the 
following reduction: 
G Top —• G (Cons Top Top) 
By reduction path analysis we can immediately derive that the result will be Bot. Since 
G Bot < G Top, we can conclude that also G Bot —• Bot. 
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List Strictness 
Consider the following functions over lists: 
Append Nil y = y 
Append (Cons a b) y = Cons a (Append b y) 
Rev2 Nil = Nil 
Rev2 (Cons ab) = Append (Rev2 b) (Cons a Nil) 
Reverse Nil y = y 
Reverse (Cons a b) y = Reverse b (Cons a y) 
The derivation of strictness for these list functions is rather complicated. We will only 
show some example reductions; the full results can be found in table 3.4. 
Except for the function Reverse, the results are optimal. We will show now how the 
results in the £3 context are derived. Because of the complexity we will not show all steps. 
Also the context function £3 will be omitted. First the first argument of Append: 
Append botmem topmem —» (Cons Top (Append botmem topmem), 
Cons Bot (Append topmem topmem)) 
Because of the £3 context the second part of the union reduces immediately to Bot. The 
first part reduces (via the £3 context) to Append botmem topmem, which delivers Bot by 
reduction path analysis. The second argument of Append: 
Append topmem botmem —» (botmem, 
Cons Top (Append topmem botmem)) 
Because of the £3 context the first part of the union reduces immediately to Bot. The 
second part reduces (via the £3 context) to Append topmem botmem, which delivers Bot 
by reduction path analysis. The results of Append can be used in the function Rev2: 
Rev2 botmem —» (Append (Rev2 botmem) (Cons Top Nil), 
Append (Rev2 topmem) (Cons Bot Nil)) 
Because of the £3 context the arguments of Append will be reduced in that context also. 
The first part of the union continues with the reduction of Rev2 botmem which results 
in Bot. The second part also gives Bot, because the reduction Cons Bot Nil in the £3 
context gives Bot. For the function Reverse (which is a tail recursive, and hence much 
more efficient, variant of Rev2) not all information can be derived. The first argument of 
Reverse: 
Reverse botmem topmem —> (Reverse topmem (Cons Bot topmem), 
Reverse botmem (Cons Top topmem)) 
The second part of the union is less than the original term. The first part reduces further: 
Reverse topmem (Cons Bot topmem) —• (Cons Bot topmem, 
Reverse topmem (Cons Top (Cons Bot topmem))) 
Because of the context the first part gives Bot. However, the second part will reduce 
further and further. It will not be discovered that the arguments of Reverse are instances 
of botmem. 
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Higher Order Functions 
Higher order functions are no problem for our analyser. Of course, we have to allow 
currying in the abstract domain, but the abstract reduction mechanism stays the same. 
Consider the following definition and applications of the higher order function Foldr: 
Foldr op r Nil = r 
Foldr op r (Cons a x) = op a (Foldr op r x) 
Catenate I = Foldr Append Nil I 
ConCat a b c = Catenate (Cons a (Cons b (Cons с Nil))) 
It is easy to derive that Foldr is strict in its third argument only. The other two functions 
work on lists, and use the Foldr function. The results of the analysis are given in table 
3.4. 
We will show that in the £2 context the elements of the list with which Catenate is 
called can be evaluated safely. We have to reduce £2 (Catenate botmem), so: 
Catenate botmem —* Foldr Append Nil botmem 
—» (Append Top (Foldr Append Nil botmem), 
Append Bot (Foldr Append Nil topmem)) 
Because Append is strict in its first argument, the second part of the Union directly reduces 
to Bot: 
Catenate botmem —·» Append Top (Foldr Append Nil botmem) 
-» (Foldr Append Nil botmem, 
Cons Top (Append Top (Foldr Append Nil botmem))) 
The first term of this Union appeared earlier in the derivation, and it also is contained 
on a nonstrict position in the second part. The term can be replaced by a cyclic term, 
which is equivalent with a simpler one: 
Catenate botmem —<+ x: (x, Cons Top (Append Top x)) 
= x: Cons Top (Append Top x) 
In the £ 2 context the tail of the Cons will be evaluated further: 
y: Append Top (Cons Top y) —• (Cons Top y: Append Top (Cons Top y), 
Cons Top (Append Top (Cons Top y))) 
—• (z: Cons Top 2, Cons Top z) 
Ξ z: Cons Top ζ 
The last reduction step is an application of cycle-introduction. Clearly, the resulting term 
will reduce to Bot in the £2 context. 
Now the function ConCat. We will show that in the spine context the spine of the 
second argument can be evaluated. We have to reduce £ 2 (ConCat Top inf Top), so: 
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ConCat Top inf Top —» Catenate (Cons Top (Cons ¡nf (Cons Top Nil))) 
—• Foldr Append Nil (Cons Top (Cons inf (Cons Top Nil))) 
—• Append Top (Foldr Append Nil (Cons inf (Cons Top Nil))) 
—• (x: (Foldr Append Nil (Cons inf (Cons Top Nil))), 
Cons Top (Append Top x)) 
The first part of the Union reduces as follows: 
Foldr Append Nil (Cons inf (Cons Top Nil)) 
—• Append ¡nf (Foldr Append Nil (Cons Top Nil)) 
—• Cons Top (Append inf (Foldr Append Nil (Cons Top Nil))) 
The £2 function forces evaluation of the tail, which results in Bot. The second part of the 
Union also gives Bot because of the repeated evaluation of the tail. So, the total result is 
Bot. 
We note that the information which is derived for Catenate is not optimal. The 
argument of Catenate is a list of lists. However, the notation considers only reduction to 
head normal form of the arguments of a list. In this particular case, the spines of the 
elements of the argument list can be reduced, if the spine of the result is needed. This 
can be derived by reducing: 
£2 (Catenate infmem) 
where infmem is defined as: 
infmem: (Cons inf topmem, Cons Top infmem) 
The value infmem is similar to botmem: it represents lists which contain somewhere an 
infinite list. So, the analysis can be extended easily. 
Practical Results 
The method of strictness analysis described so far has been implemented as part of the 
Concurrent Clean system (Plasmeijer et al. [1991]). The results of the analysis depend 
on the options that are chosen (e.g. maximum reduction depth, maximum time usage, 
evaluation order). The most important is the maximum reduction depth (the maximum 
depth of calls to Reduce, set to 10 in this case). 
The functions of this section have been analysed in various ways. Table 3.4 gives some 
figures of the analysis of the functions in this section. Per function the maximum memory 
usage (in Kbyte) and the maximum reduction depth (reached during the analysis) are 
shown. The whole analysis took approximately 2 seconds of execution time (on a SUN3). 
With other measurements the following observations have been made: 
• with eager evaluation (some) more space and time is consumed, but better results are 
obtained. Because of eager evaluation terms are reduced that might not be needed. 
These reductions can continue until the maximum depth is reached. So, some time 
and memory is wasted. On the other hand, evaluated terms make reduction path 
analysis easier. This compensates the extra use of space and time. 





































Table 3.4: Results 
• without reduction path analysis more time and memory is used. The same holds 
if just a simple form of the less-equal comparison is done. Furthermore, the results 
are usually much worse. Because of the bad analysis the reductions will be deeper, 
so that more time and memory is claimed. 
• some functions have a maximum reduction depth. For example, the reduction of 
function F will never exceed a maximum of 3, and that of ConCat never 9 (of course, 
with other settings other values are possible). On the other hand, some functions 
will always reach the maximum depth (e.g. Reverse). 
• the analysis is much simpler if no list strictness is derived. For the functions in 
this section only 16K memory is needed, whereas the analysis takes less than half a 
second. We note that the Clean compiler only uses ordinary strictness information. 
• the analyser is quite fast. A big Clean program, about 5000 lines, was analysed in 
approximately 75 seconds (without list analysis). 
3.5. Discussion 
Related Work 
A lot of excellent research has been done in the area of strictness analysis, and it would 
go beyond the scope of this paper to give a complete overview and comparison. As a 
matter of fact, comparing strictness analysis techniques is difficult. Within the context of 
this paper, we are not only interested in the theoretical properties (e.g. completeness or 
safety), but also in the practical usability. Most research is of theoretical nature. Often, 
it is not easy to estimate what information can be derived. Even if the theoretical results 
are satisfactory, it is possible that in practice, because of severe implementation problems, 
not the same results can be obtained. It is not clear what is the most powerful method. 
The examples given in this paper seem to be analysed much more easily with our method. 
Most research in the area of strictness analysis is based on abstract interpretation 
frameworks. This holds both for the basic work of Mycroft [1981] and for methods for 
higher order functions (e.g. Burn et al. [1985]), for polymorphism (e.g. Abramsky [1985]), 
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and for lists (e.g. Wadler [1987], Wadler & Hughes [1987]). These techniques differ in two 
major points from our work. 
Firstly, the abstract domains are finite. Their elements correspond directly to the 
possible kinds of nontermination that can be analysed. The abstract domains determine 
how the abstraction of a functional program has to be done (often, the abstraction itself 
already is an approximation), and what approximations during the analysis must be done. 
For example: 
Head (Cons a b) = a 
F χ = Head (Cons χ Nil) 
With abstract reduction, it is straightforward to show that F is strict in its argument. 
Within the abstract interpretation context it is not usual to include an abstract value 
for Cons Bot Nil. Secondly, a strictness analyser based on those ideas needs fixed point 
analysis to derive correct results. The advantage is that, within the current context, 
always the best result can be found. The drawback, however, is the exponential behaviour. 
For small domains this is no problem. However, it has been shown that even for rather 
simple cases a domain can contain many thousands of elements (Hunt [1989]). Special 
implementation techniques, based on the concept of frontiers, have been investigated, 
but turned out to be no real solution (Clack & Peyton Jones [1985], Martin L· Hankin 
[1987], Hunt [1989]). 
Another, new approach is based on a form of type inference (Leung & Mishra [1991]). 
Strictness information is considered to be part of a type. By using special type inference 
systems, various forms of strictness analysis can be done. The authors claim that their 
method can be implemented efficiently, mainly because no fixed point analysis is necessary. 
However, until now no real practical results have been presented. 
Conclusion 
We described a method for doing strictness analysis in Clean, a functional term graph 
rewrite system. It appeared that this method gives very good results under various 
circumstances. This has several causes. 
First of all, complex abstract values (in fact: graphs) can be constructed during the 
analysis. This is one of the aspects of the infinite domain. In practice, this means that 
strictness information is stored as much as possible. Secondly, all information of the pro­
gram can be used (at least in principle). In fact, the analyser can use the original program. 
No abstraction that loses information needs to be done. Almost all approximations are 
done at run-time (for example, if the maximum reduction depth is exceeded). It will be 
clear that better results can be obtained if more information is used. The most important 
problems are caused by recursive functions. However, the technique of reduction path 
analysis can handle this in quite an adequate way. It appeared that an implementation 
of reduction path analysis can be quite efficient. Furthermore, we note that higher order 
functions can make the analysis more complicated, but they are no basic problem. The 
same holds for complex forms of strictness analysis. It appeared to be possible to do 
strictness analysis for algebraic data types like lists just by defining the right abstract 
values. 
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Prom an implementation point of view, a strictness analyser based on abstract reduc-
tion has very nice properties. The method is well to implement and gives good results. As 
we have shown, much strictness information is found, while the run-time performance is 
acceptable. Furthermore, various approximations at various levels are possible. Though 
the analysis can be very complex, the time and memory behaviour can still be controlled. 
For an optimisation technique this property is very useful. 
In this paper we did not present any proofs. Currently, the theoretical foundation 
of the method is under investigation. It appears to be possible to reformulate things in 
basic terms of abstract interpretation (Eekelen et al. [1991a]). However, this turned out 
to be a tedious task. With this method only some basic forms of abstract reduction and 
reduction path analysis have been proven to be correct. A better approach seems to be 
the use a term rewriting framework (Nöcker [1992]). Correctness has been proven for 
the case of orthogonal term rewriting systems. Further extensions to general functional 
languages (or other types of computational models) are a topic of further research. 
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Chapter 4 
Strictness Analysis by Abstract 
Reduction in Orthogonal Term 
Rewriting Systems 
Eric Nocker 
The strictness analyser in the Concurrent Clean system is based on a technique called abstract 
reduction. In this paper, we give a theoretical foundation of abstract reduction. The abstract 
reduction mechanism has a very operational character. Therefore, we will use orthogonal con-
structor term rewriting systems as the basic model. We prove safety of abstract reduction, and 
of the approximation techniques that can be applied. Finally, we also indicate how the presented 
method can be extended to functional languages. 
4.1. Introduction 
Strictness analysis is an important technique in the compilation of lazy functional lan-
guages. Most strictness analysis techniques are based on abstract interpretation frame-
works (e.g. Mycroft [1981], Burn et al. [1985], Wadler Sc Hughes [1987]). However, the 
strictness analyser in the Concurrent Clean System is based on a technique called abstract 
reduction (Nöcker [1993c]). Concurrent Clean (Nocker et al. [1991b]) is a lazy functional 
language based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a]). It has all the basic 
ingredients of a lazy functional language, so the strictness analysis method can also be 
used for other lazy functional languages. Informally, this technique can be considered as a 
kind of abstract term graph rewriting, i.e. it is a purely operational approach. In contrast 
to most methods based on abstract interpretation, an infinite domain of values is used. 
Recursion is not handled with fixed point techniques, but with reduction path analysis. 
In Nocker [1993c] an informal description is given. In the latter paper it is also shown that 
the results obtained are very good. This holds both for simple kinds of strictness analysie 
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and for cases where higher order functions or complex data structures are involved. A 
short introduction to abstract reduction is given in the next section. 
Until now there was no satisfying theoretical foundation of this technique. A first 
start was given by Eekelen et al. [1991a]. In this paper a theory was developed based on 
a basic form of abstract interpretation, which used a complete but still infinite variant 
of the original domain (Goubault h Hankin [1991]). The results, however, were rather 
limited. The main problems are caused by the complexity of the domain, by the different 
forms of possible sharing, and by the functional reduction strategy. 
In this paper, we will develop a framework that avoids these problems. We will describe 
abstract reduction for orthogonal term rewriting systems. To some extent, orthogonal 
term rewriting systems can be used for modeling the behaviour of functional languages. 
Clearly, we can have no problems caused by sharing. Because of confluence of reduction 
in orthogonal systems, we don't need a difficult reduction strategy. To be able to discuss 
a usable form of strictness, we will define a special notion of head normal forms and 
of neededness. We will prove the basic properties of abstract reduction and of some 
approximation techniques. 
Abstract reduction and reduction path analysis 
First, we will give an informal and short overview of abstract reduction. A detailed 
description can be found in Nöcker [1993c]. 
Let Σ be the set of symbols defined by a functional program. The set Σ * of abstract 
symbols is defined as: 
Σ* = {F* | F e Σ} U {Top, Bot, Union} 
In the sequel, we will omit the #'s. The objects in the abstract reduction framework are 
graphs built from the set of abstract symbols. Such graphs can be considered as repre­
sentations of sets of concrete graphs. As usual, Top represents all expressions, whereas 
Bot represents non-termination. The Union is used to combine sets. By using Unions 
and cycles, sets can become very complex. In particular, it is possible to define some 
special abstract values with which strictness analysis for lists can be done. For example, 
inf: Cons Top inf represents all infinite lists, and topmem: Union (Cons Top topmem) Nil 
represents all lists (with the colon symbol sharing of (sub)graphs is expressed). 
The reduction process simply mimics concrete reduction as precise as possible. A 
possible definition is that an abstract reduction step should contain all concrete reduction 
steps. Let —•„ be reduction in the abstract domain, and 7 be a concrétisation function 
that relates abstract graphs and the sets of concrete graphs they represent. For such a 
reduction step it should hold that: 
«ι -N» h =• {9 I h -• g, h 6 -riti)} Ç <γ(ί2) 
This requirement, however, is somewhat cumbersome. It is such precise that abstract 
reductions would very quickly lead to huge abstract terms (to include all the information) 
or to bad approximations (loosing too much information). In this paper we will formulate 
a better requirement, based on a notion of needed reductions. 
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Abstract reduction can be implemented by using the original rewrite rules, that is, 
no conversion or abstraction of these rules is necessary. A typical property of an ab-
stract reduction sequence is that it is not necessarily terminating, (for example, if it 
precisely models a concrete reduction sequence). However, by analysing abstract reduc-
tion sequences (reduction path analysis) it is often possible to optimise or approximate 
the reductions. Currently, we consider the following three possibilities: 
• Top introduction can be used to enforce termination of possibly infinite abstract 
reduction sequences. It states that at any point during the analysis any term can 
be replaced by Top. This is the 'worst case' approximation. 
• Bottom introduction is used for handling recursive behaviour in reduction sequences. 
It states that if a value t reduces to a value in which t itself is contained on a needed 
position, t can equally well be replaced by Bot. 
• Cycle introduction is also used for handling recursive behaviour in reduction se-
quences. It states that if a value t reduces to a value in which t itself is contained, 
t can equally well be replaced by a cyclic value. Thus, the difference with Bottom 
introduction is that the neededness condition is not fulfilled. 
By way of illustration, we will give some simple examples of abstract reduction steps. 
Consider the following functions: 
F M - F ( x ) 
G(x) -A(G(x) ) 
Then, we might have the following abstract reductions (suppose A is a constructor): 
F (Top) —»a F (Top) —»a Bot (ordinary reduction, then Bot introduction) 
F (Top) —>a Top (Top introduction) 
G (Top) —>Q A (G (Top)) —»a x: A (x) (ordinary reduction, then cycle introduction) 
Though it might seem at first sight that an implementation of a strictness analyser based 
on abstract reduction cannot be efficient, the implementation in the Concurrent Clean 
system as described in Nöcker [1993c] has shown that this is not the case. On the contrary, 
this analyser is surprisingly fast and finds much strictness information. 
Overview 
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next section shortly introduces 
orthogonal term rewriting systems and some important properties related to such systems. 
In section 4.3 and 4.4 we define the notions of constructor head normal form and J.-
reduction. They will be used for defining what strictness means. Also, these notions are 
related to a specific form of neededness. We define a needed reduction relation which will 
be the basis for the abstract reduction relation. Section 4.5 treats approximations, with 
which we will describe the basic form of abstract reduction itself. We prove correctness 
of abstract reduction and of Bottom introduction. Section 4.6 gives a more operational 
interpretation of approximations. It can be used as the start of (a description of) an 
implementation. Correctness of cycle introduction is proved in section 4.7. It uses notions 
from the theory of transfinite reductions. Finally, section 4.8 concludes. There, we also 
discuss possible extensions, in particular for functional languages. 
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4.2. Basic Notions 
In this section we briefly recall the basic notions of orthogonal term rewriting systems, as 
presented in Klop [1992]. We start by defining some basic notions and notations related 
to reduction systems (normally called abstract reduction systems; however, to prevent 
confusion with the abstract reduction mechanism we want to describe we will simply 
speak of reduction systems). 
4.2.1. DEFINITION (Reduction Systems), (i) A reduction system is a pair (A, (-*
a
)aei), 
containing a set of objects A, and a sequence of binary relations —»„ on A, also 
called reduction or rewrite relations. The subscript a is submitted if it is clear 
from the context. The transitive reflexive closure of —• will be written as -**, the 
transitive closure as —»+. A sequence of exactly к reduction steps oo —• ai —»...—» a* 
where к > 0, is denoted as —•*. A sequence of exactly zero or one reduction step 
(the reflexive closure) is denoted as —*e. The union of two reduction relations is 
—*a
 u
 —*ß, or more shortly —>aß. We will write Oo —» · —• 02 instead of o0 —• 01 —• a^ 
if the identity of the intermediate term is not essential. 
(ii) A reduction relation —» is confluent or Church-Rosser if Va, 6, с 6 A 3d € A [(a —* 
6 Л а - » с ) ^ ( 6 - » і і Л с - н d)]. 
(iii) An object t is in normal form if there is no object s such that t—*s. 
4.2.2. DEFINITION (Term Rewriting Systems). A Term Rewriting System is a pair (Σ, R) 
of an alphabet or signature Σ and a set of rewrite rules R. 
The alphabet Σ consists of a countable infinite set of variables (x, y, ζ...) and a non­
empty set of function symbols F,G... each equipped with a fixed finite arity η (> 0), 
being the number of arguments it can have. 
The set of terms over Σ is Τ(Σ) and is defined inductively: 
(i) і , у , г , . . . е Щ ) 1 
(ii) if F is an n-ary symbol and <i... <„ e Τ(Σ), then F{t^..., t„) € Γ(Σ) 
For a non-variable term t = F(ti,...,t
n
), F is called the root symbol, also written as 
root(t). We write t = s if t and s are syntactically equal. If a term t contains a variable 
z, the term is called open, and the variable χ free. Otherwise, a term is closed. 
Contexts are terms in Γ(Συ{Ρ}) where the special symbol D denotes an empty place or 
hole. A context containing η holes is written as C[, . . . , ]. For t i . . . t„ € Γ(Σ), C[t\,..., t
n
] 
denotes the result of replacing the holes from left to right by t i . . . t„. Especially, CQ 
denotes a context with exactly one hole. 
A term s is a subterm of a term t if t = C[s]. We write i C i , and s С t if з φ t 
(in this case s is a proper subterm). Two subterms of one term are disjoint if they are 
no subterms of each other (with respect to the surrounding term). If a term s appears 
к (к > 0) times in a term f, we will also write t = C[sk]. Subterms can be identified more 
precisely by occurrences. An occurrence is a sequence of positive integers, denoted by 
U1.U2 · · · u„, and where · is the empty sequence. For a term t, the subterm t/u is defined 
as follows: 
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t/· = t 
F{t\,...,tn)¡u\.u = tUl/u if 1 < щ < η 
= undefined otherwise 
The set of valid occurrences for a term t is denoted by 0{t). The depth of a subterm t/u 
in < is the length of the sequence u. The depth of a term is the maximal depth of all its 
subterms. 
A rewrite rule is a pair (I, r) of terms with l,r € Τ(Σ), such that the left-hand side 
I is not a single variable and the variables of r are contained in I. A rewrite rule will be 
written as f: I —* r, where f is the name of the rewrite rule. A function F is the set of 
rewrite rules for which root(l) = F. We assume functions to be finite. A substitution σ 
is a map from Τ(Σ) to Γ(Σ) satisfying a(F(tlt...,tn)) = ^ ( σ ^ ) , . . . ,σ(ί„)). Instead of 
σ(ί) we also write t". A redex is a tuple (f: / —• r,o,t) consisting of a rewrite rule f, a 
substitution σ, a term t, such that i = σ(1). The set of rewrite rules R defines a reduction 
relation -*
r
 on Τ(Σ) as follows: t —»P s if there exists a redex (f: Ι —*τ,σ, υ) and a context 
CQ such that t = C[l"\ and a = £[7·"]. Also the term l" is called a redex. 
4.2.3. DEFINITION, (i) A term t is linear if no variable occurs more than once. A 
rewrite rule f: I —* τ is left-linear if / is a linear term. 
(ii) Two terms t and s e Γ(Σ) are unifiable or overlapping if there exist substitutions 
σι and σ2 such that σι(<) = o2(s). 
A term rewriting system R is orthogonal if: 
(i) all rewrite rules are left-linear 
(ii) for any two rewrite rules fl: ¿1 —• ri and f2 : k-* r2 
(a) if fi and f2 are different, then ii and i2 are non-overlapping 
(b) for all s С k such that s is not a single variable, ¿i and s are non-overlapping 
4.2.4. THEOREM. An orthogonal TRS is confluent. 
PROOF. See Klop [1992]. О 
Besides confluence, orthogonal term rewrite systems have some other useful properties; 
we refer to Klop [1992]. From now on we will only consider orthogonal term rewrite 
systems. 
There are other possibilities to express the notion of orthogonality. In this paper we 
will often use a derived concept, based on the fact that in an orthogonal system a redex 
cannot contribute to another redex (i.e. there are no critical pairs). Also, we define in a 
semi-formal way what the residuals of a redex by a reduction are. 
4.2.5. DEFINITION. Let Δ = (f: l—*r, σ, t) be a redex. Let 3 be a proper subterm of t 
such that s = t/u. This subterm s contributes to the redex if l/u is a subterm of Í, not 
being a variable. 
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4.2.6. LEMMA. (i) Let Δ = (f: / —• г, σ, t) be a reder, and t = C[s] such that a doesn't 
contribute to A. Then there is a context C'\\ and а к (> 0) such that for any term 
a e Τ: (f: I -> r,a,C[a]) is a redex, and С [a] -», C'[ak]. 
(ii) A redex, or a term that can reduce to a redex, doesn't contribute to any redex. 
PROOF, (i) Trivial, (ii) Follows from the orthogonality of the system. G 
4.2.7. DEFINITION. Let t be a term containing a redex Δ. Let Ü be the result of the 
contraction of Δ in t (such that C[A] —»
r
 C[r] = t'). Let s = t/u also be a subterm of t. 
The set of descendants of s after reduction of Δ (notation θ/Δ), is defined as follows: 
(i) if s and Δ are the same, then θ/Δ = 0. 
(ii) if s and Δ are disjoint. Then s has exactly one descendant, being equal to s, and 
s/A = {tin). 
(Hi) if Δ С θ. Let а = C[A]. Then, s has exactly one descendant, C[r], and s/Δ = {t/u}. 
(iv) if s С Δ. Let Δ = С[а]. If s contributes to the redex Δ, then а/A = 0. Otherwise, 
there is by lemma 4.2.6 a context СЦ such that, for any term o: C[a] -*
r
 C'[ak] (k > 
0). Let Δ —>
r
 C'[sk]. Then the к terms s are the descendants of a. 
If a subterm is a redex, then also its descendants are redexes (of the same rule). In that 
case we speak of residuals, instead of descendants. The definition may be extended to 
reduction sequences. The notion of descendant is valid in any left-linear system. The 
notion of residual is typical for orthogonal term rewriting systems, since in other systems 
the descendant of a redex is not necessarily a redex. 
4.3. Strictness and J_-reduction 
Clearly, a term t is in normal form if it contains no redexes. In term rewriting the­
ory, properties related to normal forms are very important. However, in the context of 
functional languages and of strictness analysis, the notion of head normal forms is more 
useful. 
4.3.1. DEFINITION. A term t e Τ(Σ) is in head normal form (hnf) if there exists no redex 
а € Τ(Σ) such that t - н
г
 а. 
Why are we interested in head normal forms? Most reduction strategies applied in func­
tional languages are based on reduction to head normal form. Normal form reduction 
is obtained by repeated application of head normal form reduction. Also in the case of 
pattern matching, a value will be reduced to head normal form. As a consequence, head 
normal form strictness is much more important than normal form strictness in implemen­
tations of functional languages. 
However, head normal form properties can be rather cumbersome in term rewriting 
systems. Strictness is an example of this. The intention of strictness is as follows: a 
function F is strict in its i-th argument if for any application of F the i-th argument (or 
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a descendant) can (or has to) be reduced to head normal form in order to obtain a head 
normal form for that application. This simple intention gives already problems. Consider 
for example the single left-hand side of a function F: 
F(l) - ... 
Maybe one might want F to be strict in its argument. However, for a term F (Δ) it is 
still not clear (and generally undecidable) whether or not the redex Δ should be reduced 
or not: the term is already in head normal form if Δ cannot reduce to 1. Clearly, such a 
form of strictness is not useful. 
This problem is caused by the fact that the head normal form property is in general 
undecidable. This might be solved by 'completing' the rewrite system, that is, by requiring 
that every term with as root a function symbol will eventually become a redex (either 
by restricting the kinds of rewrite systems, or by restricting the set of valid terms by 
some form of typing). Then, the head normal form property becomes decidable. In most 
functional languages such a strategy is applied. We will solve this by introducing a special 
variant of head normal forms. 
4.3.2. DEFINITION. Within an alphabet Σ we will consider two kinds of symbols: a symbol 
is either a constructor or a function symbol. The set Σ F of function symbols contains 
exactly those symbols being the root of a left-hand side of a rewrite rule. All other symbols 
are in Σ0, the set of constructor symbols. 
A term rewriting system (Σ, R) is a function-constructor system if for all proper sub-
terms s, not being a single variable, of all left-hand sides of R: root{s) e Σο­
λ term t is in constructor head normal form (chnf) if root(t) e Σ
σ
. A term t has 






 is in constructor head normal form. 
Clearly, constructor head normal form implies head normal form. 
We restrict our intention of strictness to constructor head normal forms. The notion 
of constructor head normal form is more usable. Firstly, it is decidable whether a term 
is in constructor head normal form. Secondly, this property is more close to what we 
expect. For example, the above function F becomes strict in its argument. However, also 
this notion of head normal forms introduces a problem. In the following we want to relate 
a reduction relation —»χ to strictness-like properties. Let -L be a new and special symbol. 
Then we want that C[t] —ц. C[±] if t has no constructor head normal form with respect 
to -*
r
. Now consider the following function: 
F(F(1)) - . 3 
Now we have the following reductions: F (F (1)) —>i F (_L) —*χ JL and F (F (1)) —>
r
 3. 
This means that the combination of —»
r
 and —»j. is not confluent, which ів rather prob­
lematic. 
This problem is caused by the fact that a term without chnf (in the above case F (1)) 
can contribute to a redex. Clearly, this І6 not the case for function constructor systems. 
There are more ways to define head normal form like properties (and related rewrite 
systems). In general, we can probably state that a specific form of strictness is meaningful 
if it is combined with some decidable form of (head) normal forms in rewrite systems where 
each term without such a (head) normal form cannot contribute to a redex. 
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In the following, we are only interested in constructor head normal forms, and thus we 
will only consider orthogonal function-constructor systems. If considering lazy functional 
languages, this restriction is not too serious. In section 4.8 we will indicate how the 
method can be extended to the world of lazy functional languages. In the remainder of 
this section, we will formalize the notion of X-reduction, and prove some useful properties. 
For a term rewriting system (Σ, R) we will extend the alphabet Σ in various ways. The 
reduction relations will be related to the original set of rewrite rules R, that is, the set of 
rewrite rules R remains fixed. 
4.3.3. DEFINITION (1-terms and ^-reduction), (i) Consider the extra symbol J.. The 
set Τ(Σ U {-L}), also denoted as Τχ, is called the set of ±-terms. The reduction 
relation —•,. is extended to ±-terms in the obvious way. 
(ii) The partial ordering < on T± is defined inductively as follows: 
1 < t fora l l ieTj . . 
F{t
u
...,tn) < F{si s
n
) ( n > 0 ) i f t, < a , for all t = 1...П. 
We write t < s if t < a and t φ a. 
(iii) -L-reduction, denoted by —»χ, is defined on T± as C[t] —»χ C[J.] if t has no con­
structor head normal form with respect to —•,.. 
In general, it is undecidable whether a term has a chnf. However, in some cases it is safe 
to perform ^-reductions. For example, if a term t has no redex, and has as root symbol 
a function symbol, then t —*± ±. Examples of ^-reductions are: 
Rewrite rules: Reductions: 
F (2.x) - . G (ж) F (3,4) - χ J. 
G(l) - G(l) G(l) - χ 1 
G (2) -• 2 J. - χ 1 
4.3.4. LEMMA. (i) Let t -*T s. Ift'>t then there is an equivalent reduction t' -*r s', 
and s' > s. 
(ii) Let t —fP s. Iff<t then there is an equivalent reduction t' —*r s' or f —*χ a', and 
s' <з. 
(iii) If $ < t and t —*± J. then also з —»χ ±. 
(iv) —*x is confluent. 
PROOF, (i) Let t = C[A], such that Δ is the redex going to be rewritten. Then f can 





such that Δ = C"[-Ln]. The η -L's don't contribute to the redex. Thus by lemma 
4.2.6, Δ' will reduce to С""[зі\..., # ] , and Δ to СГЦ*,.... J.·"]. 
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(ii) Let t/u be the redex going to be rewritten. If t'/u is not defined, or is X, then t' < s. 
Otherwise, consider the term t'/u. If it is a redex, it reduces by the same rule as t/u. 
Thus suppose it is no redex. We can write both terms as t/u = C[s\,... ,sn] and 
t'/u = C[Xn]. At least one of the terms Si contributes to the redex t/u. Now, by 
orthogonality, t'/u can never become a redex of another rule. Also, it cannot become 
a redex for the rule of the redex t/u: there would be a reduction to a term such 
that none of the residuals of Si contributes to the redex (note that the contributing 
parts of a redex cannot change by reduction of subterms). Thus t'/u -*± X. 
(iii) Suppose s has a chnf. Then there is a reduction sequence s -*T s\ —»,... —»r sn 
such that sn is a chnf. Because of lemma 4.3.4.i there is an equivalent reduction 
sequence t -*T t\ —*r ... —*T tn such that t, > á<. However, then i„ is a chnf, thus, 
by contradiction, s has no chnf. 
(iv) Let t € Τχ, containing two X-redexes <i and i 2 . If they are disjoint (t = C[<i,i2]), 
there is a trivial common reduct (C[X, -L]). Suppose t\ С <2 = C[t\]. Then C[ti] —*± 
C[±], and C[ti] -»χ -L. Because C[X] < C[h) also C[X] -»χ -L (lemma 4.3.4.Ш). 
Confluence of —>χ follows directly. • 
The first two parts of the above lemma state that related terms can 'simulate' each 
other reductions. Let s,t£T± such that а < t. Now, if s/u is a redex, than also t/u is a 
redex. If contraction of these redexes gives us terms s' and t' then s' < t'. We say that 
the reduction in t simulates the reduction in s. The other way around is rather similar. 
Let t/u be a redex. If s/u is defined, this term is a redex (eventually with respect to -*±). 
Otherwise, there is an occurrence υ such that t/u is a subterm of t/v and з/ = -L Again, 
reductions of the terms at position и (or v) gives us terms a' and t' such that s' < If. 
4.3.5. LEMMA. Let t,ί,,ίχ € Τχ such that t —*T i, and t -+χ t±. Then there is a term 
t' € Τχ such that tT -**± t' and t± -*'T t'. 
PROOF. Let Δ
Γ





 —*T s). We have three cases: 
(i) Δ
Γ
 and Δχ are disjoint: trivial. 
(ii) Δ
Γ
 Ç Δχ. Thus Δχ = ί7[Δ
Γ
], and C[AT] -*T C[s]. Since Δχ has no chnf than also 
C[s] has no chnf. Thus t = σχ[Δχ] -»χ <7χ[±] and t = Сх[С7[А
г
]] -•,. Сх[С[а]] -+χ 
с±[±]. 




 = (7[Δχ]. Δχ doesn't contribute to redex Δ
Γ
. Thus, there is 
a context C" such that s = (7'[Δχ,..., Δχ], and (7[Δχ] ->χ C[±] ->
Ρ
 C'[L,..., Χ]. 
Clearly, s - н
х
 С'[Χ,..., X]. ü 
4.3.6. PROPOSITION. ->χ
Γ
 is confluent. 
P R O O F . Because of lemma 4.3.5, —*χ and —»+
r
 are commutative. Since —*±. and —>
r
 are 
both confluent (lemma 4.3.4 and theorem 4.2.4), it follows by the Hindley-Rosen lemma 
(see, for example, Barendregt [1984]) that —»χ
Γ
 is confluent. • 
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In the following, we will abbreviate —»j.
r
 simply as —». We can now state when a function 
is strict in an argument. 
4.3.7. DEFINITION. A function F is strict in its i-th argument if for all terms t\... ί<_ι, 
<
І + 1 . . . * П € Г : 
F {tu · · • > <.-i. -Li *·+ι, · · ·. ín) -** -L 
Because of the confluence of —», strictness is a transitivity property. That is, let r 
be a term having no chnf, and F be a function that is strict in its i-th argument. Then 
F{t\,..., tj_i, i, ti+i,..., tn) -*+ ±. However, this doesn't yet mean that a term on such a 
strict position can safely (or needs to) be reduced to constructor head normal form. For 
proving that this notion of strictness corresponds to the intention of strictness we need a 
relationship between ±-reduction and neededness. This is the topic of the next section. 
4.4. Neededness: redexes and normalisation 
Normally, neededness is related to normal forms. We will define a similar notion for the 
constructor head normal form case. We start by considering standard reduction in T. 
4.4.1. DEFINITION. A redex Δ in a term t = (7[Δ] is a ch-needed redex if in every reduc­
tion sequence that leads to a chnf Δ or one of its residuals is reduced. 
If a term has no chnf all its redexes are ch-needed. It is a well-known fact that 
reduction of needed redexes leads to the normal form (if existing). A similar property can 
be derived for the chnf case. First, we recall some basic notions. 
4.4.2. DEFINITION, (i) Given a TRS (Σ, R), a strategy S for this system is a map 
which assigns to each element t of Τ(Σ) a possibly empty set of reduction sequences 
S{t), all starting with t. A strategy defines a new reduction relation: t —», a if 
( - » « ξ S{t). We speak of a one-step reduction strategy if each element of S{t) 
has length 1. 
(ii) A strategy 5 is constructor head normalising if for all terms t having a constructor 
head normal form, t —», t\ —», . . . must eventually terminate with a constructor 
head normal form (that is, each reduction sequence —», starting at a term having a 
constructor head normal form is finite). 
(iii) Let 5 be a strategy. The strategy quasi-S is defined as follows: quasi-S{t) = {t—** 
t' —», a). Thus a quasi-S reduction sequence is a 5 reduction sequence, diluted 
with arbitrary reduction steps. 
(iv) A strategy S is constructor head hypernormalising if quasi-S is constructor head 
normalising. 
4.4.3. THEOREM, (i) Every term t, not in chnf, contains a ch-needed redex. 
(ii) Repeated contraction of ch-needed redexes is constructor head (hyper)normalising. 
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P R O O F . The proof is quite a lot of work. It is comparable to the proof for the normal form 
case, only some minor, but straightforward changes are necessary. We refer to Kennaway 
& Sleep [1989] or Huet & Levy [1979]. D 
In the sequel, we will just speak of needed(ness) instead of ch-needed(ness). Similarly, 
we will speak of normalising instead of constructor head normalising. 
We return now our attention to terms from Tj_. We extend the notion of neededness 
in the obvious way to terms of T± and the reduction relation —». We start by relating 
neededness and J.-reduction. 
4.4.4. LEMMA. A non-needed redex cannot contain a needed redex. 
P R O O F . The proof is based on the fact that reductions inside a redex have no influence 
on reductions outside that redex. Thus, let ίο = C[A] with Δ a non-needed redex. Let 
to —» ii —» .. . in be a reduction sequence to chnf, in which no residual of Δ is reduced. 
That is, we can write each tt as (7,[Δ,,,..., Δ,„] where Δ,; are the residuals (all still being 
redexes of the same rule). Each reduction step changes either C, (by an outer reduction), 
or one of the residuals (by an inside reduction). By application of lemma 4.2.6 we can 
skip the inside reductions, obtaining a reduction to C
n
[...]. This last term is in chnf. 
Thus none of the terms inside Δ ¡s needed. О 
4.4.5. PROPOSITION. Lett = C[A] with Δ a redex. Then 
A needed ·«· C[±] -»± ± 




 a chnf. Then, by lemma 
4.3.4, there is an equivalent reduction sequence C[A] —**T t'c, such that tc < t'c. In this 
reduction sequence Δ, nor one of its subterms or residuals, is reduced (this follows from 
inspection of the proof of lemma 4.3.4) (contradiction). Thus C[±] —»χ J.. (-^) Let 




 and Δ not needed (thus t
c
 φ J.). Every subredex of 
Δ is not needed (lemma 4.4.4), Then there is a reduction sequence in which no residual 
of Δ (nor one of its subterms) is reduced. In this sequence, none of the residuals of Δ 
did contribute to a reduction. Then, by repeated application of lemma 4.2.6, the same 
reduction sequence exists for CLL], leading to a chnf (contradiction). D 
We also want to relate neededness and needed reductions in related terms, i.e. terms 
t and i' for which t <t'. This is done in the following proposition. 
4.4.6. LEMMA. A residual of a non-needed redex is non-needed. 
P R O O F . Simple application of proposition 4.4.5 and lemmas 4.2.6 and 4.3.4. • 
4.4.7. PROPOSITION, (i) Let t,t' e T± such that t < t'. Suppose that t has a chnf. 
Then 
t'/u needed inf<$ t/u needed in t 
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(ii) Let t —• s. Let t' < t auch that t' has a chnf. Then there is a s' < s such that 
t' —*ε s'. Moreover, if the reduction step was a needed reduction step, then t' —•,. s' 
and also this reduction step is a needed one. 
PROOF. (i) (=}•) Let t' = С'\Ы] such that Δ' = t'fu. We have C'[±] -» -L. If t/u is 
undefined, then t < C'[±] and t has no chnf. Thus, let t = С[Д] such that Δ = t/u. 
Clearly, Δ < Δ' and С < С'. Thus if C'[±] -» J. then also C[±] -» J. (lemma 
4.3.4). (<=) Let Δ = t/u the needed redex in t, and Δ' = t'/u. There is a common 
context Co such that t = CQ[±,,,.,Ι,Δ] and t' = Co[*i.···.**,Δ']. Now, none of 
the s, is on a needed position (otherwise, by the other direction of this proposition, 
there would be a 1 on a needed position in t). Now, we claim that then Δ' is 
needed. We proof this as follows. Let, without loss of generality, all the s, be non-
needed redexes. Suppose that Δ' is not needed. Then, there is a reduction to chnf 
such that all reductions take place in Co (note that, because of lemma 4.4.6, all the 
non-needed redexes stay non-needed). However, this would mean that also Δ in t 
is not needed, since a similar reduction exists. Thus Δ' must be a needed redex. 
(ii) This follows immediately from (i) and lemma 4.3.4.H. D 
4.4.8. REMARK. Theorem 4.4.3 holds for terms in T. It is easy to extend the theorem for 
terms from T±. 
PROOF. Let t e T± and t' e Τ such that ί < t'. Suppose t has a chnf. 
(i) t' has a needed redex, and thus by proposition 4.4.7.І also t. 
(ii) A needed redex in t is also a needed redex in t' (proposition 4.4.7.І). If there is an 
infinite reduction sequence for t, contracting enough needed redexes, there is also 
an equivalent infinite reduction sequence for t', contracting similar needed redexes. 
D 
We will say that a needed redex in a term is on a needed or strict position. Clearly, 
a term with a subterm having no chnf on a needed position has no chnf. A way of 
determining needed positions is by using strictness information. Proposition 4.4.5 clearly 
shows that our definition of strictness corresponds with the required intention of strictness. 
We continue now with the definition of the needed reduction we want to use for abstract 
reductions. 
4.4.9. DEFINITION, (i) The needed reduction relation —•„ is defined as follows: t —»„ t' 
if t —H t' and at least one needed reduction is done. 
(ii) A Bubterm a in a term t = C[s] is a needed subterm if it is on a needed position, i.e. 
if C[±] - j . -L. 
Because of theorem 4.4.3, —•„ is chnf-normalising (but not necessarily confluent: it 
might be possible to reduce a term to two different chnf's). We note that —»J = —•„, that 
is, —»„ is transitive. Needed subterms have a lot of nice properties. 
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4.4.10. PROPOSITION (Some useful properties of needed subterms). Let t € T± be α term 
having a chnf. 
(i) Each needed subterm of t, not being in chnf, contains a needed redex. The subterm 
has a chnf. 
(ii) Reduction of needed redexes within a needed subterm of t leads to the chnf of the 
subterm, and, by repeated application, of t itself. 
(iii) Each needed subterm oft, not being in chnf, has a descendant that is a needed redex. 
(iv) A non-needed subterm cannot contain a needed subterm. 
(v) Let t = C[s] such that s is a non-needed subterm. Then C[l] has a chnf. 
(vi) t can be written ast = C[s\,..., s
n
] such that all subterms s, are non-needed, and 
ail subterms in С are needed. The term C[±.n] has a chnf. 
PROOF, (i) Let t = C[s], such that β is a needed subterm. This subterm must have 
a chnf (otherwise, ί also has none). Clearly, s contains a needed redex, such that 
s = С'[Д] and C'[±] -• 1. Then also C[C"[±]] -+ C7[_L] -• _L. Thus Δ is needed in 
t also. 
(ii) Simple application of theorem 4.4.3 and (i). 
(iii) This follows from the fact that each term, not being in chnf but having a chnf, must 
eventually become a redex. 
(iv) Let t = C[s], with s a non-needed subterm. Suppose s contains a needed subterm, 
i.e. let s = C'[s'] such that s' is a needed subterm. Thus, C[C[1]] has no chnf. 
Then, also C[±] has no chnf (contradiction). Thus any subterm of s is non-needed. 
(v) Trivial. 
(vi) That t can be written as such follows immediately from (iv). The statement follows 
by repeated application of (v), and the fact that the neededness properties of the 
subterms are not influenced by this operation (proposition 4.4.7.І). D 
Proposition 4.4.10.i and 4.4.10.Ü state that if a needed redex (or subterm) has been 
found, this subterm can safely be reduced to chnf by looking for needed redexes (and 
subterms) within the subterm itself. Proposition 4.4.10.iv-vi Btate that we can remove 
non-needed parts of a term without influencing the chnf property of that term. The 
needed parts of a term are of special interest: 
4.4.11. DEFINITION. Let t = C[si,..., sn] such that all subterms Sj are non-needed, and 
all subterms in С are needed. The needed part of t is Λ/"(ί) = CfX"]. 















In this section we will introduce the notion of approximations. These approximations 
will be used for describing the basic machinery of the abstract reduction mechanism. To 
some extent, terms defined by an approximation (abstract terms) can be considered as 
representations of sets of elements of T± (concrete terms). 
4.5.1. DEFINITION (Approximations). An approximation Λ of the TRS (Σ, R) contains: 
(i) A set of terms T
a
 = Τ(Σ U {±, T} U U) where U = {U,\i> 1}. We suppose that 
the new symbols are not contained in Σ. A symbol U„ called a union symbol, has 
arity г. For convenience, we will write ( i i , . . . , t
n
) instead of U„(tit...,t„). 
(ii) A preordering <
a
 defined as follows: 
a for all a € Ta. 
Τ for all t e T
a
. 
F(s\,.. .,«„) (n > 0) if t, <„ s, for all г = l . . . n . 
s (η > 1) if ί, <
α
 s for all г = 1... п. 
(ai, . . . , s
n
) (η > 1) if t <
a
 st for some г = 1... п. 






 and t, t' 6 7±): 
ta - a t'
a
 О Vt < t
a













 is in chnf. 
We consider T
a
 as an extension of T±, but it is also possible to consider T
a
 as a new 
entity. For convenience, we define a concrétisation function y.Ta —* V(T±) as follows: 




}. Clearly, < from T
x
 is included in <
a
. We will omit the 
subscript a if no confusion can occur. 
REMARK. The ordering induces an equivalence relation over T
a





 t. For any term t, let fs be the equivalence class belonging to t. The ordering 
<„ is extended to equivalence classes as follows: t~ •< s~ ο Ξί e t= [3s € ss [t <a s]]. We 
note that (T^, •<) is a lattice but not a complete lattice (see Goubault & Hankin [1991]). 
4.5.2. LEMMA (Equivalences). We have (amongst others) the following equivalences (let 
f , í i . . . í n e r j : 
(t,ti,...,tn) = (h,...,tn) ift<ttforsomel<i<n 
C[(h i„)] = (С[Ь] C[t
n
]) for any context C\\ 
(t) = t 
(ti,...,t
n
) = (π(ίι, . . . ,t„)) for any permutation π 
(Τ, <!,...,<„) = Τ 
( ± , ί ι , . . . , ί
η
) = ( t b . - . - U 
P R O O F . Straightforward. • 
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The symbol Τ represents all terms in Τχ. The union symbols axe used to combine 
abstract values (or sets). For convenience, we allow unions of any arity, but it would have 
been sufficient to allow only unions with arity 2. 
The abstract reduction relation is defined in terms of the concrete needed reduction 







the reduction "simulates" at least one needed reduction for each term in t
a
. At this point, 
—»c is just a formal definition. We have not yet specified how to compute such abstract 
reduction steps (and, of course, —»
a
 is not completely computable). In the following, we 
will define various possibilities to determine abstract reduction steps (i.e. lemma 4.5.4 and 
4.5.9, prop. 4.5.10 and section 4.6). 
We start by expressing the strictness test in the abstract world: 
4.5.3. PROPOSITION (Strictness test). Let F ( T , . . . , T , ±j, T, . . . , T ) -**
a
 ± (where the 
subscript г denotes the i-th argument of F). Then the function F is strict m its i-th 
argument. 
PROOF. Consider a term t = F[U,... , t,_i,-L,i,+i,... ,t„) for some terms t ^ , € Гц.. 
Since t < F ( T , . . . , T, _L, T , . . . , T), there is a reduction t —*
n
 -L. О 
The abstract reduction relation itself already has some nice properties. 
4.5.4. LEMMA. (i) For any term t € Ta, not in chnf, we have t —»„ Τ (Top-introduc­





 t' then t ->
a
 t' (thus -»+ = - > J . 
(iii) Let t = C[s] and t' = C[s') such that s ->
a
 s'. Iff -»„ t" then t ->
a
 t". 









 —*a t'á such that t'a as well as t'a are in chnf but t'a φ t'a. 
(ii-iii) Straightforward. О 
The last three properties of α-reduction are important. The first one states that we 
can introduce approximations (for example to ensure termination in an implementation). 
The 'transitivity' property of the reduction will be appear to be useful for many other 
properties. The last part of the lemma states that we can safely do additional reductions 
in subterms if necessary. This implies that sharing of subterms is safe, which is important 
for an implementation of abstract reduction. 
As in Tj. we can define a notion of neededness. Informally, a subterm of t
a
 € Ta is 
needed if all its corresponding subterms in all terms ta represents are needed. To formalise 
the notion of corresponding subterms, we need a precise relationship between subterms 
of an abstract term and subterms of the concrete terms it represents. This is done by the 
notion of embeddings. An embedding acts as a kind of homomorphism. Let t € 7[<a]. An 
embedding maps the structure of t on ta. Each subterm of t is mapped on a corresponding 
subterm of <„, not being a union. Given a subterm of ta, is not necessarily the case that 
t has a corresponding subterm (because of the presence of unions). Therefore, we will 
consider a set of needed subterms of ta to define neededness. 
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4.5.5. DEFINITION. Let φ: 0{t) -* 0(t
a
) be ал occurrence mapping. This mapping is an 
embedding if for all (ui... u
m







)) (where J. < F < Τ for any symbol F) 




_i)) = T, and otherwise 
4>{ui . . . Um) = V?(lii . . . Um-iJ.Um.U! . . . V
n
 SUCh that í a /v( u l · · • Mm-l)-Wm-Wl ...Vi'lB 
a union node (for all г < η). 
(iii) φ(·) =v\...v
n
 such that t
a
/v\...^ is a union node (for ί < η). 
4.5.6. LEMMA. Let t € l[ta]· Then there exists on embedding φ: 0(t) -» 0(ta). 
P R O O F . We can construct inductively an embedding as follows: 
(i) if t
a
 = T, or t
a
 = -L Let <p{u) = · for all и 6 0{t). 
(ii) if t
a
 = (<!,..., <„). Then there is an 1 < г < η such that t e 7[íJ. We define for all 





). Then t = F(<! i„) or t = J.. The last case is trivial. 
Otherwise, We define φ(·) = · and for all (i.u) e 0{t): <p(i.u) = i.Vi(«) where 
ψϊ. Ο(ί,) —> 0(t[) are embeddings (for 1 < i < η). • 
The following lemma gives some useful properties of embeddings. 
4.5.7. LEMMA. Let t 6 y[t
a
] and φ: 0(t) -* 0(t
a
) an embedding. 
(i) t/u € l[tal4>{u)) for all и € 0(t). 




 = C[s], and s no union, and ν the occurrence of s. If there is no и £ 0(t) 
such that tp(u) = v, then t g 7[C[-L]] and φ: 0(t) —* 0(C[_L]) м also an embedding. 
P R O O F , (i) By induction to the definition (or construction) of φ. 
(ii) Clearly, t < C[s]. Let ν be the occurrence of s or J. in t
a
. If there is a subterm t/u 
of t such that ψ(υ) = υ, then t/u = ±. 
(iii) It is easy to show that all subterme are mapped to terms outside a. That is, there 
is no и e 0(t) such that ψ{υ) = v.vi...v
n
 for any sequence Vi...v
n
. • 
4.5.8. DEFINITION (Neededness). Let 5 = {ai,...,s„} be a non-empty set of disjoint 
subterms of a term t
a




/ui for 1 < г < п. 5 is needed if for all t 6 7[£a] 
there is a i' € 7[ia]) such that t < t' and such that there is a corresponding needed subterm 
a = t'/u, and u, = ^(u) for some 1 < t < n, and any embedding φ: 0(t') —» 0(t
a
). 
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Suppose, for example, a term t0 = (+ (s,l),- (s',2)), where + and - are the usual strict 
integer operations. Then {s,s'} is a set of needed subterms, but also {+ (s,l),- (s',2)} is 
such a set. Any concrete term represented by t„ contains a needed subterm, corresponding 
to one of the elements of the set. The t' in the definition of neededness is necessary because 
not every term has a subterm directly mapping on one of the elements of the set (e.g. J. 
and the set {s,s'}). In such a case, the subterm of t' corresponds with a _L subterm of t. 
4.5.9. LEMMA. Let ta € Ta. Let {s\,..., sn] be a set of needed subterms in ta such that 
ta = C[su...,sn]. 
(i) Neededness in Ta is directly related to neededness in T±. That is, for all t € 7[C[-L"]] 
it holds that t ->L ± (that is: C[±.n] -•„ ±). 





PROOF, (i) Let t < t'
a
 = C[±n]. Let φ be an embedding from 0(t) to 0(t'
a
). Then, φ 
is also an embedding from 0(t) to 0(t
a
) (lemma 4.5.7). Let s = t/u be the needed 
subterm such that л< = t
a
/(^(u). Since t'a¡ip{u) = _L, it follows that s = ±, and thus 
(ii) Let t <ta. t has some disjoint needed subterms t\... tm, at least one, such that for 
all 1 < j ' < τη, tj = t/uj and t
a
lip{uj) = 5¿ for some 1 < i < п. Let tj —*
n
 TJ such 
that Tj < Si. Let t = C[h,...,t
m
]. Then í -•„ C[ru...,rm]< C[s'lt...,s'„]. D 
The second part of the lemma states that reduction of a set of needed subterms is an 
α-reduction step. This property is very useful in an implementation of abstract reduction. 
We are now ready for the proof of the correctness of J_-introduction, as described in the 
introduction. 




 such that t'
a
 has a needed set 
of subterms {s\... л*}. Furthermore, let Si < t
a





PROOF. We can construct a reduction sequence of needed reductions, leading to ± or to 
infinity, as follows. First we note that t'
a
 contains no chnfs. Let t € m[ta]. Then there is 
a reduction sequence such that t —*n t' and t' € l[t'a]. If t' = -L, we are ready. Otherwise, 
i' contains a subterm s = t'/u that is needed, and such that s < t'a/ip(u) = t'a/ui < ta. 
Note that s is not in chnf. The needed reduction sequence can be continued by reducing 
s to chnf (proposition 4.4.10). Since s € 7[<o]i we can repeat the argument for s. Now 
we have a needed reduction sequence, which terminates with ±, or is infinite. Since —>„ 
is hypernormalising t cannot have a chnf. О 










 -»„ ±. 
PROOF. For all t e 7[t'
a
] it holds that t is needed. Thus {t'
a
} is a needed set of subterms. 
D 
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4.6. T-Reduction 
In the previous section, we described only some (be it important) properties of abstract 
reduction. Now, we will take a more operational viewpoint. We start by defining r-
reduction. It describes how a term might rewrite, based on the possible rewritings in the 
orthogonal term rewriting system itself. Combining all possible r-reduction steps for a 
term gives us certain α-reduction steps for that term. Given a term not in chnf, we can 
derive α-reduction steps, but we cannot necessarily determine all, or the most optimal a-
reduction steps. This form of r-reduction can form the basis of a concrete implementation 
of abstract reduction. For an example of this, we refer to Nöcker [1993c]. 
4.6.1. DEFINITION (τ-reduction). (i) A term ί € Τ
α
 not in chnf is a τ-redex if there is 
a term f € η[{\ and t' is a redex with respect to —• (so note that Τ is no τ-redex). 
(ii) Let f € Τ
α
 such that t' = /", t' < t for some term I and a substitution σ. The 
substitution σ is maximal if there is no substitution a' such that f < «/(i) < t. 
(iii) The reduction relation -*T over Ta is defined as follows (consider a term C[t] with 
t a τ-redex): 
(a) C[t] ->T C[T"\ if there is a rewrite rule f: r -* I such that I" < t and σ maximal. 
(b) C[t] - v C[±] otherwise 
Intuitively spoken, a term is a τ-redex if it 'matches' a left-hand side. Matching is 
the same as for ordinary term rewriting, except for the term Τ which matches every 
pattern, and for Unions. A substitution should be maximal in order to simulate as many 
as possible reductions. Maximal substitutions can easily by found by pattern matching. 
Consider as an example the rewrite rule: 
F (A (x), 1,1) - B(x) 
The term F (Τ, Τ, 1) matches the left-hand side, and will rewrite to Β (Τ). That is, 
the variable χ is bound to T. Note that the subterms 1 of the left-hand side correspond 
with two different terms in the redex. This means that the redex cannot be written as 
a direct substitution of the left-hand side (i.e. there is no a such that σ (F (A (χ), 1, 1)) 
= F (Τ, Τ, 1)). Similarly, the term F ((A (2). A (3)).l, 1) will rewrite to В «2, 3)), that 
is, χ is bound to (2, 3). 
4.6.2. LEMMA. Let t e T
a
 be a τ-redex. If there is α term t' e i[t] and t' is a redex with 
respect to -*
r
, then there is a maximal substitution. 
PROOF. A maximal substitution can be found by a pattern matching algorithm. We 
define informally a matching process Match(p, t) for a pattern ρ and a term t as followe: 
if ρ = χ Define σ(ι) = t 
if p = F{pi,...,p
n
) 
if t = Τ Do for all 1 < i < η Matc/i(p„ t) 




) Do for ail 1 < i < η Match(pt, t.) 
if t = ( i i , . . . , t„) Do for ail 1 < i < η Match(p, t,) for which p<tt 
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This process defines a substitution σ for all variables in p. Since a variable might be 
reached several times, the union of all its definitions has to be taken. By induction to the 
structure of ρ we can proof that σ(ρ) < t and that σ is maximal. D 
A r-reduction in a term simulates all possible reductions of all corresponding subterms 
in the concrete terms (with respect to one rule). If a r-redex has no maximal substitution, 
it reduces to J.. A term can have (finitely) many r-redexes. A term can even be a r-redex 
for different rewrite rules. To simulate the necessary needed reductions it is sufficient to 
reduce all r-redexes, and to take the union of all the results. This form of α-reduction is 
expressed in the following proposition. 
4.6.3. LEMMA. Let t e T„ be a r-redex. 
(i) Let Δ e 7[ί] be a redex. ƒƒ Δ -• r, and t->Tt'. Then τ e j[t']. 
(ii) Let s € Ta such that t —*T a. Ift'>t then t' -*T s' and s' > s for some s' G Ta. 
PROOF. Straightforward, о 
4.6.4. PROPOSITION. Consider a term t € Τ
α
· Let t have η different τ-redexes Δ„ such 
that t = С,[Д,] and С,[Д,] -+T t, for i = 1.. . π. Then t —•„ (f-i,..., t„). 
PROOF. First, we note that t has a finite number of r-redexes, since we assumed that 
functions are finite. Thus (<i, · · · >'*) ls a finite term. Consider now a term t' 6 7[t], and 
φ an embedding. Let t' have a chnf, then t' has a needed redex. Let t' = С[Д], with 
Δ = t'/u the needed redex. Then, Δ < t/v(u). Now, by lemma 4.6.3, t/v(w) is a r-redex 
(say Α-i). Let Δ -» г. Then C[r] < Ci[ii] < ( t j , . . . ,t„). Thus all needed reductions are 
simulated. D 
The reduction —•„ as constructed by proposition 4.6.4 can be used as the basis for 
an implementation. Termination can be assured by Top-introduction (lemma 4.5.4.І). 
However, this reduction system is not efficient, and it is very difficult to decide what 
parte of a term have to be reduced. 
The efficiency can be improved in various ways. It is possible to apply the properties 
of α-reduction as derived in the previous section. For example, it is possible to use 
strictness information derived earlier (lemma 4.5.9.Ü). Also -L-introduction can be applied 
if possible. However, it is also possible to optimise the basic form of r-reduction by 
simulating less reductions. For example, it is sufficient to simulate reductions of outermost 
needed redexes only. Such extensions can become rather complex. Here, we note that also 
specific properties of the functional language can be taken into account. For example, 
typing or the reduction strategy can introduce additional sources for optimisations. For 
a detailed discussion of this topic we refer to Nöcker [1993c]. 
Consider for an example of abstract reductions and r-reduction the following functions: 
F (x,0) — χ 
F(x,l) - F (χ, G (χ)) 
G (χ) -, 
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(for any right-hand side of G). It is easy to ehow that F is strict in its second argument 
(since there are no maximal substitutions for F (T,±)). However, F is also strict in its 
first argument. This can be derived by analysing abstract reductions of F (J-,Τ): 
F(±,T) ->* <-L.F (_L,G (_L))> (r-reduction) 
s F (_L.G (±)) 
-*
a
 -L (^-introduction) 
4.7. μ-Approximations 
In this section we will extend the notion of approximation further. Consider as an intro­
ductory example the following rewrite rule: 
F(x) - A(F(x)) 
where A is a constructor. We have the following abstract reduction step: F (Τ) —»
α 
A (F (Τ)). However, we would like to have a reduction F (Τ) —»„ μχ.Α (χ), where the re­
sulting term is a representation (a kind of cyclic term) for the infinite term A (A (A (... ))). 
However, the basic property for α-reduction doesn't hold, since any term resulting from 
a reduction of F (t), will contain the symbol F. We will solve this by introducing infinite 
terms and infinite reduction sequences, following the theory of transfinite reductions of 
Kennaway et al. [1990]. The goal is the definition of an extension of —•„, such that it 
includes possibly infinite reduction sequences. 
The next section briefly recalls some basic notions of transfinite reductions in orthogo­
nal term rewriting systems. Then, we consider how constructor head normal forms behave 
in this context. In section 4.7 we introduce an extension of approximations baaed on the 
theory of transfinite reductions. 
Basic notions of transfinite reductions in orthogonal trs's 
We adopt the notions and notations of Kennaway et al. [1990]. Let Τ(Σ) be a set of finite 
terms over an alphabet Σ. Its extension to a set of infinite terms is denoted as Τ°°(Σ), or 
shortly T°°. We suppose all left and right-hand sides of the rewrite rules to be finite. All 
important properties and notions of section 4.1 and 4.2 extend verbatim to infinite terms. 
Confluence of —*T is guaranteed only as long as reduction sequences are finite (or if some 
other conditions are satisfied) (Kennaway et al. [1990]). However, we will show that -+χ
Γ 
is confluent in all circumstances. 
To discuss infinite (reduction) sequences and convergence, the following construction 
is made. The set of infinite terms is isomorphic to a complete metric space (Arnold & 
Nivat [1980]). Essential in the construction is the following notion of distance between 
terms of T">. 
4.7.1. DEFINITION. The distance d(s,t) between two terms a and t is defined as follows: 
it is zero if a and t are equal, 2~k otherwise, where к is the largest depth up to where the 
terms are equal. Formally: 
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)) = 1 otherwise 
As a consequence, all converging sequences of length ω in T°° have a limit in T°°. This 
can be generalised to (reduction) sequences of arbitrary ordinal length a. 
4.7.2. DEFINITION, (i) A sequence of length a is a set of elements indexed by some 
ordinal α > 1, notation, {tß)ß<a- Instead of (tß)ß<a+i we can write (tß)ß<a· 
(ii) A reduction sequence of length а > 1 is a sequence (tß)ß<a such that tß —» tß+\ for 
all β + 1 < α. The depth of the redex contracted in tß will be denoted as dß. 
4.7.3. DEFINITION (Convergence). By induction to the ordinal α we define when a se­
quence (tß)ßia is converging towards its limit ta (notation i0 -*% ta)' 
(i) ίο -*o to-
(¡i) to -*c0+1 tß+i if to -*% tß. 
(iii) t0 -•$ tA if <o -*% tß for all β < λ and Ve > 0 3β < λ V7 \β < 7 < λ => d{ty, ίλ) < ε]. 
We now define strongly converging reduction sequences. In a strong reduction sequence 
the depth of the contracted redexes tends to infinity. 
4.7.4. DEFINITION (Strpng reduction). By induction to the ordinal a we define when a 
reduction sequence is a strong reduction: 
(i) {tß)ß<\ is a strong reduction. 
(ii) (£7)7<0+1 is a strong reduction if (<7)7</з is a strong reduction. 
(iii) (t7)7<A is a strong reduction if for all β < λ the reduction (i7)7<0 is strong and 
Vd > 0 3β < λ V7 [β < 7 < λ => dy > d]. 
A strongly converging reduction is a converging sequence that is a strong reduction. The 
stable part of an element tß of a strongly converging reduction (tß)ßiu are the nodes at a 
depth less or equal to dp. 
NOTE. PYom now on, we will assume all reduction sequences to be strongly convergent 
ones. We will write —»° for a strongly converging reduction of ordinal length a. Further-
more, we will write —•" for a strongly converging reduction sequence of length ш, —><w for 
finite reduction sequences, and —*-ш for strongly converging reduction sequences of length 
< ω. We will write —•J*" if a finite initial segment of the reduction sequence contains a 
needed reduction. 
We do not need all the theory of transfinite reductions. An important result we will 
need, is the compressing lemma. It states that any strongly converging reduction sequence 
can be compressed in a strongly converging reduction sequence of length < ш. Also the 
transfinite parallel moves lemma will be needed. 
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4.7.5. LEMMA (Compressing lemma). Let t —>" t' be α reduction sequence of length a. 
Then there is also a reduction sequence of length < ш such that t —*-w t'. 
PROOF. See lemma 3.2.5. in Kennaway et al. [1990]. D 
4.7.6. LEMMA (Transfinite parallel moves lemma). Let t -*" t
a
 be a strongly converging 
reduction sequence, and let t —• a0 be a reduction of a redex Δ in t. Then, for any β < a, 
a term Sß can be constructed by outermost contraction of all descendants of Δ m tß suck 
that Sß —** Sß+i and tß —*-ω Sß. Also, the reductions in Sß form a strongly convergent 
reduction sequence to sa and ta —*-" sa. 
PROOF. See lemma 3.1.2. in Kennaway et al. [1990]. G 
Transfinite reductions and constructor head normal forms 
We will use —»|ω (including ±-reductions) as the new basis for approximations. First, 
however, we have to prove the necessary properties for this new reduction relation. In this 
section we will show that it is confluent and hypernormalising. Many proofs are similar 
to the proofs used in the standard theory of transfinite reductions. Therefore, we will be 
rather informal. 
The notions of hnf and chnf extend to infinite terms in a rather straightforward way 
(that is, a term has a (c)hnf if there is a finite reduction sequence leading to a (c)hnf). 
We have the following important lemma, that states that it is always possible (if a term 
has a chnf) to get a chnf in a finite number of reduction steps. 
4.7.7. LEMMA. Let t —>-" t' such that t' w m constructor head normal form. Then there 
is a finite reduction sequence t —»<ω s such that s is m chnf. 
PROOF. Because of strong convergence there has to be a finite (initial) reduction sequence 
to a term s such that t —н s —*-" t' and root(s) is a constructor. D 
The next important step is to prove that the extension of —*±.
r
 to transfinite reductions 
is confluent. As usual, we take —> = —>χ
Γ
. Inspection of the proofs for the compressing 
lemma and the transfinite parallel moves lemma shows that these lemmas can be extended 
to —*. We can now show confluence by ehowing that ±-normal forms are unique. 
4.7.8. DEFINITION (1-normal forms). A term is in 1-normal form if it has no redexes 
other then _L with respect to —>±
r
. 
4.7.9. PROPOSITION, (i) Any term m Τ™ has a 1-normal form. 
(ii) —>™
r
 w confluent. 
PROOF, (i) Let t e rj°. We will construct a strongly converging reduction to ±-normal 
form. We first note that for any term there is a finite reduction sequence to a chnf, 
or to ± if it has no chnf. Now, let t —>*·" Co be such a reduction sequence. We 
can repeat this for all of the arguments of CQ. In this way, we construct a strongly 
converging reduction. That is, there are terms Cß such that Cß -** Cß+\ such that for 
Cß all nodes on a depth < dß are in chnf. The limit of this sequence is in ±-normal 
form. 
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(ü) The proof is similar to the proof of lemma 4.1.2 in Kennaway et al. [1990]. Let 
tc be the ±-normal form of a term t. Any strongly convergent reduction sequence 
starting at t can be extended to a reduction to tc. This can be proved with the help 
of the transfinite parallel moves lemma and the compressing lemma. D 
We note that —•" is not confluent, as is shown in Kennaway et al. [1990]. However, 
the causes for this non-confluence are exactly some reduction sequences that can never 
lead to a (head) normal form. These cases are handled by .[--reductions. 
We also have the notion of neededness for infinite terms. As a consequence of lemma 
4.7.7 all reductions in a finite reduction sequence to a constructor head normal form occur 
within a certain finite depth of the intermediate terms. Now take a term t e TJ° such 
that it has a chnf. Clearly, there is a finite term a < ί such that a has a chnf. As for the 
finite case, reductions in t can be simulated in a and vice versa. Now it is easy to see that 
a needed subterm in t corresponds to a needed subterm in з and vice versa (take a needed 
subterm in a. If the corresponding subterm in t is not needed, there would be a reduction 
sequence to chnf that doesn't reduce the needed subterm of a). A direct consequence is 
that theorem 4.4.3 extends to infinite terms. Furthermore, all terms having a chnf have 
a finite number of needed subterms. 
The last we have to show is that —>%u is hypernormalising. Consider first the reduction 
sequence ί -*ш • —• a such that the last reduction step is a needed one. It is easy to show 
that then t —tf? a, that is, the needed reduction can be moved to an initial finite segment 
of the reduction sequence. The same holds, by applications of the compressing lemma 
and the above observation, for a reduction sequence t -+%" · —*%ω a: all needed reductions 
can be moved to the left. It is now obvious to show that —»¡j" is hypernormalising. 
μ-Approximations 
4.7.10. DEFINITION. Let A be an approximation. We can extend the approximation 
further to Αμ as follows. An approximation Αμ contains: 
(i) A set of terms Τμ. Terms for this set are built as follows. Build terms as for Ta (see 
definition 4.2.2 and 4.5.1), but add the rule: 
if t
a
 e Τμ such that this term contains exactly к (> 0) free occurrences of the free 
variable x, thue t
a
 = C[xk] then ßx.C[xk] € Τμ. Within the new term, called a 
cyclic term, χ is bound. 
The definition of occurrences is extended with an extra rule. Let ω be an occurrence, 
then: μζ.σ[χ*]/ιχ = C[(ßx.C[xk])k]/u 
(ii) An ordering relation < a . It is defined in two steps. First, define < such that t < t' 
is defined only if t contains no μ-terms. < equals the previous <„ of definition 4.5.1 
plus one new rule: 
t < ßx.C[xk] if t < C\{ßx.C\xk])k] 
Now we define <„ аз: 
t <
a
 t' if for all s < t it holds that s < t'. 
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(iii) A reduction relation -•<,. For —•„ it should hold that it simulates at least needed 
reductions, but takes account of converging infinite reductions. That is, let ta —»a t'a 
and t e T± such that t < ta. Then there is a t' € Γ£° such that f < <¡, and t ->$" f'. 
Cyclic terms are somewhat peculiar. Let t = цх.С[хк]. Then, we have t = ßx.C[tk]. 
As follows from the definition of occurrences, a cyclic term has infinitely many valid 
occurrences. However, it is easy to see that a cyclic term only has a finite number of 
distinct subterms (two subterms might be syntactical unequal, but can be equivalent). 
This means that occurrence and subterm are no longer similar notions. However, this 
notion of occurrences will appear to be useful for embeddings. 
NOTE. 
(i) If Σ has a finite number of symbols, say Σ = {Fi,..., F„}, then Τ is equivalent to 
ßx.{F\(x,...,x),...,Fn(x,...,x)). However, we prefer the use of T. 
(ii) There is a special term in Τμ: μχ.χ. It is equivalent to ±. 
(iii) The above notion of μ-terms is used more frequently for defining recursive struc­
tures. Usually, it is combined with a reduction relation μχ.Ο[χ] —» С[дх.С[х]]. 
However, we don't have necessarily ßx.C[xk] —•„ C[(ßx.C[xk])k]. Instead, the re-
cursive behaviour of μ is obtained via the <
a
 operator. 
(iv) The above definition of <„ seems not to be computable. However, it is possible to 
give a terminating algorithm (Nöcker [1993c]). 
4.7.11. LEMMA. (i) <„ is a preordering (and a partial ordering if extended to equiva-
lence classes). 
(ii) Let t0 = -L, and U = C[<í_i]. Then ¿, < t¡, where t¡ = μχ.Ο[χΗ]. 
PROOF. Straightforward. О 
Most properties described in section 4.4 also hold for extended approximations. We 
will only consider some important differences: 
(i) We add to lemma 4.5.2 the equivalence μχ.{χ,fi,...,t
n
) — μχ.(<ι,...,ί„). The 
proof is easy. 




 —•„ *£· 
Let t € 7[ί
β
]. There is а f' e i[t'
a
] such that t -*
n
 з -»-" f' for some term s. 
Similarly, there is a <" 6 7[ί£] such that t' -»Л" f". By lemma 4.7.5 we have 
f -•„ s -*iu f", and thus t - ^ f". 
(iii) For the construction of embeddings we have to add the rule: 
if f„ = μχ.Ο[χΗ]. Define for all и e 0(f): ψ[μ) = φ'(и), where φ':0{ί) -+ 
0(C[(jix.C[xfc])*]) an embedding (if t
a
 = μχ.χ, take ± instead). 
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(iv) Bottom introduction is equivalent. The proof is equivalent to the proof of proposi­
tion 4.5.10. We note that it is important that —>f is hypernormalising. We only 
have to take account of the case that t —»£ t'. However, then there is a term i" such 
that t —•„ t" —*ш t' and such that after t" no needed reductions are done. Now let 
s = M{t") such that all needed redexes are represented in a. It is easy to see that 
s < t'
a
 and a, and thus t", has a needed subterm to continue with. 
We can now prove cycle-introduction. It has the same requirement, except for the 
neededness. The proof is now based on the construction of strongly convergent reduction 
sequences. First, however, we need a little lemma. 
4.7.12. LEMMA. Let t ->
a
 <«',<")· Iff <t then t -•„ t". 
PROOF. Choose а л € γ[ί]. We have to prove that there is a a' e i[t"\ such that a -»•j"' а'· 
This can be shown be construction of a reduction sequence. There is a 8\ such that 
а —•I" «i and either S\ 6 7[i'] or s\ € 7[ί"]- In the latter case we are ready. In the other 
case, ai € 7(1], and thus there is a next term a2 such that 3\ -»•;" a2 and a2 6 7[(<\ <")]· 
We can construct a sequence of reductions st —•¡j" з
г+і. Then there is either a a, 6 7[<"] 
(such that a —•Ц" Sj), or the reduction sequence extends to infinity. Then, however, 
s-*±.D 




 such that t'
a
 has a non-empty 
set of disjoint subterms {ai. ..a*} such thatat < ta fori <i < k. Lett'a = Са[з\,...,3к]· 
Then t
a
 —»„ ßx.Ca[xk] (where χ is a fresh variable). 
PROOF. Let t e 7[ί0]· Then there is a f e 7 ^ ] such that t ->%" f. Let φ be an 
embedding 0(t') —» 0(t'
a
). Now there are two possibilities: 
(i) t' contains no subterm s = t'/u such that φ{υ) = ut (where u, is the occurrence of 
st). Then the a, can safely be replaced by any term, that is t' < Ca[A.k] (lemma 
4.5.7.Ш). 
(ii) let t' = t\. ii contains a subterm Γι = ti/'и, ti = Сі[гі], such that <p(u) = и, and 
Ci < C
a
. Then Γι < a, < t
a
. Then, either π = ±, or π is a term not in chnf. Thus 
there is a reduction r\ —>%"' і2. Because of the compressing lemma, there is also a 
reduction ti -*%ш C\\t^. We can repeat the argument for t2. 
We thus can make a sequence of terms and reduction steps as follows: t, = C,[rt], 
where r, < a,3 < t„, r, -»|- tl+1 and t, < t'a. Thus t - I " d[C 2 [ . . .C7,[r,]...]]. 
This process stops if some of the r, = _L, or if it ends up in case (i). Consider 
first a finite sequence of m steps, thus t - ^ ω t
m
 = Ci[C2[. ..Cm[rm]...]]. Since 
C,[a] < C
a















[±.k].. .])*] < ßx.Ca[xk]. If the construction leads to infinity, we have 
constructed a strongly convergent reduction sequence, of which the limit is contained 
in ßx.Ca[xk] We note that by application of lemma 4.7.12 we can choose an abstract 
term such that none of the C, is empty (i.e. we can remove those a, that are connected 
to the root via a path of unions). О 
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Extension of r-reduction 
r-reduction remains the same as in section 4.6, except for cyclic terms. In the proof of 
lemma 4.6.2 we have to add the rule: 
if t = μχ.£7[χ*] Do Match{p, C[&x.C[xk])k)}) 
(but we also have to relax the requirement for substitutions with respect to cyclic terms). 
It is important that a cyclic term has a finite number of subterms (though it can be 
considered as having an infinite structure). Then, also a cyclic term has a finite number 
of r-redexes. Depending on the representation, several kinds of r-reductions are possible. 
Clearly, the most compact representation of the cycle gives the most optimal reduction. 
This has as a consequence that one τ-reduction can simulate infinitely many standard 
reductions (in one concrete infinite term). For example: 
Rewrite rules: Reductions: 
F(x) - A(x) /a(F(x),C(x)) - τ μχ.(Α(χ). G(K)> 
G(x) - В F ^ . F ( x ) ) -» r Ρ(μχ.Α(χ)) 
F ^ x F ( x ) ) - T A(/ix.F(x)) 
The last two reductions start with equivalent terms (both being equivalent to /ÍX.F(X)). 
For obtaining a legal α-reduction it is sufficient to take the union of the results. However, 
this result is clearly worse than the reduct of /xx.F(x) itself. Clearly, the abstract reduction 
mechanism is very sensitive for the choice of representatives of an abstract term. 
Cyclic terms and cycle-introduction can be used in various ways. An important ap­
plication is that we can use cyclic terms to represent possibly infinite concrete terms. For 
example, the term /ix.Cons (T,x) can be used to represent all infinite lists. Such a term 
can also be created during abstract reductions by cycle-introduction (i.e. if a function 
creates an infinite list). Consider for example the following function: 
Length (Cons (x,y)) -<· + (1,Length (y)) 
Length (Nil) — 0 
It is easy to show that Length is strict in its argument. However, it is also spine strict (the 
spine of the list can be reduced in advance). This can be derived by analysing reductions 
of Length (ДХ.СОПБ (Τ,χ)): 
Length (μχ.Οοηβ (Τ,χ)) —>0 + (1,Length (ßx.Cons (Τ,χ))) (τ-reduction) 
—*
a
 ± (J--introduction) 
4.8. Discussion 
We have developed a new framework for analysing strictness in orthogonal constructor 
term rewriting systems. We have shown correctness of some important properties of 
abstract reduction and of some analysis techniques. In section 4.6 we discussed a basis 
for a possible implementation. A more detailed treatment of implementation aspects is 
beyond the scope of this paper; the usefulness of abstract reduction is extensively discussed 
in Nöcker [1993c]. 
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One might ask in which sense it differs from abstract interpretation frameworks. Also, 
it is interesting in what way the work can be extended to our original goal: strictness 
analysis in functional languages (and term graph rewrite systems). 
Strictness analysis by abstract interpretation 
Most proposals for strictness analysis methods are based on some form of abstract inter­
pretation, and are very different from our method (although we should mention the work 
of Sekar et al. [1990], which also uses an operational approach, based on term rewrite 
systems. However, they concentrate mainly on normal form strictness). 
Many theoretical results are achieved in the field of abstract interpretation (e.g. My-
croft [1981], Burn et al. [1985], Wadler & Hughes [1987]). The main drawback of such 
approaches is that the fixed point determinations may consume very much computation 
time. One of the most important differences between abstract reduction and abstract 
interpretation is the moment on which approximations are applied. In abstract interpre­
tation approximations are necessary when functions are converted to their abstractions. In 
abstract reductions approximations might be necessary during the reduction process. As 
a consequence, it is easy to give examples where an abstract reduction strictness analyser 
gives better results than an abstract interpretation strictness analyser. The main reason 
is that is always possible (given an abstract interpretation) to force approximations that 
are not necessary for abstract reduction. For example: 
Head (Cons (a,b)) —• a 
F (χ) -f Head (Cons (χ,ΝΝ)) 
With abstract reduction, it is straightforward to show that F is strict in its argument (by 
reducing F (-L)). Within the abstract interpretation context it is not usual to include an 
abstract value for Cons (J.,Nil), so that this value has to be approximated. On the other 
hand, it is also possible to give examples where abstract reduction finds less information. 
For some part, the theory in this paper can be defined in terms of abstract interpreta­
tion. We can consider T± as concrete domain, and TJ (or its μ-variant) as its abstraction. 
The two domains can be connected via a Galois connection (a, 7) defined as follows: 
a: VT± -* T¿ where a{S) = U S 
7: T¿ -+ VTX where y{t) = {s 6 T± | s < t) 
where U is the least upper bound operator. However, as we already mentioned, TJ is not 
a complete lattice, and the least upper bound doesn't need to exist always. There are 
several ways to complete the lattice (Goubault L· Hankin [1991]), but they decrease the 
power of the analysis. 
However, it seems difficult to adopt the reduction mechanism as we have described. 
In standard abstract interpretations, concrete functions are converted to abstract ones. 
Of the abstract functions fixed points are determined. Both the conversion as the fixed 
point analysis are not possible for our technique. Of course, there are alternatives. The 
technique developed in Hankin [1991] for the abstract interpretation of term graph rewrite 
systems is based on an approximation of a collecting semantics. For concrete applications 
it seems to complicated. A related technique has been used in Eekelen et al. [1991a]. It 
turned out that the obtained results are rather limited. 
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Term graph rewriting 
In this paper, we have restricted ourselves to the world of terms. Originally, abstract 
reduction was described in the context of term graph rewriting, or more specifically, in 
the context of the language Concurrent Clean. If we consider Clean as a functional 
language (which to some extent is possible), we can describe the semantics by using a 
term rewriting model. Why then, are we interested in a term graph rewriting model? 
There are three reasons. First, in an implementation of abstract reduction, sharing can 
be used as an optimisation of term rewriting. This is similar to using graph rewriting as 
an implementation for term rewriting. Lemma 4.5.4.Hi indicates that it is indeed possible 
to share computations. Of course, it is possible to represent the μ-terms as cycles. 
The second point is that we can add some new properties by using sharing. Consider 
for example the rule: 
F ( 1 . 2 ) - . . . 
Now consider the term F (x:T,x). That is, the arguments of F are shared. We can now 
consider this term either as representing all terms of the form F (x,y), or as representing 
all terms of the form F (χ,χ). In the second case the abstract term will not match the left-
hand side of the rewrite rule. In other words, it is possible to keep track of all descendants 
of a certain term. This seems a nice optimisation, but it raises also some problems. For 
example, the term дх.Сопа (Τ,χ) no longer needs to represent all infinite lists (since all 
list elements are shared). 
Lastly, it seems very well possible to develop a similar theory for term graph rewriting 
itself. Of course, the problems introduced by sharing and cycles have to be studied 
carefully. Also, the notion of transfinite reductions needs some reconsideration. In special 
the relation between infinite terms and cyclic graphs is of interest. This is certainly a 
topic for further research. 
Functional languages 
Most functional languages are similar to constructor systems, i.e. there is a clear distinc­
tion between constructor and function symbols. This is one of the aspects of the type 
system. Typing is used to reject all 'illegal' terms. This means, that, if we forget about 
curried applications for the moment, most head normal forms will be constructor head 
normal forms. If this is not the case (e.g. selecting the head from an empty list), a run­
time error is generated. For such cases, the head normal form property corresponds with 
the constructor head normal form property. 
Currying is easily expressible in orthogonal term rewriting systems by adding explicit 
rules for the 'apply' function. For example, let F be a function with arity 2. We add the 
following rules to the rewrite system (where Fo is the constructor to be used in a curried 
case): 
Ap (Ap (Fo.x). y) - F(x,y) 
This function cannot be part of a function-constructor system (but yet of an orthogonal 
term rewriting system). Also, it is undecidable whether an application of apply is in head 
normal form. So, currying seems to be a big problem for abstract reduction. However, in 
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the case that the apply function is the only exception in the function-constructor system, 
we can make a decidable approximation of the head normal form property, a kind of weak 
head normal form (whnf) property (an apply term is in whnf if its first argument is in 
whnf or in chnf). Properties as derived for the chnf case, can also be derived for the whnf 
case. In general, we believe that abstract reduction is possible for any orthogonal term 
rewriting system for which a decidable (and useful) approximation of head normal forms 
can be given. Clearly, typing is a possible method. 
With respect to typing, we finally note that there are various ways how typing infor-
mation can be used in an implementation. The analysis for objects of a specific type (e.g. 
lists, basic values, tuples) can be adapted in order to get a better run-time behaviour, 
more information etcetera. 
Another important difference between functional languages and orthogonal term re-
writing systems is the reduction strategy. The strategy determines what redex in a term 
is the next one going to be rewritten. In practice, a strategy determines evaluations of 
the arguments of a function application, if that application itself has to be reduced. A 
well-known strategy is the so-called functional strategy, used in languages like Miranda 
(Turner [1985]) and Concurrent Clean (Nöcker et al. [1991b]). It reduces terms to head 
normal form before pattern matching, whereas patterns in a rewrite rule are tried from 
top to bottom, and from left to right. In orthogonal term rewriting systems, this strategy 
certainly doesn't need to be normalising. On the other hand, many function definitions in 
a functional program are not purely orthogonal. In fact, one of the effects of the strategy 
is to ensure a kind of orthogonality (or, in other words, confluence of the reduction). 
In our framework there are several ways to take account of the reduction strategy. It 
would be nice if the starting point, orthogonal term rewriting systems, could be replaced 
by rewrite systems with a reduction strategy such that confluence is ensured. We believe 
that similar results can be obtained (but note that still some kind of head normal forms 
is needed). This is also a topic of further research. FVom an implementation viewpoint, a 
reduction strategy can be used to optimise abstract reduction. How this can be done for 
the functional strategy is described in Nöcker [1993c]. 
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Chapter 5 
Partially Strict Non-Recursive Data 
Types 
Eric Nöcker and Sjaak Smetsers 
Values belonging to lazy data types have the advantage that sub-components can be accessed 
without evaluating the values as a whole: unneeded components remain unevaluated. A disad-
vantage is that often a large amount of space and time is required to handle lazy data types 
properly. Many special constructor cells are needed to glue the individual parts of a composite 
object together and to store it in the heap. We present a way of representing data in functional 
languages which makes these special constructor cells superfluous. In some cases, no heap at 
all is needed to store this data. To make this possible, we introduce a new kind of data type: 
(partially) strict non-recursive data types. The main advantage of these types is that an efficient 
call-by-value mechanism can be used to pass arguments. A restrictive subclass of (partially) 
strict non-recursive data types, partially strict tuples, is treated more comprehensively. We also 
give examples of important classes of applications. In particular, we show how partially strict 
tuples can be used to define very efficient input and output primitives. 
Measurements of applications written in Concurrent Clean which exploit partially strict 
tuples have shown that speedups of 2 to 3 times are reasonable. Moreover, much less heap space 
is required when partially strict tuples are used. 
5.1. Introduction 
In pure functional languages, all expressions are referentially transparent. The value of 
an expression is not changed by evaluating that expression. As a consequence there are 
(infinitely) many ways of denoting any given value. This fact is exploited by lazy data 
types: types whose values may contain unevaluated components. Lazy data types allow 
infinite objects to be represented in a finite amount of space. 
Functional languages handle (lazy) data types in a very elegant fashion, hiding all 
details of memory management or pointer manipulation. However, in comparison with 
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strict data types, lazy data types have a serious disadvantage: a proper implementation 
consumes large amounts of both space and time. To store a possibly unevaluated ex-
pression, a complete representation including the environment needed to evaluate it, has 
to be created in memory. Although there exist compilation techniques which optimize 
memory management in many ways, the use of lazy objects remains an expensive affair. 
Both packing and unpacking lazy values requires significant execution time. Even worse, 
because of the dynamic memory behaviour a complex heap allocation mechanism, includ-
ing a garbage collector, is necessary. If much memory is used, it is possible that more 
time is spent garbage collecting than executing the program itself. In the worst case more 
memory is needed than is available. 
Strict data types have the advantage that the overhead introduced by (partially) un-
evaluated values disappears. Furthermore, when using strict basic types, such as strict 
integers or strict reals, we can avoid the use of any heap at all. Instead, values of these 
types can be kept on stacks or in registers, which significantly increases the efficiency of 
the code generated by the compiler. 
Changing lazy data types into strict ones can be done by adding strictness information 
to a program. To a certain extent, this information can be derived automatically by 
strictness analysers. Implementations of such strictness analysers (e.g. Nöcker [1993c]) 
obtain fairly good results. Many functional programs have shown a remarkable speedup, 
for instance an efficient compilation of the well-known Fibonacci function leads to code 
that does not use any heap space. Even so, many functional programs still have large 
space and time requirements. 
Partially strict data types 
To increase the efficiency of functional programs, we believe that it is inevitable to appeal 
to the programmer. In this paper we present a new kind of data type for lazy functional 
languages which makes it easier for a programmer to specify efficient programs without 
losing the basic elegance of these languages. These new data types, called partially strict 
data types, are obtained by supplying types with additional strictness information. In a 
type definition this strictness information specifies which components of that type should 
be evaluated (the so called evaluation context of that component). In the type signature of 
a function the strictness information determines the evaluation contexts of the parameters 
and the result. 
We show later that this strictness information enables the compiler to generate more 
efficient code, and we also present some important kinds of application that benefit from 
this new technique. In particular, we present a new, efficient way of handling IO in 
functional languages. 
To discuss how partially strict data types can be implemented efficiently, we have 
chosen to employ the ABC-machine (Koopman et al. [1990]) as our abstract model. This 
abstract machine is similar to G-machine variants (e.g. Johnsson [1987], Peyton Jones L· 
Salkild [1989]). The techniques presented in this paper are not restricted to the ABC-
machine, however, but can be applied to any stack- or register-based (abstract) machine. 
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Structure of the paper 
The next section briefly describes the abstract ABC-machine. Section 5.3 introduces 
partially strict data types and considers how they may be implemented. In section 5.4 
we present some typical applications together with performance figures. Section 5.5 con-
cludes. Though the techniques are developed and implemented in Concurrent Clean 
(Nôcker et ai [1991b]), the program fragments in these sections are written in Miranda. 
5.2. The Abstract ABC-machine 
The abstract ABC-machine is a mixture of a graph-rewriting machine and a more tradi-
tional stack-based machine. Conceptually, evaluation of expressions is done using graph 
rewriting. A functional program is therefore represented as a set of graph rewriting rules. 
To increase efficiency these rewrite rules are not interpreted directly but are instead com-
piled into ABC instructions. Expressions are represented by graphs and stored in the 
heap. Each node in the graph corresponds to either a function application or a value (the 
result of the evaluation of an application). In the latter case, we say that the graph that 
represents such a value is in head normal form. The ABC-machine has three stacks, of 
which two are used for argument passing (the third is used for storing code addresses, 
and is not relevant here). The A stack contains addresses of nodes in the heap, whereas 
the В stack contains values of basic types, such as integers or reals. An example layout 
of the two stack is the following: 
A stack В stack 
Note that both stacks as depicted here grow downwards. Shaded nodes indicate subgraphs 
whoee precise structure is not relevant. 
Basic values can be represented in two ways: as nodes in the heap or as items on the 
В stack. In the latter case, a basic value may occupy more than one entry, for example, 
a 64-bit Real value needs two entries. As values are addressed relative to the top of the 
stack, the sizes of all objects have to be known (preferably at compile time). To store a 
value in the heap, a node has to be allocated and filled with the value. Retrieving a value 
is relatively expensive because the node containing the value has to be unpacked. Clearly, 
storing values on the В stack is much more efficient. In an average ABC program, the 
efficiency increases by about a factor of eight when the В stack is used instead of the heap 
(Heerink [1990]). 
Although this is not a complete description of the ABC machine, it should be sufficient 
to understand the optimizations below. In describing our implementation, we restrict 
ourselves to the use of the stacks and the heap. 
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Generating efficient machine code from an ABC program is not straightforward. At 
first sight, the use of stacks does not seem the most optimal way of using real machine 
resources (such as registers). However, it is possible to keep some of the top most ele­
ments of the stacks in registers (which eliminates many push and pop operations). In 
the Concurrent Clean implementation this method is exploited as much as possible. The 
techniques presented in this paper lead to a more efficient use of the A and В stack. 
Consequently, the final machine code will also be more efficient. We will not consider 
machine code generation any further: this subject is treated more extensively in Smetsers 
et al. [1991]. 
The idea of having a special stack for processing basic values is nothing new, but we 
show here that this stack can also be used to keep (parts of) values of general composite 
data types. In composite data types (sometimes called algebraic data types) data con­
structors are defined that glue the sub-components together. Generally, composite objects 
are represented directly in the heap. Typically, 50% of the nodes are used to represent 
the structure of the object rather than containing useful data. For example: 
tree * ::= Node * (tree *) (tree *) | 
Leaf* 
A tree is normally represented by an object consisting of linked nodes with almost the 
same structure as a graphical representation. 
Functions defined on complex data structures often use pattern matching to access 
the components of those structures. As a consequence, these functions may be strict in 
the corresponding argument. In such a case, it is sometimes possible to avoid building 
unnecessary graph structures. For example: 
head ::(*] — * 
head (f:r) = f 
head [ ] = error "list was empty" 
fromto :: num —» num —• [numj 
fromto a b = [ ], a > b 
= a : (fromto (a+1) b), otherwise 
start :: num 
start = head (fromto 2 10) 
The function head uses pattern matching to access the head and the tail of the liet. It ie 
therefore strict in its argument. Usually, the result of fromto is passed to head as follows: 
I Cons | ) 
FrTo 
4 m 
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It is easy to see that the topmost node can be omitted. To distinguish between empty 
and non-empty lists, a code which identifies the constructor (called the constructond) is 
pushed on the В stack. Obviously, for data types having only one constructor, such as 
tuples, a constructor^ is not needed. 
Φ 
Cons 
] | F r T o l , | , | 
ЕВДШ 
% 
Although one node has been saved in this example, many nodes are still needed to repre­
sent the program structure. 
5.3. Partially Strict Data Types 
How far a graph can be reduced at a certain moment depends on the evaluation contexts 
of the nodes in the graph. In lazy functional languages we can distinguish two kinds of 
contexts: lazy and head-normal form (hnf). Nodes in a hnf context can be reduced to 
head-normal form whereas the lazy nodes should be left unevaluated. An example of a 
node which is always in a hnf context is the outermost node of the right-hand side of a 
function definition. 
The problem with data constructors is that the arguments of such constructor nodes 
are always lazy, since the nodes containing the constructors are already in head-normal 
form. Often, however, the hnf context is too restrictive. For instance, when a function 
delivers more than one result these results might frequently be computed immediately. 
However, the constructor that is needed to glue these results together forces a lazy context 
for the arguments, which will postpone the evaluation of these arguments. For example: 
complex = = (real,real) 
plusC :: complex —• complex —» complex 
plusC (ri, i l ) (r2, І2) = (ri + r2, i l + ¡2) 
It is intended that the two parts of the result of plusC should be reduced immediately. 
However, the tuple constructor that is used to pack the real and imaginary parts of the 
complex number forces a lazy context for its arguments. 
To avoid this, we introduce a new, more general notion of context that is defined by 
means of special data types. 
A partially strict data type is a data type where it is specified (e.g. by the programmer) 
which parts of instances of that type should be evaluated or not. Expressed in terms of 
contexts, a partially strict data type is a data type for which the context of all the nodes of 
each possible instance is indicated explicitly. The default context is lazy. This default can 
be overruled by a strictness annotation which makes the indicated part partially strict. 
We use exclamation marks to denote strictness annotations. For example: 
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some-tuple = = (I (! num, bool), ! num) 
token ::= Keyword ! keyword kind | 
Identifier ! entry | 
IdentName ! char | 
Eof 
f :: num —• (bool,num) —• some-tuple 
fa(b,c) = ((a,b),c) 
An object of type some.tuple appearing in a strict context consists of a tuple of two 
elements, both of which are evaluated to at least head-normal form. The first element of 
this tuple is a tuple of two elements, of which the first one is a num value (evaluated) and 
the second one is a bool expression (possibly unevaluated). The second argument of the 
outermost tuple is an evaluated num value. An object of the (algebraic) type token can 
have various appearances, depending on the constructor. Note that for instances of both 
types, graphs are built only if they occur in a lazy context. 
Although it is possible to provide strictness annotations for non-strict positions, we 
only allow arguments of partially strict types to be indicated as partially strict. This 
is because evaluation of a partially strict object in a non-strict context will force the 
evaluation of the surrounding non-strict object (for example, if we omit the first annotation 
in the definition of some.tuple then the first, strict numeral can only be evaluated if the 
tuple itself is present). So, this limitation does not imply any conceptual restrictions. 
Annotations are allowed in type definitions as well as in type specifications of functions 
(see next example). Since the right-hand side of a function always appears in a strict 
context, we do not annotate the result type of the function explicitly. The strictness 
properties of the type some_tuple have a consequence for the function f: it becomes strict 
in both arguments; in fact, f is also strict in the second sub-argument с 
The rest of the section discusses the implementation of partially strict data types. 
Implementation 
The A and В stack are used for passing parameters and returning results. The type of a 
function, including the strictness information, fully defines its calling convention. This also 
holds if one of the arguments, or the result, has a type that is partially strict. Consider, 
for example, the type of the following function (which is identical to the function given in 
the previous example but with expanded type synonyms and full strictness information): 
f :: I num —» ! (bool,! num) —» (! (! num, bool), ! num) 
The first argument of f, which is strict, is expected on the В stack. The second argument 
of f is a partially strict tuple, of which the first argument, the bool, is passed via the 
A stack and the second argument, the num, via the В stack. The boolean might be 
unevaluated. The caller has to ensure that the layouts of both A and В stack are correct. 
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The following picture shows the stack layouts of an example call to f: 
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The result of fis handled in the same way. f returns a tuple consisting of a strict tuple and 
an evaluated num value. The latter is passed via the В stack. The innermost tuple contains 
an evaluated num and a possibly unevaluated bool. Consequently, the first argument of 
this tuple is placed on the В stack and the second one on the A stack. 
Things become more complicated if algebraic types are involved. Consider the follow­
ing example: 
token ::= SpecialKeyword ! keyword | 
Identifier ! entry | 
IdentName ! char | 
Eof 




env = = (File, IdentTable) 
getnexttoken :: ! env —• (! token, ! env) 
parseexp :: ! (I token, ! env) —• (! syntaxtree, I env) 
parseexp (Keyword LambdaSym, e) = ... 
parseexp (Keyword OpenSym, e) = ... 
parseexp ... 
The size of an object of type token in a strict context depends on the object's constructor. 
Hence, the corresponding constructorid, which is passed via the В stack, defines the layout 
of the rest of the stacks. The use of these strict constructors ensures that the function 
getnexttoken can return its result in an optimal way. A snapshot of both A and В stack 
just before getnexttoken delivers its result: With the use of lazy types only: 
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But, when using partially strict types: 
Эреп 
Kcyw 
The function parseexp can use the result of getnexttoken immediately. However, it first has 
to analyse what instance of a token is actually present. A few switch statements select 
the code for the right alternative: 
parseexp.1: 
switch 0 4 Keyword Identifier IdentName Eof 
Keyword: 
switch 1 4 OpenSym CloseSym DotSym LambdaSym 
OpenSym: 




... || code for the second alternative 
Identifier: 
Coercions 
The layout of the stacks when a function is called is determined by the type of the function. 
When the actual layout of the stacks differs from the layout expected at the strict entry 
for a function, a conflict occurs. An example of such a conflict is given below: 
f :: ([char], (num. [char])) 
g :: ! ([char], ! (! num, ! [char])) —• num 
start :: num 
start = g f 
Consider the application (g f). The way f delivers its result disagrees with the way g 
demands its parameter, as can be seen in the following picture. 
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In such a case, code has to be generated that converts the result into the form indicated 
by the type of the argument. We call such a conversion a coercion. 
The most common coercion in lazy functional languages arises when an unevaluated 
expression appears in a strict context. The node representing the unevaluated expression 
comprises an application of some function f. The arguments to f are аіво stored in the 
heap and must therefore be unpacked in such a way that they agree with the calling 
conventions of f. Similarly, when a node is updated with a result which has been divided 
over the stacks, these values have to be packed into a suitable form. 
To give an idea of how much code may be involved in performing a coercion we give 
the ABC code for the previous example: 
start. 1: 
jsrf 
push .a 1 
jsr.eval 
pop j 1 
push_args 1 2 2 





updates 1 3 
pop л 2 
jmpg 
evaluate f 
and now the coercion code 
evaluate the second argument of the 
outermost tuple (which ¡s a tuple itself) 
push the arguments of the innermost tuple 
on the A stack and reduce the second one 
(i.e. the second [char]) 
evaluate the first argument of the second 
tuple (i.e. the num) and push it on the 
В stack 
| update the A stack by overwriting the 
| entry referring to the tuple with a 
| reference to the second [char] and pop 
| the superfluous entries from the A stack 
| finally 
I call g 
In some cases large pieces of code may be necessary to perform the coercions. However, 
this does not necessarily increase execution time. In most cases, a coercion is done because 
the value of an object will be needed (in the case of unpacking), or was used (in the case 
of packing). But, then the packed or unpacked value will be needed anyway, only the 
exact moment of packing or unpacking differs in the two cases. Superfluous coercions 
may, however, occur when calling certain kinds of polymorphic functions. An example of 
this is the identity function applied to a strict tuple. This problem might be solved by 
generating code for all different kinds of applications of such functions. However, since 
such applications occur rarely, this optimization is not recommended. 
On Recursive Data Types 
Unfortunately, this method of argument passing will not work for recursively defined data 
types. There are two reasons for this. 
In contrast to non-recursive data-types, it is generally not possible to determine the 
size of instances of recursive data types at compile-time. However, to determine the 
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positions of all the arguments or sub-arguments on the stacks it is necessary to know at 
compile-time how large each object will be. For example: 
sum :: ! [! num] —» ! num —» num 
sum (a:r) I = sum r (I + a) 
sum j[ ] 1 = 1 
Suppose that [! num] indicates a fully evaluated list, of which the elements are passed via 
the В stack. To locate the second parameter, we need to know how many elements the 
list contains: 
A solution for this problem might be to place the actual length of the list as an additional 
item on the В stack. But this is not the only problem. When a parameter is passed from 
one function to another the parameter may need to be copied, for instance when the called 
function expects it in a different position on the stack. This ів particularly inconvenient 
when the parameter consists of a large number of stack entries. In some casee, especially 
when dealing with strict recursive data types whose size is unpredictable, this might lead 
to an unacceptable loss of efficiency. Although such data types might be useful, they 
cannot be implemented efficiently using this technique. 
To allow the compiler to choose between either a call-by-value or a call-by-reference 
mechanism (where the corresponding object is stored in the heap), we demand that the 
size of each object has to be known at compile time. Consequently, we restrict our 
attention to partially strict non-recursive data-types. 
One further aspect of lazy recursive data typee needs to be mentioned here. Because 
of their recursive structure, these objects are generally built dynamically ueing recursive 
functions. To be more specific, when a function builds a recursive object, it usually 
creates the recursive parts by means of one or more (possibly indirect) calls to the same 
function. Since these parts are glued together with a constructor, these recursive calls 
appear in a lazy Context and hence they have to be built in the heap instead of being 
evaluated immediately. Evaluating such an expression at a later stage involves unpacking 
the object, followed by a call to the evaluation code of the outermost function. However, 
if the evaluation code of the function no longer creates the root node of the result (as 
proposed in section 5.2) then, in order to preserve possible sharing, this has to be done 
after the evaluation has taken place. But then there is no gain over the old implementation 
in which the left-hand-side root node is overwritten by the result of the right-hand-side. 
Let us illustrate this with an example: 
fromto :: ! num —• ! num —• [num] 
fromto a b = [ ], (a > b) 
= a : (fromto (a+1) b) 
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As argued earlier, a node containing the fromto application has to be built before evalu­
ation. After evaluation this node will contain the root node of the rest of the list (either 
a Cons or a Nil node). But, this is exactly the node that we intended to avoid build­
ing. Because of the lazy (indirect) recursive call of fromto this node has been created in 
advance. 
In addition, updating the node is hampered by the fact that it is necessary to examine 
the В stack in order to determine the constructor and arguments which should overwrite 
the node. 
5.4. Applications and Performance 
In this section we will discuss three examples in which partially strict (non-recursive) 
data types play an important role. They represent problems that cannot be implemented 
efficiently in standard implementations of lazy functional languages. Our main observation 
is that, thanks to the use of partially strict data types, both less execution time and 
less heap space are consumed. In practice, it would be almost impossible to derive this 
additional strictness information using only static analysis, so partially strict data types 
are clearly beneficial here. 
The firet example, the fast fourier transform, is a well-known algorithm. Much com­
putational work with complex numbers is involved. A complex number is defined as a 
(strict) tuple of two real numbers. In the second example we will present a new way of 
implementing IO in functional languages. The last example is a simple scanner/parser 
for lambda expressions, in which the new IO primitives are used. By using partially strict 
data types characters and tokens can be processed in an optimal way. 
In the following sections only those program fragments are presented that are im­
portant for the discussion. The complete programs can be found in the appendix. As 
mentioned earlier, the actual programs have been written in Concurrent Clean, and com­
piled by the Concurrent Clean system. The measurements have been done on a Macintosh 
Ilfx, with a MC68030 processor running at 40 MHz. All timings are given in seconds of 
total execution time. Unless mentioned otherwise, all programs were executed with a 
3MByte heap. The most recent code generator has been used for the compilation. This 
includes a smart register allocation mechanism (Smetsers et al. [1991]), and a very efficient 
heap management system (Groningen et al. [1991]). 
The Fast Fourier Transform 
The fast fourier transform is a well-known algorithm for computing the discrete fourier 
transform of an array of complex numbers (e.g. Cooley L· Tukey [1965]). Consider an array 
Л[0..ті — 1] of η complex numbers. The fourier transform of A is an array B[0..n — 1], 
defined as: 
3=0 
where г is the nih principal root of 1. A straightforward implementation of this formula 
results in an algorithm with complexity 0(n2). With the fast fourier transform, array В is 
computed by first splitting array A into two parts, then deriving the fourier transforms of 
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each part, and finally by merging the resulting arrays into a single array. The complexity 
of this algorithm is Ο (η log η). 
The basic operations on complex numbers can easily be defined: 
complex = = (I num.! num) 
plusC :: I complex —• ! complex —• complex 
plusC (rl, ¡1) (r2, ¡2) = (r l + r2, ¡1 + ¡2) 
minC :: ! complex —» ! complex —• complex 
minC (r l , ¡1) (r2. ¡2) = (r l - r2, ¡1 - ¡2) 
mulC :: ! complex —» ! complex —» complex 
mulC (r l . ¡1) (r2. ¡2) = (r l * r2 - i l * ¡2, 
r l * ¡2 + i l * r2) 
Without strictness annotations all values would be lazy. However, because of the an-
notations in the type complex everything is strict and efficient code can be generated. 
The strictness annotations on the arguments in these functions can also be derived by a 
strictness analyser. However, the type specifications axe essential, since this is the only 
way to indicate that these functions return tuples that are strict in their arguments. 
The actual work in the fast fourier algorithm is done during the merging. The function 
merge merges two (converted) lists: 
merge :: ! [complex] —• ! [complex] —» ! num —» [complex] 
merge even odd η = low + + high 
where 
(low, high) = merge' even odd 0 
|| merge' :: ! [complex]—»! [complex]-»! num—»(! [complex],! [complex]) 
merge' (e:re) (o:ro) i = (! ui : и rest, I umi : um rest) 
where 
(urest.umrest) = ! merge' re ro (i+1) 
ri = root i η 
prod = mulC ri о 
ui = plusC e prod 
umi = minC e prod 
merge'[111 i = ( [ ] , [ ] ) 
The required values ui and umi of the new lists appear in a lazy context. This would 
normally mean that the whole expression containing the complex operations would have 
to be built in the heap. However, it is better to compute these values immediately. This 
is done by adding strictness annotations, to force a strict context for the evaluation. 
Without these annotations much more time and heap space is required. In practice, it 
is almost impossible to derive this information using current static analyses, though all 
elements of the list will certainly be used. 
Table 5.1 shows timings for the fast fourier program. First of all, we note that due 
to the use of strict types the total execution time in the case of an array of 2 U elements 
is decreased by a factor of almost three. This is caused both by more optimal code and 
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Clean, strict types, array of 8K 
Clean, lazy types, array of 8K 
C, array of 8K 
Clean, strict types, array of 2K 



















Table 5.1: Performance figures for the fast Fourier transform 
by lower heap use. The smallest amount of heap needed for the lazy version is around 
2 Mbyte, whereas the strict version can easily run in 750 Kbyte. With lazy types the 
heap use becomes so large that it is impossible to run the program on an array of 21 3 
elements with a 3 MByte heap. The third row gives the execution time of a fairly optimal 
С version of the fast fourier algorithm. It is twice as fast as the Clean program. This can 
be completely attributed to the comparative heap behaviours of the two programs: the 
С solution uses just 600K of memory, and no garbage collections are required. 
With respect to the efficiency of the fast fourier program the following notes are 
important: 
• it seems as if the algorithm can be made faster by removing the call to append in 
the function merge. This can be done by defining several instances of the merge' 
function. In practice, this transformation appeared to have no effect. 
• the algorithm written in an imperative language can be made faster by removing 
the splitting. This is done by performing a complex shuffle operation on the original 
array. Because lists elements cannot be accessed in constant time, this shuffling is 
very expensive in a functional language without constant access-time arrays. 
• the root values that are needed can be computed in advance. This would reduce 
the number of computations. On the other hand, selecting the required root from 
the list means an expensive selection. So, this optimization is only useful if arrays 
are available. 
• in all other respects, arrays do not improve efficiency. All other selections on lists 
concern the first element, which can be obtained by pattern matching. Also, the 
creation of new lists cannot be done more efficiently with arrays. 
Fast IO in Functional Languages 
One of the main disadvantages of lazy functional languages is their poor support for IO. 
For example, input is usually obtained via a lazy list of characters. Clearly, this repeated 
packing and unpacking of characters is not a very efficient way of passing input to the 
program. This inefficiency can be partly eliminated by supplying higher level functions 
that deliver integers, strings etc. instead of characters. The effect of these functions 
is to divide the input into larger pieces before it is packed and passed to the program. 
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However, euch functions can only be used in particular cases. It would be better to have 
efficient low level functions with which the programmer himself can define these high level 
functions 
Our solution is based on partially strict tuples' we define a basic function readchar 
that returns a character, as well as a kind of continuation (called a file) that can be used 
for obtaining the rest of the input, readchar gets a file as input: 
readchar file —» (' char, • file) 
Of course, a file might be implemented as a list of characters, or as a continuation function. 
However, that would again be very inefficient. A better solution is to use a more direct 
representation of a file, for example an index in the file table maintained by the run-time 
system. To be able to distinguish between the various representatives of one physical file, 
we have to add a kind of version number to this representation. The easiest way is to 
use an integer that indicates the current position in the file. Thus, a file consists of a file 
position and a file index both represented by integers. We assume the following internal 
representation for files: 
file = = (> fìle.position, > filejndex) 
fìle.position = = num 
file index = = num 
Clearly, both parts of the file value can be passed via the B-stack. 
A problem with IO in functional languages is that many instances of one file can exist. 
Files used for reading cause no problems. The file pointer of the physical file can safely be 
adjusted if the current file position is checked on each access. For files used for writing, 
things are worse since if parts of a file were overwritten this would violate the property 
of referential transparency We therefore only allow writes to the copy of the file with 
the highest version number Consequently, a run-time error message will be given if an 
attempt is made to write to an old version of a file 
This kind of IO has been implemented in the Concurrent Clean System An example 
that shows the efficiency of this method is a program that copies a file to another file 
(character by character)-
copyfile I file —» • file —• file 
copyfile from to = to, if endoffile from 
= copy' (readchar from) to 
copy' ι (i char, ι file) — · file — file 
copy' (c, from) to = copyfile from (putchar с to) 
main = copyfile (openfile "in" "r") (openfile "out" "w") 
All stnctness annotations in the above definitions are derived by the strictness analyser. 
It takes 67 seconds to copy a file of 1 MByte An equivalent С program is only 25% faster. 
This difference is due to the overhead of testing the file position markers in the Clean 
version. If strings are written instead of characters, however, the overhead becomes much 
less significant. In the current IO system of Concurrent Clean (Achten et al. [1993]) this 
testing is not needed anymore. 
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A Simple Scanner/Parser 
This example describes a simple scanner and parser for lambda expressions. With strict 
tuples, functions can accept and return their values efficiently. This allows faster scanners 
and parsers to be written. The function readchar is used by for defining a function that 
determines the next token of an input file: 
token ::= SpecialKeyword ! keyword | 
Identifier ! entry | 
IdentName ! char | 
Eof 




env = = (! file. ! identtable) 
entry = = num 
getnexttoken :: I env —• (! token, ! env) 
getnexttoken (f, t) = (token, (file, table)) 
where 
(c, file) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
token' = convertchartotoken с 
(token, table) = putinidenttable (token',t) 
skiplayout :: ! file — (! char, I file) 
skiplayout f = ('EofChar', f), if endoffile f 
= skip (readchar f), otherwise 
skip :: ! (! char, ! file) — (! char, I file) 
skip (' ', f) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
skip ('\t',f) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
skip ('\n',f) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
skip χ = χ 
convertchartotoken :: ! char —• token 
convertchartotoken '(' = SpecialKeyword OpenSym 
convertchartotoken ') ' = SpecialKeyword CloseSym 
convertchartotoken '.' = SpecialKeyword DotSym 
convertchartotoken '\\' = SpecialKeyword LambdaSym 
convertchartotoken 'EofChar' = Eof 
convertchartotoken с = IdentName с 
All functione use strict types. The annotations in the type definition of env and in the 
right-hand side of the type specifications are added by hand. No nodes need be built 
for any of the input characters: they are all passed via the В stack. As soon as these 
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characters are processed, they can be removed. Both execution speed and memory usage 
are improved by this technique. 
Similarly, the tokens produced by the scanner can be passed efficiently to the parser. 
Consider, for example, the first alternative of the function parseexp: 
parseexp :: I (! token, ! env) —• (! syntaxtree, ! env) 
parseexp (SpecialKeyword OpenSym, e) 
= (Application expl exp2, new.env) 
where 
(expl, envl) = parseexp (getnexttoken e) 
(exp2, env2) = parseexp (getnexttoken envl) 
new_env = expectclosesymbol (getnexttoken env2) 
parseexp... 
All calls to getnexttoken appear in a strict context (note that new.env and therefore also 
the other environments appear in a strict context because of the strictness annotations in 
the type specifications of the corresponding functions). So, the results of these calls are 
passed via the stacks to parseexp. The way this function accepts the tokens has already 
been discussed. 
The syntaxtree data type is an example of a recursive data type (see the appendix for 
its specification). So, no strictness annotations have been added to the type. Note that 
there is also not much point in annotating the syntaxtree, since the structure will be built 
anyway. 
The program has been executed with a lambda expression of about 14K characters as 
input. The timing figures are shown in table 5.2. Once again, the program with strict 
types (without garbage collection time) is about two times faster. The garbage collection 
time is highly dependent on the size of the heap. Again, the lazy types lead to extremely 
high heap usage. With lazy types at least 1 MByte of heap is needed, whereas for the 
other cases 100 KByte is sufficient. 
scanner, lazy types 
scanner, lazy types 
scanner, strict types 





















Table 5.2: Performance figures for the scanner 
5.5. Discussion 
Related Work 
There is growing experience with efficient implementations of lazy functional languages. 
However, except for Peyton Jones & Launchbury [1991], there is no work that relates 
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directly to partially strict data types. In current implementations of lazy functional lan­
guages strictness of data types is restricted to some very specific cases. This holds both 
for the implementation of LML (Johneson [1987]), and for the new implementations of 
Haskell (Hudak et al. [1992]). For example, in LML it is possible to add strictness infor­
mation to algebraic data type definitions. However, it is not clear how this information 
is used to obtain more efficient code. Furthermore, the use of these annotations is not 
really encouraged. 
A related but incomparable field of research is strictness analysis of non-flat data types 
(Burn [1987], Wadler к Hughes [1987]). Though the results of such an analysis state how 
expressions can be evaluated within a certain context, it is unlikely that this can provide 
useful information for a general parameter passing mechanism such as we described. Such 
information might well be useful for implementations on parallel machines (Burn [1987]). 
A similar way of adding strictness information to data types has been introduced by 
Peyton Jones & Launchbury [1991]. They describe types, called unboxed values, where 
strictness annotations are considered as a kind of type (note that, in contrast, in our 
approach strictness annotations determine the evaluation contexts of nodes in the graph). 
As a consequence, the type system has been changed in such a way that strict types 
are bound to special unboxed data constructors. In contrast to partially strict data 
types in which coercions are generated by the compiler, conversions from unboxed to 
boxed values and vice versa have to be done explicitly. This is also the reason that 
polymorphic functions cannot immediately be applied to unboxed values (though it is 
stated that automatic coercions can be introduced). Boxed constructors already existing 
in the program cannot be used for their corresponding unboxed values. Also in the case 
of unboxed values, as with our approach, strict recursive data types are problematic, and 
the authors forbid certain kinds of recursive data types. Because of these limitations, it 
is unclear to what extent unboxed values should be available in a language: it could be 
rather difficult for a programmer to explicitly manipulate (un)boxed values. It appears 
to us that, especially from a programmer's point of view, partially strict data types are 
preferable to unboxed values. This is especially true if one bears in mind that the same 
gain in efficiency will be achieved with the former as with the latter. 
Peyton Jones & Launchbury [1991] mainly treat the semantic aspects of adding un­
boxed values to a language. Though the intention of unboxed values is to improve effi­
ciency, the authors do not pay much attention to implementation issues. Because of the 
similarity to partially strict data types, we can also state that unboxed values will lead to 
more efficient code. The implementation techniques presented in this paper are equally 
applicable to unboxed values. 
Conclusion 
We have presented a method that allows more efficient functional programs to be written. 
Often, values that are instances of partially strict data types need not be stored in the 
heap. Whenever such a value appears in a strict context, it can be passed to other 
functions on the stacks or even in a set of registers. Furthermore, the overall memory 
behaviour is better since less heap space is needed. In this paper we have only discussed 
how partially strict non-recursive data types can be used for optimizing function calls. 
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More optimizations and extensions are imaginable. For example, in many cases it is 
possible to store evaluated objects more compactly in the heap. Also, the restriction to 
non-recursive data type can be relaxed when the sizes of all objects belonging to a type 
can be determined at compile-time. These are topics for further research. 
The motivation for introducing partially strict data types is to improve efficiency. 
However, they do not have consequences for the expressiveness of the programming lan­
guage. Of course, it is difficult to estimate whether typical functional programs will 
benefit from partially strict data types. Experience shows that they are important when 
using non-recursive data types and functions that deliver multiple results (e.g. using tu­
ples). In these cases, the gain in efficiency more than counterbalances the effort needed to 
supply the program with additional strictness information. For example, in the Concur­
rent Clean system, partially strict data types have already proven their usefulness. This 
system contains an extensive library for specifying general IO (including menus, dialogs 
and keyboard and mouse input) in a very convenient way (Achten et al. [1993]). Without 
partially strict data types, defining and using this library would have been practically 
impossible. 
A point we want to stress is that strictness annotations can and should be added by the 
programmer. Often, such strictness is inherent to the types specified by the programmer. 
For example, the type definition of a complex number is intended to be a strict one, 
but without language support it is not possible to indicate this. Generally, it is very 
complicated or even not possible at all to derive such strictness by some kind of static 
analysis. Nevertheless, thanks to the additional information provided by partially strict 
data types the strictness analyser can derive more strictness information for other parts 
of the program. This also gives an important speedup. 
Partially strict tuples have been implemented in the Concurrent Clean compiler (Smet-
sers et al. [1991]). The three examples of section 5.4 demonstrate that programs using 
these types can become much faster. They also show that partially strict data types can 
be defined and used in a rather natural way. This means that a programmer can gain 
efficiency simply by adding a few strictness annotations, and without losing too much of 
the elegance of the original language. 
5.β. The Example Programs 
The fast Courier program 
complex = = (! num.! num) 
plusC :: ! complex —» ! complex —• complex 
plusC (r i, i l ) (r2, ¡2) = (ri + г2, i l + ¡2) 
minC :: I complex —> ! complex —» complex 
minC (r l , ¡1) (r2. ¡2) = (r l - r2, ¡1 - ¡2) 
mulC :: ! complex —• ! complex —» complex 
mulC (rl, ¡1) (r2, ¡2) = (rl * r2 - il * І2, rl * І2 + il * r2) 
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fast :: ! [complex] —• ! num —• [complex] 
fast com length = com, length < 2 
= merge res.even res.odd length 
where 
(even, odd) = split com 
res-even = fast even nextJength 
res-odd = fast odd nextJength 
nextJength = length / 2 
merge :: ! [complex] —• ! [complex] -• ! num —» [complex] 
merge even odd η = low + + high 
where 
(low, high) = merge' even odd 0 
|| merge' :: ! [complex]—»! [complex]-*! num—•(! [complex],! [complex]) 
merge' (e:re) (o:ro) i = (! ui : urest, ! umi : um rest) 
where 
(urest,umrest) = ! merge' re ro 
merge' [ ] [ ] i 
root :: ! num —• ! num —» complex 
root j η = (cos z, sin z) 
where 
ζ = (2 * j * pi) / η 
split :: ! [complex] —• (! [complex], ! [complex]) 
split (a:b:rest) = (a : even, b : odd) 
where 
(even, odd) = ! split rest 
split [ ] = ( [ ] . [ ] ) 
The lambda scanner/parser 
token ::= SpecialKeyword ! keyword | 
Identifier I entry | 






= ( [ ] . [ ] ) 
= root i η 
= mulC ri о 
= plusC e prod 
= minC e prod 
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identtable = = (1 num, ! [char]) 
env = = (! file, ! ¡dentTable) 
entry = = num 
getnexttoken :: ! env —* (! token, ! env) 
getnexttoken (f, t) = (token, (file, table)) 
where 
(c, file) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
token' = convertchartotoken с 
(token, table) = putinidenttable (token',t) 
putinidenttable :: (! token, ! identtable) —• (! token, ! identtable) 
putinidenttable (IdentName c, t) = (Identifier entry, table) 
where 
(entry, table) = insert с t 
putinidenttable χ = χ 
insert :: I char —» ! identtable —» (! entry, ! identtable) 
insert с t = (n - index, t), in.table 
= (new.n, (new.n, cxhars)), otherwise 
where 
(n, chars) = t 
(instable, index) = findentry с chars 0 
new.n = η + 1 
findentry :: ! char —» ! [char] —» ! num —• (I bool, ! num) 
findentry с [ ] η = (False, 0) 
findentry с (d:rest) η = (True, n), с = d 
= findentry с rest (n + 1), otherwise 
skiplayout :: I file —» (! char, ! file) 
skiplayout f = ('EofChar', f), if endoffile f 
= skip (readchar f), otherwise 
skip :: ! (! char. ! file) -» (! char, ! file) 
skip (' ', f) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
skip ('\t',f) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
skip ('\n',f) = skiplayout (readchar f) 
skip χ = χ 
convertchartotoken :: ! char —• token 
convertchartotoken '(' = SpecialKeyword OpenSym 
convertchartotoken ')' = SpecialKeyword CloseSym 
convertchartotoken '.' = SpecialKeyword DotSym 
convertchartotoken '\\' = SpecialKeyword LambdaSym 
convertchartotoken 'EofChar' = Eof 
convertchartotoken с = IdentName с 
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syntaxtree ::= Application syntaxtree syntaxtree | 
Abstraction entry syntaxtree | 
Variable entry | 
Erroneous 
parseexp :: ! (token, env) —• (I syntaxtree, ! env) 
parseexp (SpecialKeyword OpenSym, e) 
= (Application expl exp2, new.env) 
where 
(expl, envl) = parseexp (getnexttoken e) 
(exp2, env2) = parseexp (getnexttoken envl) 
new .env = expectclosesymbol (getnexttoken env2) 
parseexp (SpecialKeyword LambdaSym, e) 
= (Abstraction entry exp, new.env) 
where 
(envl, entry) = expectvar (getnexttoken e) 
env2 = expectdotsymbol (getnexttoken envl) 
(exp, new.env) = parseexp (getnexttoken env2) 
parseexp (Identifier entry, e) 
= (Variable entry, e) 
parseexp (Eof, e) 
= print (Erroneous, e) "End of file encountered" 
parseexp (token, e) 
= print (parseexp (getnexttoken e)) "Error: exp expected" 
expectclosesymbol :: ! (I token, ! env) —• env 
expectclosesymbol (SpecialKeyword CloseSym, e) = e 
expectclosesymbol (t, e) = print e "CloseSymbol Expected 
expectdotsymbol :: ! (! token, ! env) —• env 
expectdotsymbol (SpecialKeyword DotSym, e) = e 
expectdotsymbol (t, e) = print e "DotSymbol Expected" 
expectvar :: ! (! token, ! env) —• (! env, ! entry) 
expectvar (Identifier entry, e) = (e, entry) 
expectvar (t, e) = print (e,0) "Variable Expected" 
readchar :: ! file-* (! char, ! file) 
print :: * —• [char] —* * 
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Chapter 6 
Generating Efficient Code for Lazy 
Functional Languages 
Sjaak Smetsers, Eric Nocker, John van Groningen, Rinus 
Plasmeijer 
In this paper we will discuss how a good code generator can be built for (lazy) functional 
languages. Starting from Concurrent Clean, an experimental lazy functional programming lan­
guage, code is generated for an intermediate abstract machine: the ABC machine. In this first 
pass many well-known optimisation techniques are included. However, we will also present some 
new ideas in this area, like the way in which strictness can be incorporated, and the imple­
mentation of higher order functions. In a second pass, the ABC code is translated to concrete 
target code for the Motorola MC680xO processor. Again many optimisation methods appear 
to be applicable. Some of them (for example register allocation algorithms) are common for 
the implementation of other types of languages, but have to be adapted because of the specific 
properties of both source language and target machine. Other optimisations are specific for 
lazy functional languages, e.g. the implementation of higher order functions, efficient memory 
management and the optimised graph reduction. Measurements demonstrate that due to the 
optimisations of both passes very fast code can be generated. We have compared Concurrent 
Clean with two other functional languages, namely Lml and Hope, and also with the imperative 
language C. With respect to both functional languages this comparison clearly goes in favour of 
Concurrent Clean. Furthermore, we can conclude that, when using the presented compilation 
techniques, a lazy functional language is able to compete even with an imperative language such 
as С 
6.1. Introduction 
It is very difficult to build an efficient implementation of a lazy functional language. In 
the recent years many compilation techniques have been presented, mostly with the aid 
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of some abstract machine architecture. However, relatively little attention was spent on 
the methods to implement such an abstract machine (and therefore also the functional 
language) efficiently on a concrete machine. 
In this paper we will discuss how a good code generator can be built for a lazy func-
tional language. We describe a compiler for Concurrent Clean, an experimental lazy 
functional programming language (Brus et al. [1987], Eekelen et al. [1990], Nöcker et al. 
[1991b]). This language contains almost no syntactical sugar which enables us to concen-
trate fully on efficiency topics. We note that the compiler includes a strictness analyser, 
based on abstract reduction (Nöcker [1993c]), which plays an essential role during the 
compilation process. 
Concurrent Clean is compiled (Smetsers [1989]) first to code for an intermediate ab-
stract machine: the ABC machine. The ABC machine (Koopman et al. [1990]) is a stack 
based graph reduction machine, similar to advanced G-machine like architectures (e.g. 
Johnsson [1987], Peyton Jones & Salkild [1989]). In a second pass, the resulting ABC 
code is translated to concrete target code for the Motorola MC68020 processor (Groningen 
[1990]). Generating intermediate code has some advantages. The ABC machine by itself 
can easily be understood and implemented. Interpreters (Nöcker [1989]) as well as simple 
code generators (based on macro substitution of ABC instructions) are easily to build. 
As a consequence, it is easy to experiment with Concurrent Clean, the ABC machine or 
the compiler itself. A disadvantage of intermediate code is the possible loss of efficiency. 
The ABC code that is generated by the first pase seems to be clumsy. Furthermore, 
information needed by the second pass might no longer be available. However, we will 
show that it is very well possible to circumvent these problems and to generate efficient 
code. 
Overview of the paper 
In the rest of this introduction we will give a very short overview of the language Concur-
rent Clean and the ABC machine. In section 6.2 we will treat the Concurrent Clean to 
ABC code compilation. The main task of this compilation pass is to derive and process 
type and strictness information as adequate as possible. In the second pass, ABC code 
is translated to concrete machine code. Specific properties of a target machine are ex-
ploited. This is discussed in section 6.3. Note that we describe the generation of code for 
the Motorola MC68020 processor. It should be pointed out that most of the techniques 
are generally applicable. In section 6.4 we compare the implementation of Concurrent 
Clean with implementations other languages. Finally, we present conclusions and future 
work (section 6.5). 
Concurrent Clean 
Concurrent Clean is an experimental, lazy, higher-order functional programming language 
based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a], Plasmeijer к Eekelen [1993], 
Barendsen L· Smetsers [1992]). Concurrent Clean has many features in common with other 
lazy, higher-order functional languages, such as a Milner/Mycroft based polymorphic type 
system (including algebraic types, synonym types and abstract types) (Milner [1978], 
Mycroft [1984]). A key aspect of the language is that the main object that is manipulated 
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by a program is a graph. Consequently, the programmer can explicitly indicate sharing of 
computations. For instance, cyclic objects can be created. The most important aspect of 
Concurrent Clean discussed in this paper is the way in which the order of evaluation can 
be controlled. Lazy evaluation can locally be changed to eager evaluation which has the 
advantage that it generally can be implemented considerably more efficiently than lazy 
evaluation. Even larger speed-up can be achieved by changing sequential evaluation into 
parallel evaluation. For this reason, Concurrent Clean also offers the possibility to indicate 
parallel execution by the use of annotations (Eekelen [1988], Eekelen et al. [1991b]). 
We will introduce Concurrent Clean by showing some well-known example functions 
(for more examples see Eekelen et al. [1990]). Consider the following definitions for the 





Map (=> χ y) l[x] 
Mapf [] 








•I η (Fac (-1 n)) 
[] 
[f a | Map f b] 
[INT] 
Map Fac [2,3,4] 
Each function, optionally preceded by a type specification, consists of a number of alter­
natives. Square brackets are used for denoting lists: [ ] is an empty list, [a | b] denotes a 
list consisting of a list b prefixed with an element a. The example also shows that higher 
order functions can be used freely. There is no difference between the use of full and 
partial (curried) applications of functions. Types of higher order functions are specified 
using => (prefix notation) which corresponds to —• (infix notation) as used in most other 
functional languages. 
The sequential flow of control can be influenced by means of so called strict anno­
tations. Annotations can be placed in right hand sides of function definitions, in type 
specifications of functions, or in type definitions. 
Annotations in a type specification of a certain function are allowed to be placed before 
the type specification of either an argument on the left-hand-side or an argument of a 
tuple type appearing in a strict context. A tuple type is in a strict context if it has been 
supplied with a strict annotation itself or if it appears as the root node on the right-hand-
side of the type rule. Intuitively, such a strict annotation indicates that the corresponding 
argument is always reduced to root normal form before the corresponding rule is applied. 
For example, the function Fac is made strict in its argument. It should be stated that 
this particular strictness property would also have been found by the strictness analyser. 
Strict annotations may also be used in tuple types appearing in type synonym definitions 
The meaning of these annotated synonym types can be explained with the aid of a simple 
program transformation in which all occurrences of synonym types are replaced by their 
right-hand-sides (of course, annotations included). These annotated type definitions are 
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a special case of the partially strict data types (Nöcker & Smetsers [1993]). An example 
of a partially strict tuple is the following definition of a complex number: 
TYPE 
Complex — (!REAL,!REAL) ; 
RULE 
+C ¡Complex ¡Complex —» Complex ; 
+C (rl.il) (r2,i2) -> (+R ri r2,+R il ¡2) ; 
The annotations in the type definition for Complex provide that both the real and imag-
inary part of a complex number are computed immediately when the complex number 
appears in a strict context. 
The ABC Machine 
Since a complete, formal description of the ABC machine goes beyond the scope of this 
paper, we will give only a short introduction. In the sequel, specific parts of the machine 
will be highlighted further if necessary. 
The ABC machine is a stack based graph reduction machine. Its main parts of interest 
are the three stacks (А, В and С stack) and the heap. The С stack is used for storing 
code addresses. The other two stacks are used for evaluating or building expressions, 
for passing arguments to functions and for returning results from functions. The A stack 
contains addresses of nodes in the heap, whereas the В stack contains values of basic types, 
such as integers or reals. Thus, basic values can be represented in two ways: as a node in 
the heap or as an item on the В stack. Graphs are stored in the heap. Conceptually, the 
heap consists of a collection of nodes. A node in the ABC machine represents a node of 
a Concurrent Clean graph. Hence, nodes in the ABC machine have a variable size. 
The ABC instructions that will be used in this paper are almost self-explanatory. In 
any case, pieces of ABC code will be commented. 
6.2. Concurrent Clean to ABC Code Generation 
The main task of the Concurrent Clean compiler is to generate efficient ABC code. The 
syntax of Concurrent Clean is rather simple: no complex transformations like lambda 
lifting or the conversion of ZF-expressions are necessary. Many standard optimisation 
techniques are implemented: tail recursion removal, avoiding unnecessary evaluation calls 
and во on. In the sequel we will emphasize those parts of the compiler that differ from 
other well-known implementations. 
The Basic Machinery 
Conceptually, graph reduction takes place in the heap: whenever a graph has to be 
rewritten a new graph is built. The root node of the old graph will be overwritten with 
the root node of the new graph. Unfortunately, this scheme will not give efficient code. 
The goal of the compiler is to generate code in which graph building is prevented as much 
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as possible. For generating such efficient code type and strictness information is necessary. 
Strictness information is used in two ways. First, it is used for deriving the evaluation 
order of right hand sides. Second it is used for parameter passing. The latter is treated 
in the next section. First we will discus how nodes are represented and reduced to head 
normal form. 
The structure of nodes 
Generally spoken, a node of a Concurrent Clean graph consists of a symbol with a certain 
number of arguments. Representing a node as a variable sized object causes problems 
with updating: the new node doesn't need to fit in the space of old one. This problem 
can be solved by introducing indirection nodes, but this will Blow down the access to the 
contents of a node. In the ABC machine a node is split in a fixed and a variable sized 




Fig 6.2.1 The node structure. 
The descriptor is a representation of a Clean symbol. Normally, it is an index or pointer 
in a descriptor table. Descriptors are used in the following cases: 
• pattern matching. Nodes contain the same symbol if they have the same descriptor. 
• printing. The descriptor contains a string representing the symbol belonging to that 
descriptor. 
• fetching arity. The arity is needed by the garbage collector, and by some ABC 
instructions. 
• evaluating higher order functions (see further). 
The code pointer refers to code with which the node can be evaluated to head normal 
form. This code is entered by a jsr_eval instruction. During reduction the code pointer 
can be changed. For example, after entering the node for evaluation a pointer to an error 
routine can be stored. If the node is ever entered again (indicating a non-terminating 
reduction) this code will be executed. If a node is updated with a head normal form 
value, the code pointer points to special code just containing a return statement: 
_hnf_code: rtn 
In the variable sized part the arguments of the node are stored. This means that the 
arguments have to be fetched via an extra indirection. On the other hand, updating a 
node is simple: update the fixed part, and allocate space for the arguments. 
For nodes containing a basic value, e.g. an integer, the descriptor does not represent 
the Clean symbol (that would be the integer value itself). Instead, all integers share the 
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same descriptor (e.g. INT). The integer value itself is stored in the argument reference 
part. For basic values that do not fit in the fixed part of a node (e.g. strings) a pointer 
to the value (for which space has to be allocated) is stored. Since basic nodes are always 
in normal form, they all contain the head normal form code pointer. 
The evaluation of right hand sides 
During the generation of code for the right hand side of ал alternative, strictness infor­
mation is used in order to derive what nodes are in a strict context. Generally, a node 
is in a strict context if it certainly has to be reduced. For a node in a strict context no 
intermediate graph needs to be built. Instead, the code that would have been stored in 
the node can be executed directly. Consider the following example: 
F χ у -• G ni п2, 
ni: G χ y, 
n2: G y χ 
Suppose that G is only strict in its first argument. Then it is easy to see that nodes nl 
and χ are in a strict context, and nodes n2 and y are not. The root node itself is always in 
a strict context. This means that only node n2 is built (node у is already available). The 
other two applications of G are implemented by direct calls to the code of G. If, at some 
time, node n2 appears to be needed, it will be unpacked, whereafter also the code for G 
is executed. For this reason, the code for G has two entry points: the node-entry for the 
lazy evaluation, and the strict-entry for the strict one. For the node entry only the node 
itself is needed. The code unpacks the node, whereafter the strict entry is called. For the 
strict entry the arguments of the function are needed. They are passed via the stacks. 
How parameters are passed depends on the type of the function. This is discussed in the 
next section. The code for the right hand side of F would look as follows: 
F: | strict entry of F 
jsr evaI | evaluate node χ (top of stack) to head normal from 
create | create node n2 
push_a 1 | push χ 
push.a 3 | push y 
fill G nG 2 2 | fill node n2 with (G y χ), χ and y are removed 
create | create a node for the result of G 
push-a 3 | push y 
pushл 3 | push χ 
jsr G | jsr to the strict entry of G (evaluation of node nl) 
updatera 1 3 | clean the 
updates 0 2 | stacks: remove the old 
pop л 2 | χ and у nodes 
jmp G | and jump to strict entry of G 
Note that the last call to G is a direct jump instead of a subroutine call. 
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Passing Parameters and Returning Results 
As mentioned before, the way the strict entry of a function expects its arguments and 
returns its result is determined by the type of this function. If a function is called (e.g. 
because its node is in a strict context), the calling code has to ensure that these calling 
conventions are obeyed. The general calling convention is straightforward. Things become 
complicated if the type of a function contains basic types or strict tuples. 
General way of parameter passing 
We will start by considering the most general situation. Suppose a function F of arity η 
with type: 
F Ti ... T„ - TP 
where none of the types is a basic type or a strict tuple. The above function F expects all 
its arguments and the node that has to be updated with the result on the A stack. So, 
if the function F is to be called, first the node to be updated has to be put on the stack. 
Thereafter, graphs for the arguments for F have to be built (if necessary) and pushed on 
the A stack. Strict arguments have to be reduced before calling F: the function expects 
them to be in head normal form. 
Fig 6.2.2: the A stack just before calling F. 
The code for F takes care of the removal of the arguments. The updating of the root node 
is done only if it can be overwritten with a head normal form value. Consider for example 
the function: 
F [ ] y - G y y | 
F x y — [ x | y ] ; 
In the first alternative of F another function G is called. This function will get the same 
root node as F. This root node will either be updated by the code for G, or by another 
function that is called by G. In the second alternative the root node will be updated with 
a Cons node: 
alti: | entry for the first alternative 
update_a 1 0 | replace topmost A stack element ([ ]) by y 
jmp sG | jump to the strict entry of G 
alt2: | entry for the second alternative 
fill Cons .hnf.code 2 2 | fill the root node with the cons (x and y removed) 
rtn | and return 
Notice that because of the call to G is tail recursive, the A stack does not grow: the 
original arguments of F are replaced by the new ones for G. 
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Passing strict basic arguments 
This general scheme changes if either one of the arguments or the result type is a strict 
basic type. As is the case for ordinary strict arguments, the caller has to reduce the strict 
arguments first. But instead of the A stack, the В stack is now used for passing values 
belonging to the strict basic types. For example: 
F MNT [x] IREAL 
-» INT 
The integer and real values needed by F are evaluated (if they have not been evaluated 
before) and pushed on the В stack, whereas the second argument is pushed on the A 
stack: 
4Ü33 . 6.2 
37 
A stack В stack 
Fig 6.2.3: the stacks just before calling F. 
Note that no root node is passed to F. The result value of F is returned via the В stack. 
The calling code itself decides what to do with it: it might use the value to fill a node, or 
pass it to another function. 
Passing partially strict data types 
For values that have a partially strict tuple type, it is exactly known at compile time 
how far the parts of the tuple have been reduced. So, whenever such a value is passed 
to another function, it is sufficient to pass only the arguments of the tuple instead of the 
whole tuple. Consider, for example, the following function type: 
F INT ! (! INT,! [CHAR]) (INT,! CHAR) 
The function F requires two arguments. The first one is a non-strict integer. This value 
is passed via the A stack. The second argument is a strict tuple. Both elements of this 
tuple have to be reduced to head normal form before calling F. Then they can be passed 
to F via the stacks; the tuple itself needs not to be built. The integer is passed via the В 
stack, whereas the character list is passed via the A stack. The result value is handled in 
a similar way: only the elements of the tuple are returned. The first element, a non-strict 
integer, will be returned via the A stack, and the second, a strict character, via the В 
stack. In this way no intermediate tuple node is needed. 
<ж\ 
A stack В stack A stack В stack 
Fig 6.2.4: The stacks just before and after calling F. 
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Selector functions 
If the return type of a function is a single type variable that is bound in one of the 
argument types, we have another special case. Consider, for example, the function Hd 
that return the first element of a list: 
Hd[x] 
Hd [x | r] 
Functions with such a type are called selector functions: normally, they select an already 
existing node from a graph. Following the previous conventions, Hd will receive a root 
node for storing its result. The root node will be updated with the head normal form 
value of x: 
H d j l t l : 
jsr_eval 
fill _a 0 3 
popa 3 
rtn 
First alt of Hd: Cons node, elements and root on top of A 
evaluate χ 
update the root node with the contents of node χ 
clear the A stack 
and return 
However, since node χ already exists, it would be better to return that node itself. The 
calling code does not need to pass a root node to such a function which will prevent the 
creation of new, unnecessary nodes. The code for the right hand side of Hd becomes: 
Hdaltl: 
jsr_eval 
updates 0 2 
pop_a 2 
rtn 
| First alt: Cons node, elements (no root!) on top of A 
| evaluate χ 
| replace the elements of the A stack 
1 by χ 
| and return 
Coercions 
The type of a function together with the strictness information determines the way this 
function expects the layout of the stacks when it is called. When the actual layout of the 
stack differs from the layout that the function expects at the strict entry there is a conflict. 
For example, such a conflict occurs in the node entry of a function: strict arguments (that 
still reside in the heap) have to be reduced and, in the case of basic types, pushed on 
the В stack. The conversion that is necessary to solve the conflicting situation is called a 
coercion. In the node entry, a coercion is also necessary if the result has a basic type: the 
root node has to be filled with the basic value that is returned via the В stack. Consider 
for example a function with type: 
F IINT ![x] — INT 
The ABC code of the node entry would look as follows: 
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pushargs 0 2 2 
push .a 1 
jsr.eval 
pop j 1 
jsr.eval 
pushLa 0 0 
pop_a 1 
jsr sF 
filli 0 0 
pop.b 1 
rtn 
node entry of F: a node with symbol F on top of A stack 
push the two arguments on the A stack 
push the second argument on top 
and evaluate it 
clear the stack 
evaluate the first argument (on top of A) 
and move the integer value from the node to the В stack 
remove the (integer) node form the A stack 
call the strict entry of F (second arg on A, first arg on B) 
fill root node (top of A) with the integer result (top of B) 
clear the В stack 
and return 
The above kind of coercion is straightforward. However, in the case of partially strict 
data types coercions can become very complex pieces of code. It appears to us that the 
cases needing complicated coercions occur rather rarely. 
Higher Order Functions 
In Concurrent Clean, symbols are defined with a fixed arity (from now on called the formal 
arity). However, each symbol can be applied to a number of arguments arguments (i.e. 
the actual arity) which is less than the formal arity (currying). Such a partial application 
can be represented as a spine of application nodes. However, a better way is to use 
partial nodes, i.e. nodes with a partially filled argument part. Such nodes are built as 
standard nodes, but contain special descriptors. This implies that for each Concurrent 
Clean symbol of arity n, n+1 descriptors are defined. In many respects, the ABC machine 
treats partial nodes in the same way as standard nodes. However, a partial node may be 
applied to another node with the Apply function (for convenience just called Apply here). 
Apply is a special built-in function with type: 
Apply !(=*· χ у) χ — у ; 
It is inserted where hidden function applications appear. Consider, for example, the 
function Twice: 
Twice (=>· χ χ) χ — » x ; 
Twice f χ —• f (f χ) ; 
Its right hand side is internally transformed into: 
Twice f χ —• Apply f (Apply f χ) ; 
For the first appearance of Apply a direct call to the Apply code is generated. The second 
application of Apply is not in a strict context: an Apply node will be built. The first thing 
the Apply code will do is an inspection of its first argument, the partial node. If that 
node needs precisely one more argument (being the second argument of the Apply), all 
arguments are available: the function of the partial node can now be called. Otherwise, 
a new partial node will be built. This new node is a copy of the original node, with one 
extra argument. The ABC code for the Apply function looks as follows: 
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apply code: 
get_node_arity 0 
get-desc arity 0 
subi 
eqLb + 1 0 
jmp false args.needed 





push _a 2 
add_args 2 1 1 
update j 0 2 
pop а 2 
pop.b 1 
rtn 
the strict entry of Apply 
get the real arity of the partial node 
get the maximum arity of the symbol of the partial node 
subtract 
test if exactly one argument is needed 
yes, so push the code entry of the function on С stack 
clear the В stack 
jump to the code entry of the function 
no, so create a new node 
get the argument to be added 
fill the new node with one extra argument 
clear both stacks 
and return 
It will be clear that the Apply code needs to fetch the actual arity, the formal arity as well 
as a code address. This information is found via the descriptor which points to an entry 
of the descriptor table (see Fig 6.2.5): 








Fig 6.2.5: The layout of descriptors. 
The method is at a disadvantage in case long spines of Apply nodes are to be built: each of 
these intermediate nodes has to be updated by a partial node. However, such long spines 
occur very rarely. In other cases the method is very fast: the efficient representation of 
spines saves heap space, and no 'spine searching' is needed. 
General Layout of the Code, Entry Points 
The actual work of a function is done by the code of the strict entry. Аз discussed above, 
the strict entry expects the arguments of the function in the right form on the stacks. 
If these calling conventions cannot be applied directly, additional entry points are used. 
The code of these entry points will perform some coercions, whereafter execution proceeds 
with the strict entry. Earlier, we already introduced the node.entry. There are two other 
ways in which a function can be called. 
Firstly, a function can be called via an application of the Apply function. This happens 
when a partial node is supplied with a sufficient number of arguments. The arguments of 
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the function stored in the partial node have to be pushed on the A stack, whereafter they 
have to be coerced as required by the calling conventions of the function. The entry that 
does this work is called the арріу-entry. 
Secondly, also special things have to be done for exported functions. The exported 
type determines the calling convention outside the module. However, inside the module 
another calling convention may be more efficient. This is the case if abstract types are 
exported (hiding the internal representation), or if the strictness analyser finds more 
information than has been exported. So, for strict calls from outside an additional entry 
point is needed. This externaLstncLentry converts the external to the internal calling 
conventions and continues with the internal strict entry. 
So, in general the layout of the entry part of the code of a function with arity 'ar' is 
as follows: 
apply .entry: 
repl jrgs ar-1 ar-1 
jmp convert-code 
node.entry: 





| push the first (arity-1) args on the A stack 
| do coercions and execute strict code 
| push all the arguments on the A stack 
| convert strict args, unpack if necessary etc 
| jump to the strict entry 
| convert strict args, unpack if necessary etc 
| and continue with strict entry 
This layout is typical for a function that uses the general calling conventions. For other 
functions the layout is different. For example, if a function returns an integer value, the 
node entry itself has to provide that the root node (which initially contains the application 
of that function) is overwritten the integer result. The node entry for a function returning 
an integer would look as follows: 
node.entry: 
push-args arity arity 0 | push all the arguments on the A stack 
convert code: 
| convert strict args, unpack if necessary etc 
jsr strict.entry | jump-subroutine to the strict entry 
filli 0 0 | and fill the root node with the integer result 
pop.b 1 | clear the В stack 
rtn I and return 
The strict entry depende of course on the body of the function itself. For each alternative 
of the function there is a piece of match code, and code for the right hand side. Pattern 
matching is done straightforwardly. 
strict.entry: 
match .code J.: 
| matching code for the first alternative 
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alt.l: 
| code for the first alternative 
| other alternatives 
match .code.n: 
| matching code for the last alternative 
alt.n: 
| code for the last alternative 
6.3. Generating Code towards Register Based Machines 
In this section we will describe how abstract ABC code can be translated to real machine 
code. The ideas will be illustrated using a target machine based on the Motorola 68020 
processor. A short introduction to this machine is given in the next section. 
The most important aspects of implementing the ABC machine are: 
• an efficient implementation of the components of the ABC machine state. As all 
computations take place in the heap and on the stacks, a good management of these 
structures is essential. This is handled in section 6.3.2. 
• optimisation of ABC instruction sequences. It seems that the generated ABC code 
is not concerned with efficiency. For example, many ABC instructions require their 
arguments on top of the stack whereas on a real machine the arguments of corre-
sponding instructions can be accessed more directly using one of the various address-
ing modes. This implies that the copy actions specified by the ABC instructions 
are not really necessary. How computations specified in ABC code can be optimised 
when generating machine code is described in section 6.3.3. 
• use of registers, if possible. The MC68020 processors have the property that com-
putations are performed much faster in registers than in memory. Registers can 
be used, for example, for implementing the ABC stacks and heap, for storing tem-
porary values, and for passing arguments and return values. Register allocation is 
discussed in section 6.3.4. 
The MC680xO Family 
There are two reasons that we have chosen for the Motorola 680x0 family of processors 
(68000, 68010, 68020, 68030,...) as target machine (Motorola [1985/6]). First of all, these 
kind of processors have been used in several widespread machines such as the SUN3, Apple 
Macintosh and Atari ST. Furthermore, the Motorola processors are very suited to serve 
as an actual target machine to illustrate how the ABC machine (and therefore functional 
languages in general) can be implemented efficiently. It should be no problem to use the 
presented ideas when generating actual target code for other register based processors 
(such as the Intel 80x86 family). 
In this paper the MC68020 processor is used as example. It contains besides a program 
counter and a status register two kinds of general purpose registers, to wit data and address 
registers, eight of each kind. The data registers, often indicated by d0-d7, are mainly used 
in arithmetical operations whilst the address registers (indicated by a0-a7) can be used 
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to access data structures that are kept in memory. An example of a data structure that 
can be implemented very efficiently with address registers is a stack. This is also due to 
the fact that address registers can be used in combination with many different addressing 
modes supported by these processors. Examples of such addressing modes are: address 
register indirect possible combined with post-increment, pre-decrement or displacement. 
For the remainder of this paper we do not require any knowledge about the specific 
structure of the MC68020 processor. Some familiarity with assembly languages will suffice 
to understand the examples of real code given in this section. 
Representing the ABC Machine 
Mapping the components of the ABC machine (i.e. ABC stacks, graph store (heap) and 
descriptors) onto the MC68020 does not cause many difficulties. Stacks can be imple­
mented straightforwardly using some of the address registers. Implementing the heap 
takes some more doing. The structure of the descriptors mainly depends on how higher 
order functions are implemented. Their representation can be found later on in this 
section where the higher order functions are treated. 
The С stack 
For the С stack the system stack is taken (i.e. the stack used by the processor itself when 
performing a subroutine call). Therefore, the jump and return instructions of the ABC 
machine can be mapped directly on those of the MC68020 (of course, for the jsr.eval 
instructions other things have to be done, see further on). This implies that address 
register a7 (normally called sp) is reserved. 
The A and В stack 
The A and В stack are allocated in one contiguous area of memory where they can grow 
in opposite direction. In this way a check on stack overflow of both A and В stack can 
be done with a few instructions (just compare the two stack pointers and check whether 
their difference is not negative). The pointers to the tops of the stack are held in registers: 
for the A stack register аЗ is reserved, for the В stack register a4 (for convenience we will 
refer to those registers by asp and 65p from now on). 
В stack A stack 
Fig 6.3.1: The layout of the combined A and В stack. 
The heap 
For the heap a contiguous area of memory is reserved. The pointer to the free area is 
stored in register a6 (called hp), whereas the number of free heap cells (1 heap cell = 1 
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long word = 4 bytes) is stored in register d7 (fk from now on). With this representation 
the allocation of memory becomes cheap. Also, the filling of newly created nodes in the 
heap can be done efficiently as illustrated by the next example. 
Suppose that a Cons node should be created that has two arguments. The references 
to both arguments are kept in the address registers al and a2. At the end a pointer to the 
new node is returned in register aO. First, it has to be checked whether there is enough 
space in the heap. This is done by the following instructions: 
subq.l #4,fh ; we need 4 long words for storing the new node 
bcs call-gc ; call the garbage collector if not enough free heap 
; space is available 
Now the heap pointer (held in register hp) refers to the first free long word in the heap. 
Filling the node by using hp is rather straightforward (for the actual representation of 
nodes see further): 
return _from_gc: 
move.I hp, dO 
move.l a l , (hp)+ 
move.l a2, (hp)+ 
move.l hp, aO 
move.l #Cons, (hp)+ 
move.l dO, (hp)+ 
first the variable part is filled 
a pointer to it is temporarily stored in dO 
copy the pointer to the first argument to the new node 
copy the pointer to the second argument to the new node 
now the fixed part is treated. 
store a pointer to it in aO 
fill up the descriptor field with Cons 
copy the pointer to the variable part 
Memory is recycled by a process called garbage collection. In our implementation a copying 
garbage collector is used which divides the memory available for the heap into two areas 
(semispaces). The nodes of the graph are stored in one semispace. When this area is filled 
up the garbage collector copies all the nodes still needed for the execution of the program 
to the other semispace leaving all the garbage behind. 
Representation of nodes 
As described earlier, a node in the ABC machine consists of a fixed and a variable sized 
part. The fixed size part consists of a pointer to a descriptor, a code pointer and a pointer 
to the variable sized part. A drawback of the ABC node structure is that the size of the 
nodes is relatively large: the fixed part would consist of 3 long words (12 bytes), one long 
word for each pointer. It is important that nodes are as small as possible: creating, filling 
and copying of nodes can be done faster and because less memory is consumed, also the 
garbage collector will be called less often. We can observe that if a node is in head normal 
form, its code field points to the head normal form code so in fact only the pointer to the 
descriptor is of interest. On the other hand, if a node contains an (unevaluated) expression 
the descriptor is not used. This observation makes it possible to combine the descriptor 
and code field into one, reducing the size of the fixed part by one third. However, one 
little problem has to be solved: the arity of a node is needed by the garbage collection. 
This arity, stored in the descriptor table, is not accessible when the descriptor is no longer 
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available. The problem is solved by storing the arity not only in the descriptor table but 
also just before the node entry such that it can be accessed via the code pointer. 
The new node structure is illustrated in the next picture. A disadvantage is that each 
node has to be supplied with a tag: the highest bit of the first word of the code/descr 
field (note that this field consists of two words) indicates whether it contains a descriptor 
or a code address. If this bit is set, the second word is an index in the descriptor table. 
Otherwise, the code/descr field contains a code pointer that is used to reduce the node 












Fig 6.3.2: The structure of nodes. 
In the ABC machine nodes can be evaluated to root normal form by means of the jsr.eval 
instruction. This instruction fetches the code address from the node on top of the A stack 
and jumps to it. Due to the combined code/desc field we first have to check whether the 
node is already in root normal form before the jump to the evaluation code is made. The 
next piece of MC68020 code shows how this can be achieved (assume that register al is 
referring to the node that is going to be reduced): 
move.l (al), d6 
bmi ¡sJn.rnf 
save.registers 
move.l al , aO 





get the code/desc field 
check whether the highest bit is set 
save all the registers in use 
provide that a pointer to the node that 
is going to be evaluated is in reg aO 
move the evaluation address in a l 
call the evaluation code 
move the result of the evaluation back in al 
restore the previously saved registers 
Note that, in case of a node not in root normal form, this alternative representation 
leads to slightly less efficient code (an extra move instruction and a conditional branch 
are needed). But when the node is already in root normal form the code becomes much 
faster, for the saving and restoring of the registers is not needed anymore. 
The descriptor table 
In section 6.2.3 we described how partial (curried) function applications are implemented 
on the ABC machine. The ABC code shows that both the formal and actual arity of the 
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node are needed. Furthermore, when all the arguments are available, the apply entry is 
also needed. The arities as well as the apply entry are found in the descriptor table that 
can be accessed via the descriptor stored in the node. A straightforward translation of the 
ABC apply code will result in rather inefficient MC68020 code. To increase efficiency, not 
only the actual arity of the curried application is stored in the descriptor but also a pointer 
to the code that should be executed when a partial application of the corresponding 
symbol is applied to an additional argument. This results in the following representation 
of symbol descriptors: 
Descriptor of 
F with arity к _ 
"F" 
0 1 args_needed 
к \ args.needed 
ar-1 |ap.entry.otF 
Fig 6.3.3: The lay-out of a descriptor in the descriptor table. 
F is a function with arity ar. The descriptor contains a string representation of the name 
and ar+1 entries. Now, the pointer stored in the descriptor field of the node is just a 
reference to the entry that corresponds to the arity with which F is actually applied. 
Besides this actual arity that is used by the garbage collector, each entry contains the 
code that should be reduced when a partial application of F is applied to an additional 
argument. It should be clear that this code is just the args.needed code as presented in 
section 6.2.3 unless the curried application has already ar-1 arguments. In that case the 
extra argument provides that this particular application becomes complete. So the apply 
entry of F can be called. 
The descriptors of all symbols defined in a Clean program are stored in a so-called 
descriptor table. As a consequence, each application of a symbol F with actual arity к can 
be represented by an offset in this table that corresponds to the fc"1 entry of the descriptor 
of F. 
With the aid of the previous representation the translation of the apply code will 
result in the following ABC instructions (we assume that register al refers to the node 
containing the partial application and register st refers to the beginning of the symbol 
table): 
; get the offset of the descriptor entry 
; add this offset to the beginning of the descriptor table 
; retrieve the reduction code 









Generating MC68020 Code 
A straightforward way of generating concrete machine code is by means of macro expan­
sion: each ABC instruction is considered as a macro application that is substituted by a 
sequence of MC68020 instructions. The main disadvantage of this method is that when 
generation code for a certain instruction the context of that instruction is not taken into 
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account. An illustrating example is given by the next piece of ABC code together with 
MC68020 code that might be the result of performing macro expansions. Assume the 
following macro definitions: 
#macro push.b(n) move.l -((n+l)*4)(bsp), (bsp)+ 
#macrb addi move.l -(bsp), dO 
add.l dO. -4(bsp) 




Applying the above standing macro definitions will result in: 
move.l -4(bsp), (bsp)+ 
move.l -12(bsp), (bsp)+ 
move.l -(bsp), dO 
add.l dO, -4(bsp) 
However, if all the three instruction were considered simultaneously, one could use that 
fact that the MC68020 add instruction does not require that the arguments are on top 
of the В stack. A more efficient code generator might compile the three abc instructions 
into three MC68020 instructions which are about 30% faster: 
move.l -4(bsp), dO 
add.l -e(bsp), dO 
move.l dO, (bsp)+ 
So, before generating code it is useful to group ABC instructions into blocks. These so 
called basic blocks should have the property that they can be considered as atomic actions 
of the ABC machine. They specify state transitions that convert the state of the ABC 
machine (which is determined by the contents of the stacks and the graph store) at the 
beginning of these blocks into the final state at the end of the basic blocks. Now the 
task of a code generator becomes to implement such actions as efficient as possible. It is 
obvious that the largest gain will be achieved when it is tried to make these basic blocks 
as big as possible. In our code generator a basic block consist of the maximal sequence of 
ABC instructions that does not contain any label definitions or instructions that might 
change the flow of control (e.g. subroutine calls or conditional branches). 
With the aid of basic blocks the compile-time analysis of ABC programs is simplified. 
A few examples: 
• Flow of control: the original ABC instructions specify an evaluation order. Grouping 
these instructions into basic blocks allows us to deviate from this order as long as the 
new evaluation does not affect the final result at the end of the current basic block 
(i.e. the new code sequence should specify the same state transition). Changing the 
evaluation order makes it possible to improve the generated code as can be seen 
in the following example. Suppose we want to compute dO+dl and d0+d2 in any 
register and dl is used after these computations, but dO and d2 not. First computing 
dO+dl and then d0+d2: 
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move. I dO, d3 
add.l dl . d3 
add.l d2, dO 
But it would be better if d0+d2 was computed first. It saves not only one instruction 
but also one register: 
add.l dO. d2 
add.l dO. d l 
In the ideal case the code generator will determine an evaluation order of instruc-
tions such that the execution costs of the generated code are as low as possible. 
The execution costs can be found by simply adding the execution times of all the 
individual instructions (One should notice that the execution time of an instruction 
may depend on the preceding instructions). But the problem of finding an eval-
uation order in such a way that the total time is minimal is NP-complete, which 
makes an algorithm based on this strategy useless. A different approach is to min-
imise the number of registers needed to evaluate a basic block. This approach seems 
reasonable: since registers of a real processor are relatively sparse, the quality of the 
generated code strongly depends on how well they are utilised. Also, by decreasing 
the number of used registers generally less instructions are needed. 
• Memory allocation: a basic block may contain instructions that reserve space in the 
heap. Such an instruction has to check whether the heap contains enough free cells. 
If this is not the case, the garbage collector has to be called. As it is known compile 
time how many cells are actually needed in a certain basic block all these checks 
can be done at once instead of performing separate checks for each instruction (for 
an example see section 6.3.2). 
• Optimising stack use: the generation of additional instructions for boundary checks 
of the stacks occurs inside a basic block can be avoided partially. For each block 
it can be determined how much the size of a stack will increase maximally which 
allows it to perform the testing in one time. The same counts for the adjustment of 
the stackpointer (due to the various push and pop instructions) which may involve 
additional add or sub instructions. Mostly these adjustments can be done on-the-fly 
using the post-increment or pre-decrement addressing modes. Another important 
improvement that might be obtained by using the post-increment or pre-decrement 
addressing modes is the disappearance of offsets. 
• Compile time evaluation: since we are sure that a sub-sequence of instructions of 
a basic block can only be reached via the beginning of this block we are free to 
substitute such a sequence by any piece piece of code having the same result. This 
allows us to replace instructions inside a basic block by other instructions which 
are executed faster than the original ones or to evaluate certain sub-expressions 
compile-time. 
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The Code Generation Procese 
The translation ABC programs into MC68020 code is quite complex so it is not reasonable 
to consider it as occurring in a single step. For this reason it has been partitioned into a 
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Fig 6.3.4: The code generation process. 
During the conversion phase the initial ABC program is divided into so-called basic 
blocks and converted into an internal representation using graphs. The global register 
assignment phase determines which entries of the A and В stacks are kept in registers 
at the beginning and at the end of these basic blocks. The ordering phase determines of 
all the sub-expressions the order in which these expressions should be evaluated. During 
the code generation phase (pseudo) MC68020 code is generated according to the order 
specified by the previous phase. The only difference between real MC68020 code and the 
generated code is that in the latter an unlimited amount of (virtual) registers is assumed. 
Finally, the local register assignment phase replaces virtual registers by real MC68020 
registers. 
The conversion phase 
The correspondence between the initial stack frame Sb at the beginning of a basic block 6 
and the final stack frame Ft, at the end is defined by the instructions of 6. A useful data 
structure for representing basic blocks such that automatic analysis of these blocks can 
be done more conveniently is a directed acyclic graph (hereafter called a dag). Such a dag 
gives a picture of how the value computed by each statement in a basic block is used in 
subsequent statements in the block. The dag representation of a basic block that we use 
has the following properties: 
• The leaves either represent constants or entries of Sj 
• All the other (interior) nodes represent applications of ABC instructions. The argu­
ments of these nodes are the representations of the arguments of the corresponding 
instructions. 
• If a node represents an instruction whereof the result appears in fi, this node is 
labelled with an identification of the corresponding entry in F¡,. All the other nodes 
are not labelled. 
The next example will serve as a guideline to illustrate the various phases of the ABC 
to MC68020 translation process. Consider the following Clean rewrite rule for F: 
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F !INT !INT — INT ; 
F a b —• —I (*l a b) (+1 a 3) ; 
This rule is compiled into the following ABC instructions (only the strict entry is given): 
sF: 
pushl + 3 
push.b 1 | push a on top of the stack 
addi | add a and 3 
push_b 2 | push b on top of the stack 
pushb 2 | push a on top of the stack 
mull | multiply a and b 
updateb 1 3 | update the b stack 
update Ь 0 2 
pop-b 2 
subi | subtract the topmost elements 
rtn 
The strict entry forms one basic block. The dag constructed according to this basic block 
is given in figure 6.3.5. The meaning of the additional information stored in the dag is 
explained later on. 
[store register d0| 
[~¡u¥ 
°^% 
mul UTx lS l I addI И ч ) } | 
| register dO| g| | register dl |g | |const 3| g| 
Fig 6.3.5: The dag of the strict entry. 
Note that the (superfluous) copying actions of stack entries do not appear in the dag. 
The global register assignment phase 
The so-called global register assignment specifies which values of the initial and final 
Stackframes of each basic block are kept in registers. The information that is used to 
determine this assignment is obtained from the original Clean program. The Clean com­
piler uses the type information of the Clean rules to insert special ABC directives in the 
corresponding ABC program. These directives are placed at the beginning and the end 
of the basic blocks and specify the layouts of both the A and В stacks. 
In section 6.2.2 we already mentioned that parameters and results of functions are 
passed via the A and В stacks. To increase efficiency the topmost elements of both stacks 
are kept in registers. So with the aid of this information the code generator reserves all 
the data and address register the are needed for storing these elements at the beginning 
of a basic block if such a basic blocks starts with a label that corresponds to an entry 
point of a function. The directives at the end of a basic block are used to provide that 
when a basic block is left at run-time, the results are kept on the right places (i.e. either 
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in one of the register or one of the final Stackframes itself). The latter may require that 
the contents of certain registers in use have to be saved on the stack. 
The result of the global register assignment of a basic block is administered in the 
corresponding dag with the aid of two kinds of special nodes, namely, register and 
storejregister nodes. A register node, which refers to an entry of the initial Stackframe 
St, indicates that the value of that entry is kept in a register when entering the basic 
block (note that register node are always leaves of the dag). A store_register node, which 
refers to an entry of the final stackframe Ft, indicates that the value of that entry is held 
in a register when leaving the basic block. So store_register nodes are always labelled. 
For example, consider figure 6.3.5: due to the global register assignment parameters a 
and b are kept in resp. data register dl and dO and the final result should be stored in 
register dO. These register assignments are indicated with the aid of special register and 
store.register nodes. 
The ordering phase 
After executing a basic block all the entries of the final stack frame of that block have to 
be defined. So, the task of the code generator becomes to generate code for all the dags 
that are labelled. Under the assumption1 that none of the instructions in a basic block, 
except the very last instruction may produce side effects the generation of code can be 
done independently of the original order of ABC instructions. The only requirement that 
has to be met is that when generating code for a certain node of the dag, all the other 
nodes that are reachable from this node have already been treated. So, we are free to 
change the original evaluation order as long as the previous requirement is fulfilled. 
The aim of the ordering phase is to produce an evaluation order for a basic block for 
which the number of used registers is minimal. If a basic block does not contain any 
common subexpression {CSEJ), so the corresponding dag is free of sharing, the problem 
of determining the minimal number of registers is rather simple. An algorithm (which 
makes some assumptions about the registers and instructions of the target machine) has 
been given in Aho et al. [1986]. The problem with common subexpressions is that the 
results of these expressions have to be stored somewhere until they are used the last time. 
This implies that after evaluating a certain sub-expression, the number of registers in 
use does not always increase by exactly one (due to the additional register necessary to 
hold the value of that sub-expression). It is possible that this increase is greater than 
one (if the dag contains CSE's that were not evaluated yet) or even smaller than one 
(if registers containing values of CSE's were used for the last time). Furthermore, the 
algorithm presented in Aho et al. [1986] cannot deal with values kept in registers at the 
beginning and at the end of a basic block. As with CSE's, such registers can be released 
as soon as their contents are not needed anymore. 
To deal with CSE's when determining the evaluation order we first have to introduce 
some notions. A (rooted) connected dag (abbreviated as cdag) is defined as a dag that has 
'From the (informal) definition of the notion basic block in this paper one could infer that the only 
instructions that have side effects are the instructions that can change the flow of control. This is not 
true. There are a few other ABC instructions which also have side effects and therefore have to be 
considered as instructions indicating the end of a basic block. An overview of these instructions can be 
found in Groningen [1990]. 
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a node г (called the root of the cdag) such that all the other nodes of this dag are reachable 
from r. Further, let η be the number of cdags that have to be evaluated and gt denote the 
ith cdag (1 < г < η). The evaluation order can be expressed by means of a permutation 
π of l..n such that the cdag g, is evaluated before a cdag g3 if π
_ 1 ( ί) < тг- 1(і). Define 
Ι(π,ί) and U(n,i) as: 
/(π, г) = the increase of the number of used registers due to the evaluation of $»(,) after 
evaluating g
rW,..., 5»«-ι). 
U(n,i) = the (additional) number of registers required to evaluate g^,) (also after eval­
uating p»(l),..., Pw(,-1)). 
Note that /(π, г) can be negative but U(w,i) not and that {/(π,ζ) > /(π, г). 
Given an evaluation order π, the maximum number of register in use during the 
evaluation of <?,(,) is: 
Я(ж,г) = и(ж,і) + ,щ£і(іг,к) 
fc=l 
The number of registers necessary to evaluate all the graphs in an order specified by π is: 
Дт(тт) = Махітит{Я(тг,г') | 1 < i < η} 
So finding an optimal evaluation order comes to the same as determining a permutation 
7T
mm
 such that for all other permutations π of l..n: Rm(K
mm
) < / ^ ( π ) . 
A straightforward algorithm would generate all permutations π oil..η and choose the 
one for which Ят(7г) is minimal. Unfortunately, the complexity of such an algorithm is 
0(n\) which is, of course, unacceptable. 
The algorithm that we have implemented estimates the values of /(π, i) and U(n, i) on 
forehand (i.e. before determining the evaluation order) by resp. I(i) and U(i). We require 
that the estimations are save which implies that for all permutations π both І(я,і) < /(г) 
and ί/(π,ι) < U(i) must be valid. After determining I(i) and U(i), the evaluation order 
of the cdags is given by the following two rules: 
• First evaluate all the cdags gt with I(i) < 0 from low to high U(i); 
• then evaluate all the other cdags from high to low D(i), where D(i) is defined as 
U(i) - /(г). 
It will be clear that the cdags gt with I(i) < 0 have to be done first, for, after the 
evaluation of a graph with a non-positive I value some registers may become free. From 
the fact that we try to minimise the number of registers needed to evaluate the whole dag 
it immediately follows that these cdags should be treated in ascending U(i) order. Why 
all the other cdags are ordered according to their D value is more difficult to see. We will 
to illustrate this with an example (a correctness proof can be found in Groningen [1990]): 
Suppose we have three graphs gi, g2, and 53 with 1(1) = 1,1/(1) = 2, /(2) = 1,^(2) = 
2, /(3) = 1 and f/(3) = 5. When we start with g3 we will need 5 registers but if we start 
with one of the other two graphs at least 6 registers are necessary. 
In Groningen [1990] these rules have been further refined. It also has been shown that 
the evaluation order gives a good approximation of the optimal order. 
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Registers on а MC68020 
The two types of registers of the MC68020 processor are not generally exchangeable. 
Furthermore, not all registers are freely available: some of registers are dedicated to a 
special task. Because of this, the number of address registers that we may use differs 
from the number of data register. Both facts make it necessary to adapt the algorithm 
described above. This is done in two stages. First, for each node of the dag it is decided 
whether this node is computed in an address register or in a data register. After that we 
determine for each cdag g, two values of I[i): one for each kind of register. Now, the total 
increase It(i) is defined as: 
It(i) = о * Id{i) + d * I„{i) 
where a, /„, d, I¿ are respectively the number of address registers, the increase of address 
registers, the number of data registers and the increase of data registers. In the same way 
we define Ut(i) as: 
Ut{i) = a*Ui{i) + d* Ua(i) 
The evaluation order is obtained by applying the previous algorithm using the func-
tions It and Ut instead of I and U. 
Consider figure 6.3.5: each node is supplied with two numbers whereof the uppermost 




 values do not matter they have been omitted. The negative I values (of the sub 
and the uppermost register nodes) are a consequence of the fact that the contents of the 
register dl is not needed anymore after evaluating these nodes. The result of the mul node 
can be stored in register dO. So, in contrast with the add node, no additional registers are 
needed to compute the result of this node. 
The code generation phase 
During the code generation phase the cdags of all the basic blocks are traversed. The 
order wherein all the cdags are treated is specified by the ordering phase. For each cdag, 
code is generated in a depth-first way: First, code is generated (recursively) for all of 
the arguments of a node (again in an order as specified by the ordering phase). Then 
the operation specified by the node is translated into one or more (pseudo) MC68020 
instructions, assuming an unlimited amount of (virtual) data and address register. 
The local register assignment phase 
Finally, during the last phase of the translation real registers are assigned to the virtual 
registers allocated by the code generation phase. The algorithm that determines the 
evaluation order tries to minimise the number of data and address registers that are 
needed to evaluate a basic block. However, it may be the case that one of these numbers 
exceeds the number of registers that are actually available (i.e. the number of virtual 
registers exceeds the number of real registers). In that case it will be necessary that at 
some point in the code the contents of a register of the required type has to be saved in 
memory so that it can be used again. The problem is which register has to be freed? The 
strategy we use is to choose the register of the required type whereof the contents will not 
be used for the longest time. 
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Again using figure 6.3.5: during the last two phases code is generated for this dag. Ac­
tually, the very last phase is superfluous: there are enough registers available for allocating 
all the virtual registers. The final result of the code generation is shown below: 





Enlarging basic blocks 
The gain in efficiency that can be achieved depends on the size of the basic blocks: large 
blocks offer more optimisation possibilities than small ones. In this section we describe 
two methods that can be used to extend basic blocks. 
• Jsr.eval instructions: jsr.eval instructions are translated into sequences of MC68020 
instructions which, amongst other things, investigate whether the corresponding 
node contains a descriptor or a pointer to the evaluation code. Since a jsr.eval 
instruction may change the flow of control it seems that a basic block containing 
such an instruction has to end at this point. However, this is not needed when the 
node that is going to be reduced is already in root normal form. An example of this 
can be found in section 6.3.2 in which the used registers are saved only when the 
evaluation code of the node is called. 
• Code substitution: When calling a subroutine the current basic block is left. This, 
however, can be avoided if the subroutine call is substituted by the corresponding 
code. Note that this is only reasonable when the substituted code is relatively small. 
This optimisation is not yet implemented in our code generator (Though some code 
substitution mechanism has been implemented in the Concurrent Clean to ABC 
code compiler (Eekelen et al. [1990])). 
Optimising booleans 
In the ABC machine the conditional jump instructions (i.e. jmp true and jmp.false) base 
their decision whether or not to jump on the (boolean) value that is on top of the В stack. 
If this boolean is the result of some comparison (which is indeed often the case) then it is 
not necessary to calculate this value explicitly. Instead, the conditional jump can use the 
condition codes of the concrete target machine that are set implicitly after performing 
the comparison. Take for example the following ABC instructions: 
eql.b +10 0 
jmp.false label 
The following code would have been generated if the boolean is calculated explicitly 
(assumed the top of the В stack is kept in register dO, register dl is used to calculate the 
boolean and the value -1 and 0 represent resp. TRUE and FALSE): 
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Much better code is generated when using the condition codes of the MC68020: 
empi.I #10, dO 
bne label 
Using alternative instructions 
On the MC68020 there are several instructions that, when applied to certain arguments, 
can be replaced by other instructions having the same effect but, with the advantage 
that their execution time is less. This replacement can easily be performed during the 
last phase of the MC68020 code generation or even by the assembler. Below examples of 
substitutions that have been implemented are given together with the gain in efficiency: 
- move.I #data, Dn can be replaced by moveq #data, Dn when —128 < data < 127. 
The gain is about 65%. 
- muls.l #data, Dn can be replaced by Isl #n, Dn when data=2n. In this case the gain 
is 90% 
The efficiency can also be increased by replacing instructions by combinations of other 
instructions with the same effect. Examples: 
- cmpi.l #100,dO can be substituted by moveq #100,dl followed by cmp.l dl.dO. 
- The same counts for muls.l #10,dO and the instructions move.l dO.dl, Isl.I #2,dl, 
add.I dl.dO, add.I d0,d0. The gains in efficiency are resp. about 30% and 75%. 
Note that those alternative combinations of instructions need an extra data register. So 
one has to be sure that such a register is available. 
6.4. Performance 
We have compared the implementation of Concurrent Clean with implementations of 
Lml, Hope and С on the SUN3 (with a MC68020, 25Mhz processor). The Lml system is 
considered as a standard implementation of a lazy functional language. The Hope system 
is an example of a fast implementation of a strict functional language. The imperative 
languages are represented by C. It should be stated that, if possible, С has been used in 
an imperative way (i.e. using iteration instead of recursion). In our tests, the following 
implementations of these languages were used: 
Lml The Chalmers Lazy ML compiler, version 0.99.2, (90/08/20) (Augustsson L· 
Johnsson [1989a]). 
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Hope The Hope"1" compiler, release 3.2.1, August 1989 (Burstall et al. [1980]). 
С The gnu С compiler, version 1.36 (which generally gives faster code than the 
standard С compiler). 
Measurements were done for the following test programs (see also the Appendix): 
nfib the well known nfib program with argument 30. 
tak the Takeuchi function, called with (tak 24 16 8). 
sieve a program which generates the first 10000 primes, using quite an optimal 
version of the sieve of Eratosthenes (outputs only the last one). 
queens counts all solutions for the (10) queens problem. 
reverse a program which reverses a list of 3000 elements 3000 times. 
twice four times the twice on the increment function. 
revtwice four times the twice of the reverse of a list of 30 elements. 
rnfib again the nfib program, but now working on real numbers, with argument 26. 
fastfourier the fast fourier algorithm, on an array of 8K complex numbers. In the Con­






































































Table 6.1: Performance Overview (All times in seconds cpu time) 
The following notes have to be made: 
• The Lml versions of twice and revtwice resulted in run-time errors for these values 
(SF and OH stand for 'segmentation fault' and 'out of heap' respectively). 
• The reverse and twice programs have no sense in the context of C. The sieve and 
fast fourier programs are iterative versions. The other ones are inherently recursive. 
• There is no point in computing the fast fourier with the other functional languages: 
they all would run out of heap space. 
• The times needed to generate an executable for the example programs vary widely. 
On an average, the Concurrent Clean implementation consumes about 3.5 seconds 
cpu time, the Lml system needs 6 seconds and the Hope system even 15 seconds. 
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The first two columns of the table compare a standard compilation of Concurrent Clean 
programs with Lml. The default reduction strategy is lazy, but strictness information is 
added automatically by the strictness analyser. It is obvious that in all cases Concurrent 
Clean outruns Lml. 
The next two columns present a comparison between user annotated Clean, and Hope. 
User annotations are inserted at some places that are not indicated by the strictness 
analyser (see appendix A). The result is that functions become strict in more arguments 
(e.g. the sieve and queens programs), or return strict tuples (e.g. the fast fourier example). 
Concurrent Clean produces in almost all the cases the fastest code although the difference 
compared with Lml is not that great anymore. The only case in which Hope is faster is 
the twice example. This is mainly because Hope uses a smart integer representation. This 
is indicated by the revtwice program, which also tests the implementation of higher order 
functions but avoids the use of integers. 
The recursive programs written in С appear to be slower than the ones written in 
Concurrent Clean. However, the iterative versions of the examples written in С are 
faster. But, in comparison with the past, the difference between execution times of on 
the one hand the functional languages and on the other hand the imperative languages 
has significantly decreased. 
The last two rows of the table are measurements for real arithmetic. In fact, they 
show that of the functional languages only Concurrent Clean supports reals seriously. 
Finally, the last column gives execution times for Concurrent Clean programs for 
which no annotations were added, neither automatically by the strictness analyser, nor 
by the programmer herself. From these figures we can conclude that in general strictness 
annotations increase the efficiency. The largest gain is achieved in programs which largely 
manipulate objects of basic types as is the case with tak and fast fourier. 
6.5. Conclusions and Future Work 
The figures presented in the previous section show that it is possible to obtain efficient 
implementations of lazy functional languages on conventional architectures. The division 
of the complicated compilation process into several stages has been proven to be fruitful. 
The first stage, wherein Concurrent Clean programs are translated into ABC code allowed 
us to concentrate our attention fully on the problem of how to avoid graph manipulations. 
During the second stage, in which the generated ABC instructions are grouped into basic 
blocks and translated to real target code, it appeared that all information needed to do 
this efficiently is still available in the ABC program; no essential information has been lost 
during the first stage. The performance comparison shows that optimisations presented in 
this paper give a significant increase in speed. The differences in speed between programs 
on the one hand written in Concurrent Clean and, on the other hand, written in imperative 
languages like С are now becoming acceptable. 
However, the efficiency of the generated code can still be improved. With respect to 
the Concurrent Clean translation for instance, a so-called "application depended strictness 
analysis" can be added to the system. Such an analysis tries to determine whether eager 
evaluation of arguments for a certain application is safe because for this specific application 
it is known that these arguments will have been evaluated (inspite of the fact that the 
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applied function is not known to be strict in these arguments for the general case). To 
the ABC to MC68020 code generator a more comprehensive global register allocator will 
be added. Also, the parameter passing of reals will be altered by using the floating 
point registers. Finally, the evaluation of lazy expressions and the implementation of the 
heap will be improved further and the in-line code substitution mechanism is going to be 
implemented. 
Besides working on a sequential implementation, we are also developing a parallel 
implementation of Concurrent Clean on transputers (Kesseler [1990]). At the moment 
a preliminary version is already available which allows interleaved multi-processing on 
a single transputer. This parallel system will be extended in the near future such that 
real speed-ups can be demonstrated. At UEA already some promising results have been 
obtained with a previous version of our Clean system (McBurney L· Sleep [1990]). 
6.Θ. The Benchmark Programs 
II 
|| The NFib Benchmark 
II 
Nfib INT -• INT ; 
Nfibn — IF ( < l η 2) 
1 
( + + I (+1 (Nfib (-1 n)) (Nfib (-1 η 2)))) ; 
Start — INT ; 
Start — Nfib 30 ; 
II 
|| The Takeuchi Benchmark 
II 
Так INT INT INT - INT ; 
Так χ у ζ -• IF ( < = l χ у) 
ζ 
(Так (Так (-1 χ) у ζ) 
(Так (-1 у) ζ χ) 
(Так (-1 ζ) χ у)) ; 
INT ; 
Так 24 16 8 ; 
II 




Start -» INT 
Start -• Select [2 | [3 | Primes]] 10000 
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Primes -» [INT] ; 
Primes —• primes: [5 | Sieve 7 4 primes] ; 
Sieve INT INT [INT] — [INT] ; 
Sieve g i prs — IF (IsPrime prs g (RTOI (SQRT (ITOR g)))) 
[g | Sieve' g i prs] 
Sieve (+1 g i) (-1 6 i) prs) ; 
Sieve' INT INT [INT] -* [INT] ; 
Sieve' g i prs —• Sieve (+1 g i) (-1 б i) prs ; 
IsPrime [INT] INT INT — BOOL ; 
IsPrime [f | r] pr bd — IF ( > l f bd) 
TRUE 
(IF (=1 (MOD pr f) 0) 
FALSE 
(IsPrime r pr bd)) ; 
Select [χ] INT -» χ 
Select [f Ι г] 1 — f | 
Select [f I г] η -> Select г (-1 η) ; 
II 
II The Queens Benchmark 
Start -* INT ; 
Start -» Length (Queens 1 [ ] [ ]) 0 ; 
BoardSize -» 10 ; 
Queens INT [INT] [[INT]] - [[INT]] 
Queens row board boards —» IF ( > l row BoardSize) 
[board | boards] 
(TryCols BoardSize row board boards) 
TryCols INT MNT [INT] [[INT]] - [[INT]] ; 
TryCols 0 row board boards —» boards | 
TryCols col row board boards —• 
IF (Save col row board (-1 row)) 
(TryCols (-1 col) row board queens) 
(TryCols (-1 col) row board boards), 
queens: Queens ( + + I row) [col | board] boards ; 
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Save !INT IINT [INT] INT 
Save cl r l [ ] 0 
Save cl r l [c2 | cols] r2 
Check !INT IINT INT 
Check rl r2 0 
Check rl r2 cd iff 
Length [x] INT 
Length [a | r] η 
Length [ ] η 
- BOOL 
- TRUE 
- IF (Check rl r2 (-1 cl c2)) 
FALSE 
(Save cl r l cols ( 4 '2)) 
- BOOL 
-> TRUE 
- IF (=1 cdiff (-1 r l r2)) 
TRUE 
(=1 cdiff (-1 r2 rl)) 
-» INT 
-» Length r ( + + I n) 
—• η 
The Reverse Benchmark 
Rev-η INT [ Ι Ν η 
Rev.n 1 list 
Rev.n n list 
Rev [ ΙΝη [ Ι Ν η 
Rev [χ 1 r] list 





Walk [x | r] 
FromTo INT INT 










Rev list [ ] | 
Rev_n (-1 n) (Rev list [ ]) ; 
[INT] ; 
Rev r [x | list] | 
list ; 
INT ; 
Walk (Rev.n n (FromTo 1 n)) ; 
INT ; 
χ | 
Walk r ; 
[ΙΝη ; 
IF (=1 a b) 
M 
[a | FromTo ( + + I a) b] ; 
INT 
Reverse 3000 
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II 
|| The Twice Benchmark 
II 
Start — INT ; 
Start —» Twice Twice Twice Twice + + I 0 ; 
Twice ( = > χ χ) χ —• χ ; 
Twice f χ -» f ! ( f x ) 
II 
|| The RevTwice Benchmark 
II 
RevList[INT] - [INT] ; 
RevList I -» Rev I ( ] 
Start - [INT] ; 
Start —» Twice Twice Twice Twice RevList (FromTo 1 30) ; 
II 
|| The RNFib Benchmark 
II 
RNfib REAL -» REAL ; 
RNfib η — IF (<R η 1.5) 
1.0 
(+R (+R (RNfib (-R η 1.0)) 
(RNfib (-R η 2.0))) 
1.0) ; 
Start - REAL ; 
Start — RNfib 26.0 ; 
II 
|| The FastFourier Benchmark 
II 
TYPE 
Complex - (!REAL,!REAL) ; 
RULE 
+ C Complex Complex —» Complex ; 
+ C (al, Ы) (a2, Ь2) -» (+R a l a2, +R Ы Ь2) ; 
-С Complex Complex —» Complex ; 
-C (al, Ы) (a2, Ь2) -» (-R a l a2, -R Ы Ь2) ; 
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*C Complex Complex —• Complex ; 
*C (al. Ы) (a2, Ь2) - (-R (*R a l a2) (*R Ы b2), 
+R (*R a l Ь2) (*R Ы a2)) ; 
Root INT INT — Complex ; 
Root j η - (COS z. SIN z). 
z: /R (*R (ITOR j) 6.2831853) (ITOR n) ; 
FastFourier com .array length —» Fast com .array length ; 
Fast [Complex] INT -» [Complex]; 
Fast com 1 -» com | 
Fast com length -* Merge res.even res.odd length, 
(even, odd): Split com, 
res.even: Fast even next.length, 
res.odd: Fast odd next.length, 
nextJength: /I length 2 
Merge [Complex] [Complex] INT -• [Complex] 
Merge even odd η —» Append low high, 
(low, high): Merge2 even odd η 0 
Append [χ] [χ] — [χ] ; 
Append [a | χ] у —• [a | Append χ у] | 
Append [ ] у — у ; 
Merge' [Complex] [Complex] !INT !INT -> (¡[Complex], ¡[Complex]) ; 
Merge' [e | re] [o | ro] η i —» ([lui | urest], [lumi | um rest]), 
(urest, umrest): ! Merge' re ro η ( + + I i), 
ri: Root i η, 
prod: *C ri о, 
ui: +С e prod, 
umi: -С e prod | 
M e r g e ' [ ] [ ] n i - ( [ ] , [ ] ) ; 
Split [Complex] -> (¡[Complex], ¡[Complex]) ; 
Split [a | [b | rest]] - ([a | even], [b | odd]), 
(even, odd): ¡Split rest | 
Split [ ] - ( [ ] . [ ] ) ; 
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Chapter 7 
Efficient Parallel Functional 
Programming (Some Case Studies) 
Eric Nöcker 
Thanks to the referential transparency and the high descriptive power functional programming 
languages are conceptually very well suited for a parallel implementation. In this paper we will 
focus on the efficiency of some forms of parallel functional programming. In particular, we will 
pay attention to divide-and-conquer parallelism and streams. We discuss an extension of the 
Concurrent Clean compiler that supports an efficient implementation of streams. Finally, we 
present a performance analysis of parallel implementations of some typical algorithms. 
7.1. Introduction 
It has long been argued that functional languages are conceptually very well suited for a 
parallel implementation. Due to 'referential transparency' the evaluation order can safely 
be changed, and hence it is safe to perform computations in parallel. Another argument is 
the high expressiveness of functional languages. Thanks to the compact notations offered 
by the data types, higher order functions etcetera, it is quite easy to express how parallel 
processes should behave. Examples are skeleton or stream based models (e.g. Darlington 
et al. [1991]). 
However, one of the most important aims of parallel execution is to gain performance. 
The possibility of parallelism doesn't necessarily imply that automatic and good speedups 
are for free. It might be easy to obtain good speedups for simple programs, for larger 
or more complex programs this might be much more difficult. Building a good parallel 
implementation (based on a state of the art sequential compiler technology) of a functional 
language is very difficult. It has even been argued that functional languages cannot be 
used for efficient parallelism at all (Vrancken [1990]). Only the last few years results 
of implementations with which real speedups have been achieved, have been published 
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(Augustsson к Johnsson [1989b], McBurney h Sleep [1990], Kesseler [1991], Langendoen 
[1993]). 
In this paper we will highlight some aspects of parallel functional programming with 
respect to efficiency. We will address some non-trivial problems of parallelism (in small 
or medium sized programs) that can typically be found in larger sized programs. 
The concrete machine architecture determines to a great extent the kind of parallelism 
we can exploit successfully. We are primarily interested in distributed machine architec­
tures, in which each processor has its own local memory. As a consequence, one of the 
main points of this paper will be the attention for communication issues. Nevertheless, 
some of our problems and conclusions can be transferred to other types of architectures 
as well. For example, the stream model might be very useful on a shared memory ar­
chitecture. For analysing performance figures of a parallel algorithms we will use the 
implementation of Concurrent Clean on a transputer network (Kesseler [1991]). This ma­
chine is a typical example of a distributed memory architecture. Such a kind of machine 
performs best if programs can be split in large parallel pieces that do not perform in­
tensive communication with each other. In particular, we will focus our attention on the 
following two (related) topics: divide-and-conquer parallelism and streams. 
It would be nice if a sequential program could automatically be transformed to a 
parallel one. Also, it would be very helpful if there would be a smart run-time support for 
the parallelism. Within the context of this paper, we will assume that we have to do the 
important things ourselves. Process creation, grain size, load distribution, etcetera will 
be handled by annotations. We don't consider this as a restriction. If it cannot be done 
by hand it will be very difficult or impossible to do it automatically. Also, our approach 
will show what has to be done by a parallelising compiler. 
Although the Concurrent Clean basically supports dynamic creation of arbitrary pro­
cess topologies, we have added new annotations in order to support an efficient imple­
mentation of streams. 
Overview of the paper 
The remainder of the introduction is used to relate functional languages and the kind of 
parallelism we are interested in. Also, we will give an informal overview of how parallelism 
can be expressed in Concurrent Clean. Thereafter, section 7.2 treats an implementation 
of streams in Concurrent Clean. In section 7.3 we present a performance analysis of three 
typical algorithms. Section 7.4 finally concludes. 
Parallelism in Functional Languages 
Many proposals for parallelism in functional languages are based on a divide-and-conquer 
scheme. A task is split in two or more subtasks, which can run more or less independently 
from each other. The results are combined by the father process. The general structure 
is as follows: 
d_an(Lc threshold solve split combine in 
—» solve in, if threshold in 
—» combine soil sol2 
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where soll = d.and.c threshold solve split combine ini 
sol2 = d.and с threshold solve split combine in2 
(inl,in2) = split in 
The input is split until it it such simple that a result can be computed directly, or that 
a sequential computation is cheaper. This leads to a tree of computations of which the 
branches soil and Sol2 (or leaves) can be computed in parallel. Often, a syntactical 
construct to express the parallelism is proposed. Many variations of this scheme are 
possible (for example the sandwich annotation (Vree [1989])). The design decisions are 
often forced by the underlying implementation. The schemes can differ in the following 
ways: 
• What should the father process do? Can it continue with some work, or has it 
to wait until the results of all the new tasks are available? This choice is also 
determined by the way suspended processes are waked up. 
• The input has to be split over the new tasks. Sometimes it is straightforward how 
this should be done. If the input is a large data structure, possibly containing 
unevaluated parts, this can be difficult. Should the new inputs be evaluated to 
normal form? Than, the possible amount of parallelism can decrease (since than it 
can take some time before the new processes can be started). Otherwise, the tasks 
share computations, such that a locking mechanism is needed. 
• The new tasks can reduce their results to head normal form, or to normal form. If 
a task reduces to normal form, it is important how the result is delivered: in small 
parts, or in one large chunk. 
• In the above specification a threshold function is used to determine whether or not 
new tasks should be created. Such a threshold can be specified by the programmer, 
but it is also possible to implement run-time support for this (e.g. a kind of throttling 
(e.g. Augustsson L· Johnsson [1989b])). 
Recent developments have shown that for some programs reasonable speedups can be 
expected. However, even if a program has the required structure, it might quite well 
be possible that no or disappointing speedups can be obtained. This is, for example, 
the case if the divide-and-conquer steps itself are complicated (with respect to the new 
child processes), or if too much data communication is needed. In the case of large data 
structures this will often be the case. We will consider some examples of such effects in 
this paper. 
Other models require so-called streams. A process produces a list of values (all reduced 
to (head) normal form). Such processes can easily be specified by using higher order 
functions, and the primitives for lists. Often, these models allow not only divide-and-
conquer parallelism but also other forms of parallelism, like pipelining. An implementation 
of such a model requires much effort. At the moment, there are almost no performance 
figures of such models on real machines available. 
A typical example that combines both schemes is the merge sort program: 
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Msort [ ] — [ ] 
Msort [a] -• [a] 
Msort χ —• Merge (Msort I) (Msort r), 
(l,r): Split χ 
Merge [a|x] [b|y] - [a | Merge χ [Ь|у]], if < а Ь 
- [b| Merge [a|x] у] 
Merge χ [ ] - > x 
Merge [ ] у - » у 
Split [a,b|r] - ([a|x],[b|y]), 
(x.y): Split r 
Split[] - (IMI) 
In a parallel version of mergesort parallel processes can be started for the both Msort 
branches. Whether or not the father process has to wait until full completion of these 
tasks depends on the system. A threshold strategy can depend on the size of the list or 
be system dependent. The nodes in the binary process tree are merge processes, which 
can be implemented as streams. Also, the splitting can be done by a stream process 
with two output channels. In this case, it is possible to start the new Msort tasks before 
the splitting is completed. In the remainder of this paper we will analyse this kind of 
parallelism. 
Concurrent Clean and Parallelism 
Concurrent Clean (Nöcker et al. [1991b]) is a lazy functional programming language, 
based on the concepts of term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al. [1987a]). An important 
property of Concurrent Clean is that the programmer can add annotations to the program 
with which the reduction strategy can be influenced. In this section we describe the 
semantics of these annotations in an informal way. We refer to Eekelen et al. [1991b] for 
a complete description of the semantics of the parallel annotations. Since efficiency is one 
of the topics of this paper, we will also consider some of the implementation aspects. 
The strictness annotation (!) is used to change the sequential reduction order. It can 
be used in typing rules as well as in right-hand sides of function definitions. Strictness 
information is a source for many optimisation techniques (Smetsers et al. [1991], Nöcker 
L· Smetsers [1993]). In particular it is used to determine which nodes (subexpressions) of 
a right-hand side are in a strict or lazy context. If a node is in a strict context is has to 
be evaluated to head normal form before the root node is updated. For nodes in a lazy 
context a graph node (closure) has to be built, which is rather expensive: it costs heap 
space, and some interpretation overhead if the node has to be reduced later. In contrast, 
for nodee in a strict context very efficient code can be generated, and many optimisation 
techniques can by applied (Smetsers et al. [1991]). 
Parallel execution can be expressed with two annotations. The parallel annotation 
{P} starts a new process (a reducer) on an arbitrary remote processor. It is possible to 
specify a precise allocation for the new reducer by using {P AT . . . }. 
The interleaved annotation {1} starts a new process on the current processor. This 
new process runs interleaved with the other processes on this processor. 
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Both these annotations force a lazy context, i.e. the graph to be reduced in parallel is 
built. Any reductions of subgraphs have to be specified by strictness annotations (unless 
such a subgraph is in a strict context because of some sharing). A parallel version of the 
well-known fibonacci function can be specified as follows: 
Fib 0 — 1 
F ib l — 1 
Fib η - + fibl {P} fib2. if > η Threshold 
-» + fibl fib2, 
fibl: Fib (- η 1), 
fib2: Fib (- η 2) 
This function has a clear divide-and-conquer structure. If π is large enough, one of the 
branches can be reduced in parallel on another processor. Its argument (- π 2) is sent to 
the other processor also, but it can be reduced in advance by supplying it with a strictness 
annotation. The father process can continue with the other branch. Alternatively, also 
fibl can be done in parallel by adding a parallel annotation. In that case the father process 
will have to wait until both results are available. 
With respect to the parallelism there are two notions that are of importance: the 
interaction of reducers on one processor, and the communication mechanism. A reducer 
that starts evaluating a node, will finally update that node with its head normal form. 
Meanwhile, the node is reserved, i.e. all other reducere accessing that node will be sus­
pended. They will be released if the node is updated. Releasing can be implemented 
either by a polling or a waiting list mechanism (Groningen [1992]). 
Communication of graphs between processors is handled by the 'lazy copying' mecha­
nism (Eekelen et al. [1991b]). Remote graphs are connected via so called 'channel' nodes. 
They can be considered as a kind of remote references. If the value of a channel node is 
needed, a request is sent to the processor on which the corresponding graph is reduced. 
The result, a graph in head normal form, is copied to the requesting processor. The 
whole graph, including its structure, is copied, up to nodes that are reserved. A copy of a 
reserved node becomes a new channel node. Also the copy forced by the {P} annotation 
is made in this way. We note that copying is not restricted to nodes in head normal form, 
i.e. duplication of work is possible. However, a node on which a reducer is started will 
always be reduced to head normal form before it can be copied. 
It has been shown that these two annotations can be used to model various kinds 
of parallel execution (Eekelen et al. [1991b]). Divide-and-conquer parallelism, stream 
models, processes with multiple output channels and also cyclic process dependencies are 
possible. 
From an implementation point of view, this kind of parallelism is rather easy to im­
plement. The sequential part of the code remains the same, except for the handling of 
the reservation mechanism. This means that almost all optimisations for the sequential 
code are still applicable. The run-time overhead introduced by the parallelism seems 
acceptable (Groningen [1992]). 
However, there are two drawbacks. First, the annotations can be very difficult to 
use. Sometimes a subtle combination of annotations is needed to get the required effect. 
Second, if the annotations are used to model a specific kind of parallelism they offer just 
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a simulation. A direct implementation of such a model might be much more efficient. 
Consider, for example, how a stream process can be modeled. 
Gen η -• [F η | Gen ( + + η)] 
The goal is to model a stream process which generates a list of values (F n), for some 
function F. There are some problems. It is important to note that any reduction specified 
by a strict or parallel annotation forces a reduction to head normal form. Thus, the 
(stream) reducer for (Gen n) is ready after delivering its result (the Cons is in head 
normal form). The stream has to be simulated by starting a new reducer on the tail of 
the list. A second drawback is that all nodes (except the root node) of the right-hand 
side are in a lazy context. That is, the reducer will not reduce (F n), so that this graph 
is copied. We have to add a strictness annotation to force reduction to head normal form 
by the stream reducer. Also the tail node will be built. This can partly be optimised, for 
the argument of Gen, by adding another strictness annotation. The full specification in 
Concurrent Clean becomes: 
Gen η —• [! F η | tail], 
tail: {1} Gen ! ( + + n) 
Of course, this specification is not an efficient implementation of a stream process. It 
should be considered as a kind of simulation of a stream process. We note that if we 
replace the parallel annotation by a strictness annotation the list will be fully evaluated 
before it is sent back. This gives good code (all nodes are in a strict context), but its 
run-time behaviour is bad: the whole list has to be stored in memory, and the list cannot 
be accessed before it is fully evaluated (decreasing the parallelism). Since a stream is 
an important parallel programming structure, we have extended the Concurrent Clean 
implementation. This is discussed in the next section. 
7.2. Stream Functions 
As mentioned before, streams are an important notion for parallel functional program­
ming. Nevertheless, most proposals do not discuss how streams can be embedded in a 
functional language in an efficient way. It is not difficult to add a kind of stream type to 
the language, but it is not straightforward how such information can be used to gener­
ate efficient code. Also, extensions to processes with multiple output streams are rarely 
discussed. 
Let's consider the function Gen of the previous section. If it is known that Gen produces 
a stream, it is possible to generate the parallel and strictness annotations automatically. 
In addition, it is possible to optimise the run-time behaviour much further: 
• of course it is not necessary to let the old reducer die, and to create a new one. 
Instead the reducer can continue with the tail, a kind of continuation. 
• then, it is not longer necessary to build the intermediate node for the continuation. 
Instead, one can generate code as for a strict tail recursive call. Before the reducer 
continues with reduction of the tail, it has to deliver an element of the stream, that 
is, the root node must have been updated with a head normal form. 
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• then, all references to the original root of the right-hand side can be removed upon 
entering the continuation. This has two important advantages. First, the stacks of 
the stream reducer don't grow during evaluation of the stream. Second, the garbage 
collector can remove all unconnected parts of the stream (e.g. the parts that are 
already requested by other processors). This has an important consequence. If 
the code for some application (whether strict or lazy) is entered, the result of the 
evaluation is left on the stacks. As a consequence, the stream function itself doesn't 
return a proper result: the reference to the result, the begin of the stream (e.g. a 
list), is removed after delivering the first element. This means that stream functions 
cannot be used freely. 
We can extend these arguments to functions with multiple results. Consider the following 
function: 
Split [a,b|rest] - . ([a|x].[b|y]) 
(x,y): Split rest 
split!] - ([].[]) 
This function returns two lists. The tails of the two result nodes in the tuple are selections 
±¿L 
Figure 7.1: Splitting a list 
from the (tuple) result of the next call to Split. They are in a lazy context, such that 
they are built. The intermediate structure contains many superfluous selections and tuple 
nodes (see figure 7.1). If such a function in a parallel context would produce two lists for 
different processors, this would be a very clumsy structure. First, all the selections and 
tuples have to be removed by some process. Second, the interconnections between the 
two lists lead the possibly unnecessary copies in the case of a copy action or a garbage 
collection. Instead, we would like that Split returns its two head elements, and continues 
directly with the tails. In principle, we want the same behaviour as for a single output 
list. 
Definition 
We will specify stream functions by annotating the result type with a {P} annotation. 
The number of output channels of a stream is 1 if the result type is no tuple type, the 
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arity of the tuple type otherwise. Strictness annotations in right-hand sides of a stream 
type are ignored. The above functions Gen and Split might thus be typed as follows: 
:: Gen INT — {P} [INT] 
:: Split [INT) - {P} ([INT],[INT]) 
Parallel annotations in types should not be considered as an extension of the type system. 
Just as strictness annotations, they specify how arguments or results are passed from one 
function to the other. 
As argued before, we want to generate special code for stream functions. Since this 
code should only be called for the right context, there are some restrictions for the use of 
stream functions. This means that an (non curried) occurrence of a stream function should 
either appear in a parallel context (i.e. it should be supplied with a parallel annotation), 
or as a stream continuation of a stream function (the (stream) continuation). Clearly, a 
right-hand side of a stream function can contain at most one stream continuation. Curried 
occurrences of stream functions can be allowed, but their meaning is unclear. 
General transformations 
We will treat the code generation scheme for stream functions by defining some transfor­
mations. As was shown with the Gen example, we want to generate strict code for the 
stream continuations. For convenience, we will suppose those stream continuations are 
supplied with a special annotation, the {C} annotation (this can be done automatically 
using the stream types). Consider now stream functions F and H, with arity nf and nh, 
and with number of output channels of and oh. It is not necessarily the case that F = H 
or that of = oh. The general form of an alternative of definition of F containing a stream 
continuation H is as follows: 
Fxi.-.Xn/ —* Ggi-.-gn,, 
(ci c
o k): {C} H пі...п„л 
The function G will update the stream tails, whereas ci,... ,с„ь are the new stream tails, 
probably contained in the arguments of G. For describing the behaviour we will consider 
such definitions as graph rewrite rules. By using generalised graph rewriting (Barendregt 
et al. [1987b]) it is possible to indicate all updates (i.e. redirections) in the graph in an 
explicit way. This is needed to specify how the stream tails are updated. Even then, 
however, not all effects can be specified accurately. We will use this notations in a semi-
formal way. The most general form of a rewrite rule is the following: 
F p i - . P n —• "o. 
no: ..., 
n*: 
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The right-hand side consists of a number of node definitions (no... n¿), and a number of 
node updates (i¿o... uj), where ut is a nodeid from the left-hand side. For convenience, the 
root update is mostly not specified explicitly. Nodes which are supplied with a strictness 
annotation must be reduced to head normal form before any non-root update is performed. 
An implicit root update is done last. 
We define the following transformations. 
(i) Any lazy occurrence, for example after a parallel annotation, is translated via the 
following scheme: 
F x i . . . x n / - • r0, 
rf,: ! F' xi...x„/ n...rof, 
Ό :=(ri r
of) 
This is the beginning of the stream process. The first a stream process does, is 
updating the root with a tuple of new empty nodes (of course, this is not necessary 
if of = 1). These become the output channels of the process. Thereafter, the stream 
function F' is called. This function does the real work. The stream process itself has 
no proper result; the root of the stream process (r¿) is not connected to the root, 
and can safely be discarded. 
(ii) the new stream function F' is defined as follows: 
F' x i . . .x„ / ri — r0/ -» H'hi...h„A Ci...c0fc, 
Ci: Empty, 
coh: Empty, 
(fi τ»/) •= ! G g i - . - g n j 
The streams tails to be updated are extra arguments of F'. The new stream tails 
are passed as arguments to the stream function H. In this case we have misused the 
symbol := to denote a multiple update. The function G returns a tuple. We require 
that the elements of the tuple are reduced to head normal form (expressed by the 
strictness annotation). The stream tails r b . . . ,r„/ are updated with the elements of 
the tuple (of course, typing assures that G returns the right number of values). 
The symbol Empty is a new and special symbol. It denotes empty nodes. Empty 
nodes are considered as nodes under reduction, i.e. as reserved nodes. Thus, during 
copying, the copy of an empty node is a channel node, and a reducer that tries to 
evaluate an empty node will be suspended. 
(iii) If there is a right-hand side without a continuation (i.e. the possible end of the 
stream process), we get a similar result: 
F' xi...x„/ ri...r„/ -» Empty, 
('l ' . ƒ ) : = ! Ggi-.-gn, 
After updating the root nodes, there is no more work for the stream process. This 
is modeled by the Empty result. 
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(iv) It is not clear whether or not it is of practical use to allow currying of stream 
functions. Nevertheless, curried occurrences can be translated as follows. Replace 




 is defined as: 
F c x i . . . x ^ -* { l } F x i . . . x ^ 
that is, a new stream process is created. The father process has to wait until the 
(first) result is available. In implementation terms, this means that this should be 
done upon entering the 'apply'-entry of the function. Instead of a new interleaved 
reducer, we equally well could create a new external process. That is, it is not 
clear how allocation information has to be transferred to the application. The 
consequences of allowing curried stream functions have to be studied further. 
Consider, for an easy example, how the function Split we have seen before is trans­
formed. We get a new function Split' which does the work; Split itself does nothing else 
than creating the beginnings of the output lists. 
Split I -» (rl,r2), 
r: Split' I r l r2, 
rl: Empty, 
r2: Empty 
Split' [a,b|rest] rl r2 -+ Split' rest χ y, 
r i := [a|x]. 
r2 := [b|y], 
χ: Empty, 
у: Empty 
Split' [ ] r i r2 -» Empty, 
r 2 : = [ ] 
The transformations can be optimised in certain situations. Consider a slightly other 
definition of the Split function. We assume that an element of the input list is transferred 
to one of the two output lists, depending on some condition. The basic part of thé 
definition we want to consider is: 
Split [a|rest) - ([a|x],y), 
(x,y): Split rest 
If we would simply apply the transformation, we would get: 
Split' [a|rest] rl r2 - • Split' rest χ y, 
Π := [a|x]. 
r2 := у, 
χ: Empty, 
у: Empty 
which means that node r2, an empty node, is updated with a new empty node. Of course, 
the new node у is not needed, and can be replaced by r2, such that we get: 
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Split' [a| rest] rl r2 -+ Split' rest χ r2, 
Π := M , 
χ: Empty 
The stream tails should obey two requirements: 
• they should be empty nodes. It is easy to see that this is always the case. 
• they should be different. This requirement is needed because of the multiple update, 
i.e. it is not possible to update one node with two or more results. Conflicts can 
easy be checked during compile time. Consider the following function with its 
transformation: 
F[a|rest] - ([a|x],[2|x]) 
(x,y): F rest 
F' [a|rest] f l r2 -• F' rest χ χ, 
Π := [a|x], 
r2 := [2|x], 
χ: Empty, у: Empty 
The call to F' contains two occurrences of x, such that this node will be updated 
twice in the next incarnation of F'. 
Implementation issues 
Both the updates of the tails, and the calls to the continuation appear now in a strict 
context. The generated code can be rather efficient. However, this certainly doesn't solve 
all implementation problems. 
The main disadvantages of the stream implementation we have treated thus far are 
the following: 
• We have no control on the speed with which the stream process produces elements 
of the stream. A stream process will continue to run until the end of the stream. It 
is quite well possible that it produces results much faster than necessary. This might 
cost very much heap space and execution time (of other processes running on the 
same processor). On the other hand, it is also possible that the stream is not fast 
enough. This has the effect that each item is copied as soon as it is delivered. Thus, 
we can get a lot of small messages, consuming much communication bandwidth. 
There are some methods conceivable to solve this. First, it is possible to slow down 
a process by giving it a limited amount of heap space (in this case, each process 
obtains a part of the total heap space), or by using a bounded output buffer. The 
latter becomes difficult if a process has multiple output channels. We note that a 
stream process cannot place its results directly in a buffer, since it is possible that 
results are made by a function that is no stream process. Thus, buffering means 
that an additional buffering process is needed. Nevertheless, it is quite well possible 
that such a buffer can contribute to a better run-time behaviour. 
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A process produces output to slowly if it has much work to do, or if it gets not 
enough time slices because of other processes running on the same machine. We can 
assure good throughput by making the timeslices for stream processes rather large. 
• The general copying mechanism is rather expensive. In many cases, a simple version 
would be sufficient. For example, there is no need to copy the Cons nodes of a list 
stream. Also, for simple elements (no sharing, fixed or limited size) a simple copy 
scheme can be used. 
All these techniques require a substantial implementation effort. The programs we will 
consider in this paper suffer to some extent from these problems. 
On streams and strictness 
Consider the following (part of) a stream function G: 
G η m —» [n|rest], 
rest: {С} H m 
Suppose H is a function that is strict in its argument. The question is now: is G strict in 
its second argument? In first instance, this seems to be the case, віпсе after updating the 
root, m always has to be reduced. However, if G would be strict in m it will reduce that 
argument before updating the root. It is quite well possible that reduction of m depends 
on this update. Consider for example the following scenario: 
Start — cycle: Hd ({1} G 3 cycle) 
HO -> [] 
Η η -• G η ( — η) 
Hd [η Ι г] - η 
Hence, it would be wrong to conclude that G is strict in its second argument. 
7.3. Examples and Performance Analysis 
In this section we will analyse some problems for which parallel solutions exists. The first 
is the well-known prime number generating sieve of Erathostenes. It is a nice test for 
the implementation of streams. Then, we consider parallel sorting algorithms, and finally 
the parallel fast Fourier transform. The latter two are well-known problems in the area 
of parallel programming. For both we will show that speedups can range from bad to 
reasonable, and that it can take some effort to obtain a satisfying parallel solution. 
Determining speedups is not as easy as it seems. If comparing sequential and parallel 
performance, we have to take the best sequential solution. This might seem an obvious 
statement, but in practice it isn't. First, this means that we have to use a state of 
the art compiler. A parallel code scheme introduces overhead (for process management, 
communication, etcetera). Also the sequential parts of the parallel code can contain 
overhead instructions. Such overhead is of little importance if the sequential code is 
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rather slow. This means that it is more difficult to get speedups if the sequential code 
is optimal. Another point is that one should take the best sequential solution. Often, 
it is easy to write a functional program that is easy to parallelise. However, it can take 
some effort to transform such a solution to the most efficient version. To obtain fair 
comparisons it is essential to work with the best parallel and sequential versions. 
The figures we will present are obtained by execution of the programs on a transputer 
network. A Concurrent Clean program is translated first to parallel ABC code (Nöcker et 
al. [1991a]). The parallel ABC code is translated to transputer code (Kesseler [1991]). We 
note that for the stream extension no new ABC instructions are necessary. The compiler 
technology used for both passes is the same as described in Smetsers et al. [1991]. This 
means that the sequential parts of the generated code are very good. A good overview of 
the whole compilation scheme can be found in Plasmeijer L· Eekelen [1993]. We note that 
the transputer implementation is still in an experimental phase; we could not perform 
all the tests we would like, and it was sometimes rather difficult to analyse what was 
happening exactly. 
Each transputer is equipped with an internal memory of 4Mbyte. The influence of 
garbage collection can be different for sequential and parallel execution: the parallel 
machine has more heap space and will usually do less garbage collections. Since we 
primarily want to study the raw execution times, we have chosen the problem sizes such 
that no or almost no garbage collections are necessary for a heap size of 3Mbyte per 
transputer. In general, speedups will increase if the problem sizes increase. In some cases 
we will vary the heap size for parallel executions in order to analyse the behaviour of the 
streams. All timings we will present are in seconds real cpu time. 
Another problem is that the allocation strategy can have much influence on the execu-
tion time. A transputer has only four input/output channels. Several processor topologies 
can be used. The run-time system for the Concurrent Clean implementation contains a 
router (Kesseler [1993]) that offers a kind of virtually fully connected network. The main 
problems we encountered in the benchmarks were caused by a bad load balancing. The 
router itself didn't give any problems. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss 
these problems in deep detail. In practice, it turned out that simple random allocation 
is not too bad. The deviation is rather large, but it is difficult to defeat the best random 
allocation by a user defined allocation. The allocation schemes chosen in the examples 
are rather simple, except for the fast Fourier transform. 
Prime number generation 
We consider the well-known Sieve of Erathostenes algorithm. It consists of a pipeline 
of filters, each filtering out all multiples of its own prime number. Clearly, we want 
to implement the pipeline with stream processes. One of the interesting points of the 
algorithm we will describe is that we get a speedup even on one processor. 
The sieve version we use is an optimised version of the one represented in, for example, 
Eekelen et al. [1991b]. Let p i . . .p«, be the list of prime numbers. We define the function 
Sieve as follows. Its first argument is a tail of the prime number list: Pi.. .p«,, whereas 
its second argument is the list of natural numbers such that all multiples of the prime 
numbers p i . . . p¡-\ are filtered out. The first elements of this list which are less than p? 
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aie prime numbers. If there are no more such numbers, we can skip to the next prime 
number: 
Sieve ps:[p|pl] ns:[n|nl] —• [n | Sieve ps nlj, IF < π (* ρ ρ) 
—» Sieve pi (Filter ρ ns) 
Filter ρ [n|nl] -» Filter ρ ni, if = (% η ρ) О 
-• [η | Filter ρ ni] 
We can now generate all prime numbers by feeding Sieve with its own result: 
Primes —» primes: [2 | Sieve primes (Gen 3)] 
where (Gen 3) generates all numbers starting from 3. To obtain parallelism, we can create 
a stream process for each filter, and also for the siever itself, by annotating the result types 
of the functions (inserting the {C} annotations is straightforward, as illustrated): 
:: Sieve [INT] [INT] - {P} [INT] 
Sieve ps:[p|pl] ns:[n|nl] —• [n | {C} Sieve ps nl], IF < η (* ρ p) 
- {С} Sieve pi ({P} Filter ρ ns) 
:: Filter INT [INT] -» {P} [INT] 
Filter ρ [n|nl] — {C} Filter p ni, if = (% η ρ) О 
- [η I {С} Filter p nl] 
A problem we encounter now is the allocation of the stream processes. The amount of 
work for each filter decreases rapidly. On the other hand, the first filters are consuming 
and producing very many numbers, (a filter for prime p
:
 removes approximately 1/pj 
from its input. Filter p J + 1 gets thus Κ Πΐ=ι(1 — 1/P») input values, where К is the length 
of the initial list). So, it seems best to allocate the first filters on the same processor 
(to minimise communication overhead), and a continuously increasing number of filters 
on the following processors (to get a large enough grain size per processor). Using the 
above analysis it is possible to design a allocation strategy. We have simply chosen to 





































Table 7.1: Performance figures for the Sieve 
7.1 shows some performance figures of a slightly optimised version of our algorithm (we 
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generate only odd numbers, and pass the square pj as a (strict) argument to Sieve). They 
all generate the primes for the first 50000 numbers. The 'interleaved' time is the time of 
an execution where all processes run interleaved on one processor. This is much faster 
than a standard sequential execution. This is caused by the fact that all calls to Sieve 
and Filter appear in a strict context. We note that in this example interleaved execution 
is essential. Simply adding strictness annotations to get the same speedup doesn't work. 
We would get some kind of non-termination (or a black hole or cycle in spine), since Sieve 
would bite in its own tail. Another problem is that the heap usage might increase, since 
the input lists have to be computed in advance. 
For the parallel version we have experimented with various values for F and N. The 
number of processors required for the allocation is also shown in the table. We get reason­
able speedups up to 6 processors. Adding more processors will increase the performance 
only if we want to generate more prime numbers. 
Sorting 
Most efficient parallel sorting algorithms in literature are based on data parallelism. An 
example is the bitonic merge sort (Batcher [1968]). For our purpose, these algorithms are 
worthless. The data parallelism used requires another machine architecture, and simu­
lating this kind of parallelism is in general very expensive. The best sorting algorithms 
for a standard implementation of functional languages (e.g. without array support) are 
probably the quick sort and merge sort algorithms. 
Qsort [a|r] -* Append (Qsort low) [a | Qsort high] 
(low, high). Split a r [ ] [ ] 
Qsort [ ] - [ ] 
Split a [b|x] I h - Split a χ [b|l] h, if < b a 
- Split a χ I [b|h] 
Split a [ ] I h -> (I,h) 
This algorithm already has a clear divide-and-conquer structure: the arguments of Append 
can be evaluated in parallel. It is possible to define a threshold by using the length of the 
input list. We get a binary process tree with append functions in the nodes, and sorting 
processes in the leaves. 
However, a straightforward implementation on a parallel machine would run very 
badly. There are two reasons. First, fetching the result list is expensive; it is distributed 
over the processors via the tree of append functions. Each append process will make a 
copy of its arguments, i.e. we get very much communication. This can simply be solved 
by removing the append function (with the second argument of Qsort initially [ ]): 
Qsort [a|r] t -» Qsort low [a | Qsort high t] 
(low, high): Split a r [ ] [ ] 
Qsort [ ] t -+ t 
The innermost call to Qsort should be done in parallel. The effect is that we don't get a 
tree. Instead, the sorted lists are distributed over the processors as a linked list. The full 
list has to be copied only once to the root processor. 
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The second drawback is the fact that splitting a list is relatively expensive. Consider 
a list of η elements. Let the number of comparisons needed to sort the list be a measure 
for the execution time T(n). If the list is always split in two equal parts (the ideal case) 
we have approximately T(n) = nlogn. Now consider a parallel execution. First, the list 
has to be split. This costs η comparisons. Sorting the two resulting parts in parallel 
on two processors can be done in time T(^n). Thus, the total parallel execution time 
would be τι + ^ log | . If we extend this to ρ processors, we get a parallel execution time 
P(n>p) = j)(log p) + S(2p - 2). The maximum speedup we can get is T(n)/P(n,p). For 
example, sorting a list of 21 6 elements on 8 processors gives a maximum speedup of about 
4.7. Since the list will often be split in two unequal parts, the real speedup will be worse. 
There are no easy solutions for these problems. The following tricks can be applied to 
try to speedup the execution: 
• The splitting can be done in parallel with the sorting. This can be achieved by 
defining the the splitting as a stream function. Since the splitted lists are returned 
in small parts, instead in one big list, the amount of communication will increase. 
Also, this doesn't solve the unequal partition problem. We note that with this 
solution it is not possible to use the length of the list as a run-time threshold. A 
possible solution is to build a process tree of a fixed depth, and to hope that the 
list will not distribute too badly. 
• the unequal partitions can be solved by using mergesort instead of a quicksort. 
However, if considering sequential execution, the quicksort algorithm behaves mostly 
better. For a parallel execution, we can combine both algorithms. We can use the 
mergesort for the process tree, and use quicksort for the leaves. Of course a stream 
process should be used for the merging. 
A selection of results of various executions of the sorting algorithms are shown in table 7.2. 
The parallel executions were done on a network of 8 processors (with a heap of 3Mbyte). 
The first time column shows figures for a fixed random list of 20000 integers with the 
standard integer comparison operator. The second time column shows figures for a fixed 
random list of 6000 integers, but with a complex comparison operator (which consumes 
most of the execution time). We note that for other input lists these figures can be rather 
different, since the quick sort algorithm can be very sensitive for the distribution of the 
lists elements. However, the relative differences do not differ too much. 
The first two rows show figures for sequential execution. The expected minimum tim­
ings for parallel executions are resp. 1.9 and 4.8 seconds. The column 'Depth/Threshold' 
shows the depth or the threshold (for the last two rows) used for building the process 
tree. The column 'Parallel split' indicates whether or not the splitting of the list is done 
in parallel. We note that in the parallel case the merge sort is a combination of merge 
and quick sorts. 
The speedups for the standard integer comparison are bad, for the complex compar­
ison reasonable. In both cases, it makes not much difference whether or not the list is 
split in parallel. This is (almost certainly) caused by the bad buffering behaviour of the 
splitting processes. It is not unreasonable to expect better speedups if the implementa­
tion is improved with respect to this point. The two rows with the heap of 1.5Mbyte per 
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Table 7.2: Performance figures for sorting algorithms 
transputer show that the memory behaviour of a stream version is better. The last two 
rows show a parallel version of quick sort based on the basic divide-and-conquer scheme 
with a threshold (they are different for the two possible inputs) based on the length of 
the lists. Clearly, the current implementation of streams is not useful for the quick sort 
algorithm. However, the merge sort algorithm behaves quite nice thanks to the streams. 
The fast Fourier transform 
The fast Fourier transform is a well-known algorithm for computing the discrete Fourier 
transform of an array of complex numbers (e.g. Cooley L· Tukey [1965]). Consider an array 
Λ[0..π — 1] of η complex numbers. The Fourier transform of A is an array B[0..n — 1], 
defined as: 
where г is the nth principal root of 1. A straightforward implementation of this formula 
results in an algorithm with complexity 0(n2). With the fast Fourier transform, array В is 
computed by first splitting array A into two parts, then deriving the Fourier transforms of 
each part, and finally by merging the resulting arrays into a single array. The complexity 
of this algorithm is O(nlogn). 
In Nöcker & Smetsers [1993] it is shown how an efficient algorithm in Concurrent 
Clean can be written for the fast Fourier transform. Important is that a complex number 
is defined as a tuple of two strict real numbers: 
:: Complex -» (!REAL,!REAL) 
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The functions that operate on strict complex numbers can be compiled to very efficient 
code. The basis of the algorithm is as follows: 
Fast Fourier list —• Merge evenresult oddresult, 
evenresult: FastFourier even, 
oddresult: FastFourier odd, 
(even,odd): Split list 
:: Split [Complex] —» ([Complex],[Complex]) 
Split [a.b|c] - ([a|x].[b|y]), 
(x.y): Split с 
Split [ ] - ( [ ] , [ ] ) 
:: Merge ¡[Complex] ¡[Complex] IINT - • [Complex] 
Merge even odd η —• Append low high, 
(low, high): Merge' even odd 0 
:: Merge' '[Complex] ¡[Complex] ¡INT —» (¡[Complex],¡[Complex]) 
Merge' [e|re] [o|ro] i —» ([¡ui | urest], [¡umi | um rest]), 
(urest.umrest): ! Merge' re ro (i+1), 
ri: Root i η, 
prod: MulC ri о, 
ui: PlusC e prod, 
umi: M'inC e prod 
Merge'[] [ ] i -» ( [ ] . [ ] ) 
The algorithm is basically again a divide-and-conquer like algorithm, but it suffers from 
a similar problem as the sorting algorithms. Whereas in the quicksort program work has 
to be done before new processes can be started, in this program work has to be done after 
the processes are ready. As a consequence, we have a similar theoretical upperbound on 
the speedup we can achieve. 
This can partially be solved by implementing the mergers as stream processes. How­
ever, we can do better: we can merge a list in parallel (in contrast to the merge process 
of the merge sort algorithm which is inherently sequential!). Consider a process which 
merges two lists of length η (using the definition of Merge'). The result list is returned as 
two lists of length τι. For the computation of the elements on position i and n + i only 
the elements on position i of the input lists are needed. The elements of the output list 
can be computed in parallel (data parallelism). In our case, it is easy to split input lists 
in к = n/m equal parts. The result list can be computed in parallel on к processors. A 
complicating factor is that the result list is distributed over the processors: processor j 
contains part j and part j + к (each of length m). Now consider the following process 
structure. Suppose we have ρ processors. Each processor computes two Fourier trans­
forms, of which the results can be merged to give two output lists. In the next stage, the 
results of processor i and г + 1 (г odd) have to be merged. That is, we can perform p/2 
parallel merges in parallel. The resulting p/2 lists can again be merged in parallel by p/4 
parallel merges. This can be continued (in log ρ stages) until the final list is computed. 
With some tedious programming, this process structure (see figure 7.2) can be expressed 
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Proc 1 Proc2 РгосЗ Proc 4 
Щ\Щ\ ЩЩ ЩЩ ЩШ 
1 Merge 1 | Merge | | Merge | | Merge | 
Figure 7.2: The structure of fast Fourier for 4 processors 
in Concurrent Clean (in a dynamic way!). Each processor contains a merge process for 
each stage. These processes can run interleaved. We note that we have some kind of data 
parallelism. However, there is no need for a synchronisation between the parallel merges 
or between the stages. This gives us a very flexible run-time behaviour. 
Table 7.3 shows some figures for the fast Fourier algorithm (for input lists of 8192 
elements). The speedups are quite reasonable. Clearly, the version with the parallel 
merges outperforms the simple divide-and-conquer schemes. However, even this scheme 
is far from optimal. This is caused by the building of the list (which is done sequentially), 
and by the overhead of the communication during splitting and merging. We note that 
also the collecting of the final result list takes time. As the number of processors increases 
these problems become more clear. We can probably expect better speedups if the copying 
process is optimised. 
sequential 
parallel, simple dc, strict merge 
parallel, simple dc, streamed merge 














Table 7.3: Performance figures for fast Fourier algorithms 
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7.4. Discussion 
Related work 
The implementation of functional languages on parallel architectures is studied at many 
sites. This work can be oriented towards language design and programming techniques, 
or towards the construction of parallel abstract machines and implementation techniques. 
An interesting paradigm for the development of parallel programs is based on the 
so-called skeleton model (Darlington et α/. [1991], Harrison [1992]). A skeleton is a kind 
of 'parallel primitive', which can be implemented efficiently on a parallel architecture. 
The programmer has to express parallelism by using these skeletons. A basic idea is 
the use of higher order functions. Also, often a stream-like communication behaviour 
between the processes is assumed. However, though it is the intention that skeletons can 
be implemented efficiently, there are no performance figures of an implementation. We 
have seen that there can be a big gap between an elegant parallel functional program 
and an efficient parallel functional program. Skeletons are very well suited to express 
global parallel structures, but it is unclear how well they can be used for the fine tuning. 
For example, the basic forms of the programs we have described can easily be expressed 
with skeletons. It is unclear how the efficient versions can be derived, and what the final 
performance then will be. This indicates that also skeletons should be used with care. 
Another approach of parallel functional programming is based on reduction to normal 
form (Eekelen & Plasmeijer [1990]). They introduce two new annotations, in some respect 
extensions of the {P} and {1} annotation, that reduce to normal form. Also, the type 
system is extended with so-called process types. Also with these annotations parallel 
algorithms can easily be specified. However, it will be difficult to obtain an efficient 
implementation. One of the weak points, for example, is that it is unclear how the 
normal form will be computed. Simple functions however, can probably be translated to 
stream functions and types. With respect to normal forms, it is also interesting whether 
normal form properties can be derived at compile time, for example with the evaluation 
transformer model (Burn [1987]). 
Other research often focusses on implementation aspects. There are various proposals 
for parallel abstract machines and their implementation. Some examples are the Grip 
(Peyton Jones et al. [1987]), the (v,G)-machine (Augustsson к Johnsson [1989b]), and 
Wybert (Langendoen [1993]). The model with which parallelism is introduced is often 
rather simple: a spark model with which only some basic forms of divide-and-conquer 
parallelism can be obtained. However, even then there are many implementation problems 
which are worth to be studied. This concerns often run-time support for parallelism like 
automatic generation of parallelism or scheduling and throttling strategies. Results of such 
research are often demonstrated with rather simple programs (or at least with programs 
containing a lot of 'simple' parallelism). There are almost no figures for applications as 
we have considered. On the other hand, the run-time system of the Concurrent Clean 
implementation contains only the basic support for the annotations that can be used in 
the language. There is no automatic support for things like load balancing or scheduling 
strategies. This means that the programmer is almost fully responsible for the parallel 
behaviour of a program. Even then it is very difficult to tune a program. It would be 
interesting to know what kind of run-time support is really helpful. 
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Conclusions 
We have discussed an efficient implementation technique for streams in functional lan-
guages. This implementation has been used to study some typical benchmark programs. 
We have shown that divide-and-conquer parallelism is no guarantee for good speedups. 
This is especially the case if a substantial amount of work has to be done during the split 
or combine phase. 
Our stream model showed to be useful in various ways. First, programs which contain 
stream-like structures can be optimised in an easy way. We can describe efficient com-
munication between processes on different machines, but also communication between 
local processes. We have shown that it is even possible to obtain a speedup on one single 
processor. This indicates that streams are not only useful on distributed machine ar-
chitectures. We think that also on shared memory architectures a good implementation 
of streams can be of importance. This is especially interesting since the communication 
bottleneck is not present. 
The application of streams in the divide-and-conquer benchmarks shows that streams 
are not only important for pipelined programs. By using streams it was possible to remove 
some of the basic drawbacks of these programs. 
The extension of the Concurrent Clean implementation is of very experimental na-
ture. Though the language, including the streams, can be used to write efficient parallel 
programs, it is etili difficult to use. Both on the language level as on the implementa-
tion level many improvements will be necessary. Experience with the current version has 
shown that it can take a lot of tuning before the most efficient solution is obtained. 
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Summary 
For many years one is searching for programming languages that support a fast and correct 
program development. Programming languages that offer a high degree of abstraction are 
especially attractive. With such a language problems can be specified in a compact and 
fast way. Also, maintenance and debugging is easier. In this respect, the traditionally 
much used imperative languages fail. However, since the distance between the language 
constructs and the inherently sequential machine instructions is very large, such high level 
languages are very difficult to implement. As a consequence, a program written in such a 
language can run much slower than the same program written in another language (e.g. 
an imperative language). Much research therefore concentrates on efficient compilation 
techniques. 
Functional languages, belonging to the class of declarative languages, offer a very high 
level of abstraction. A program written in a functional language consists of a collection of 
declarations. Such a program can be considered as a (good readable) specification, that 
also is executable. The development of programs becomes easier by the use of higher order 
functions, the lazy evaluation mechanism and the absence of Bide effects. The latter also 
means that a functional program can easily run on a parallel machine. However, exactly 
these properties are the reason that functional languages are very difficult to implement. 
In this thesis we will pay attention to some aspects of efficient functional program-
ming. In special, we will focus our attention on strictness and parallelism. Information of 
strictness and parallelism can be used to increase the efficiency of a program considerably. 
In both cases, it concerns changes of the standard reduction order. Strictness information 
indicates in what cases it is safe to evaluate an expression in advance (or in parallel). 
In this case, safety is restricted to the termination properties of the program; preserva-
tion of the same result is already guaranteed by the referential transparent character of 
the language. Because of the same principles expressions can be evaluated in parallel. 
However, on many parallel machines, and in special distributed memory architectures, 
parallel evaluation of an expression gains speed only if that expression contains enough 
work. In this thesis we will discuss the derivation, the specification and the exploitation 
of strictness and parallelism. 
Also in the lazy functional language CONCURRENT CLEAN strictness and parallelism 
are very important. Both strictness and parallelism can be specified by annotations. 
Furthermore, much strictness information can be derived automatically by the compiler. 
One of the etrong points of the CONCURRENT CLEAN compiler is that it tries to exploit 
(both derived and specified) strictness information as much as possible. The language 
CONCURRENT CLEAN and its implementation form the basis of the research. An overview 
can be found in chapter 2. 
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An important goal of compilers for lazy functional languages is to derive strictness 
and/or parallelism automatically. However, both in theory and in practice this has been 
shown to be very difficult. Especially much research has been done on strictness analysis. 
However, this has never resulted in a powerful and fast implementation. Chapters 3 and 
4 treat a new method, based on abstract reduction. This is, in contrast to most other 
methods, a purely operational approach based on the rewriting semantics of the language. 
Chapter 3 gives a general description, and discusses the implementation of the method. 
Also the influence of the functional reduction strategy is treated. Chapter 4 is of more 
theoretical nature. In the context of orthogonal term rewriting systems, a framework is 
developed for abstract reduction and the analysis methods needed. Also, it is indicated 
how the method can be extended to the case of lazy functional languages. 
However, also with the current techniques the result are often disappointing. This 
can happen because the analysis method itself is too weak, or because a program simply 
contains not enough derivable strictness. In practice, it appears to be useful that a 
programmer can add strictness information to programs. In CONCURRENT CLEAN this 
can be done by adding strictness annotations to types. It is shown that good speedups 
can be obtained, without loosing too much of the elegance of the functional programming 
style. This is discussed in chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 discusses the principles of machine code generation. In special it is shown 
how strictness and type information can be used to generate very efficient code. The 
key idea is to use this information to determine efficient parameter passing conventions. 
On the concrete machine level this translates to the efficient use of machine stacks and 
registers. The benchmarks show that the generated code is usually much better than the 
code generated by other implementations of functional languages, and can even compete 
with implementations of an imperative language like C. 
The last chapter treats some aspects of parallel functional programming. The starting-
point is that deriving of parallelism is too difficult for the moment, and that a program 
has to be made suited for a parallel machine by the programmer. In particular, we discuss 
two techniques for parallel programming: 'divide-and-conquer' parallelism and 'streams'. 
Divide-and-conquer parallelism is by no means always satisfying. Streams, on their own 
already very useful, can also be used to optimise various forms of divide-and-conquer 
parallelism. This is shown by adding an implementation of streams to the CONCURRENT 
CLEAN system. It turned out that the programmer can obtain a satisfying amount of 
parallelism just by adding the right annotations. 
Samenvatting 
Reeds lang is men op zoek naar programmeertalen die een snelle en zo correct moge-
lijke programmatuurontwikkeling mogelijk maken. Met name programmeertalen die een 
hoog abstractievermogen bieden, lijken hier geschikt voor. Met behulp van zo'n taal is 
het mogelijk problemen compact en snel te specificeren, terwijl ook het onderhoud van 
programmatuur en het verwijderen van fouten gemakkelijker is. De traditioneel veel ge-
bruikte imperatieve programmeertalen schieten hier duidelijk tekort. De meeste nieuwe 
talen hebben echter een groot nadeel. Omdat de afstand tussen de taaiconstructies en 
de doorgaans eenvoudige sequentiële machinetaalconstructies erg groot is, zijn dergelijke 
talen over het algemeen zeer moeilijk implementeerbaar. Dit betekent dat een programma 
geschreven in zo'n taal veel langzamer kan zijn dan hetzelfde programma geschreven in 
een andere, bijvoorbeeld imperatieve, taal. Veel onderzoek richt zich daarom op efficiënte 
compilatietechnieken. 
Functionele talen, behorende tot de klasse van declaratieve talen, bezitten een hoog 
abstractievermogen. Een programma geschreven in een functionele taal bestaat uit een 
verzameling functiedefinities. In zekere zin kan een programma beschouwd worden als 
(een goed leesbare) specificatie, die ook nog uitvoerbaar is. Het ontwikkelen van een 
programma wordt eenvoudiger door het gebruik van hogere orde functies, door het luie 
evaluatie mechanisme en door de afwezigheid van zijeffecten. Het laatste heeft tevens tot 
gevolg dat een functioneel programma in principe op een parallelle machine moet kunnen 
draaien. Echter, precies de genoemde eigenschappen zijn er de oorzaak van dat functionele 
talen moeilijk implementeerbaar zijn. 
In dit proefschrift besteden we aandacht aan enkele aspecten van efficiënt functio-
neel programmeren. In het bijzonder concentreren we ons op stnktheid en parallellisme. 
Met behulp van striktheid en/of parallellisme kan de snelheid van een programma aan-
zienlijk verhoogd worden. In beide gevallen betreft het het aanpassen van de standaard 
reductievolgorde. Strictheidsinformatie geeft aan in welke gevallen het veilig is een ex-
pressie op voorhand (of parallel) te evalueren. Veiligheid heeft in dit geval betrekking 
op de terminatie-eigenschappen van een programma; behoud van hetzelfde resultaat is al 
gegarandeerd door het referentieel transparante karakter van de taal. Dankzij dezelfde 
principes is het ook mogelijke expressies parallel te evalueren. Op veel parallelle machi-
nes, met name de zogenaamde 'distributed memory architectures', is parallelle evaluatie 
van een expressie alleen zinvol indien die expressie voldoende werk bevat. In dit proef-
schrift zullen we ingaan op het afleiden, het specificeren en het gebruiken van striktheid 
en parallellisme. 
Ook in de luie functionele taal CONCURRENT CLEAN spelen striktheid en parallellisme 
een belangrijke rol. Zowel striktheid als parallellisme kunnen in een programma worden 
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gespecificeerd met behulp van annotaties. Bovendien kan veel striktheidsinformatie auto-
matisch worden afgeleid door de compiler. Een van de sterke punten van de CONCURRENT 
CLEAN compiler is dat bij het genereren van machinecode striktheidsinformatie (zowel af-
geleid als gespecificeerd) zoveel mogelijk gebruikt wordt. De taal CONCURRENT CLEAN 
en de implementatie daarvan vormt de basis van het verdere onderzoek. Een overzicht 
wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 2. 
Een belangrijk doel voor compilers is het automatisch afleiden van striktheid en/of 
parallellisme. Echter, zowel in theoretische als in praktische zin is dit erg moeilijk. Met 
name op het gebied van striktheidsanalyse heeft men veel onderzoek gedaan naar slimme 
en implementeerbare technieken, maar dit heeft niet geleid tot krachtige implementaties. 
Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 behandelen een nieuwe methode die gebaseerd is op abstracte reductie. 
Dit is, in tegenstelling tot de meeste andere methodes, een puur operationele benadering 
gebaseerd op de herschrijfsemantiek van de taal. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een algemene beschrij-
ving en gaat in op de implementeerbaarheid van de methode. Hier wordt ook de invloed 
van de functionele reductiestrategie beschouwd. Enkele niet-triviale voorbeelden tonen 
aan dat de methode uitstekend voldoet. Hoofdstuk 4 is van meer theoretische aard. In 
de context van orthogonale termherschrijfsystemen wordt een onderbouwing gegeven voor 
abstracte reductie en de analysemethodes die daarin nodig zijn. Ook wordt aangegeven 
hoe een en ander kan worden uitgebreid tot luie functionele talen. 
Echter, ook met de huidige analysetechnieken zijn de resultaten vaak teleurstellend. 
Dit kan worden veroorzaakt doordat de analysemethode zelf te zwak is of doordat een 
programma simpelweg te weinig afleidbare striktheid bevat. In de praktijk blijkt het zinvol 
te zijn dat een programmeur zelf striktheidsinformatie aan een programma kan toevoegen, 
In CONCURRENT CLEAN kan dat door types te voorzien van striktheidsannotaties. Het 
blijkt dat veel snelheidswinst kan worden behaald zonder dat dit ten koste gaat van de 
elegantie van de functionele programmeerstijl. Dit wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 5. 
Hoofdstuk 6 gaat in op de principes van het genereren van machinecode. In het 
bijzonder wordt behandeld hoe striktheids- en type-informatie gebruikt kan worden om 
efficiënte code te genereren. Deze informatie wordt vooral gebruikt om vast te leggen 
hoe parameters en resultaten van functies kunnen worden doorgegeven. Dit heeft als 
resultaat dat de stacks en registers van de concrete machine gebruikt kunnen worden. 
Enkele voorbeeldprogramma's tonen aan dat de gegenereerde code doorgaans veel beter 
is dan die van andere implementaties van functionele talen, en zelfs kan concurreren met 
implementaties van een imperatieve taal als C. 
Het laatste hoofdstuk gaat in op enkele aspecten van parallel functioneel programme-
ren. Het uitgangspunt is dat het afleiden van parallellisme voorlopig te moeilijk is, en dat 
een programma door de programmeur geschikt moet worden gemaakt voor een parallelle 
machine. In het bijzonder behandelen we twee technieken voor parallel programmeren: 
'divide-and-conquer' parallellisme en 'streams'. Divide-and-conquer parallellisme is lang 
niet altijd zaligmakend. Streams, op zichzelf reeds een nuttig stuk gereedschap, kunnen 
ook gebruikt worden om programma's gebaseerd op divide-and-conquer parallellisme te 
versnellen. Een en ander wordt aangetoond door streams toe te voegen aan het CONCUR-
RENT CLEAN systeem. Het blijkt dat de programmeur door het toevoegen van de juiste 
annotaties voldoende parallellisme kan verkrijgen. 
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